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Abstract 
Prolog is an extremely successful (widely used) non-monotonic reasoning system. 
Its non-monotonicity arises from the presence of negation as finite failure, which 
is non-monotonic as adding a proper axiom (such as A) to a theory may remove 
previous results ( such as ,..__, A and its consequences). This thesis explores a logic 
programming system ( QEP) related to Prolog using an approach adapted from the 
non-monotonic logic literature - isolating the monotonic deductive component from 
the non-monotonic ( assumption) component. QEP is essentially pure Prolog with 
parallel search over the rules rather than top-down backtracking search, and it per-
mits negative literals in queries and rule bodies. It is shown to be a propositionally 
complete intuitionistic system (for demonstrated finite failure) and first order in-
completeness is due only to search and non-ground failure. The same result is also 
shown for a wide range of logics whose theorems are also intuitionistic theorems. 
The intuitionistic (non-classical) base is used to provide new motivation for some 
non-monotonic logics by using Tarski's transformation from intuitionistic logic to 
the modal logic S4. The connections between Logic programming, lntuitionistic 
logic, Non-monotonic modal logics and Default logic are used to retrieve some useful 
insights and practical extensions for QEP. Extensions covering hypothetical impli-
cation, disjunctive facts, and blocking negation as failure are discussed. The ability 
to block negation as failure is particularly appealing in that it has both a straight 
forward implementation and completion-like semantics. Extensions permitting non-
ground finite failure are also examined. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
We take the view that logic programming systems similar to Prolog that include 
negation as failure are non-monotonic inference engines. Our task will be twofold -
to try and describe the logical parts of the inference engines, and to use the insights 
gained to extend the systems in natural, and computationally effective, ways. Of 
particular interest is the use of failure in systems based on logic, particularly nega-
tion as finite failure in logic programming systen1s. As is common in non-monotonic 
logics, we separate the detection of failure from its utilization. Failures are repre-
sented by negated literals amongst the proper axioms, and hence utilized by normal 
deductive inference. The mechanism that licenses the presence of the negated liter-
als (such as finite failure to prove) may then be independently investigated. We can 
then investigate the monotonic part of the inference engine using standard proof 
theory, treating the computations as proofs in a formal way, and separately inves-
tigate the non-monotonic part of the inference engine ( the demonstration of finite 
failure). 
This approach should be contrasted with the similar Abductive approach in 
[EK89]. In that approach failure is also represented by the presence of literals , but 
they are utilised by special deductive rules and the use of the usual deductive steps 
is mixed with these steps. The deductive extension is essentially the use of weak 
model elimination [LOV78] but only in some circumstances, and without the ability 
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to use all contrapositive forms (ie. without the ability to treat rules as disjunctive 
clauses). The result, while superficially similar in many ways, is fundamentally 
different as the proof theories differ. For instance, one consequence is that the-
oremhood is abandoned and the proof procedure chooses a partial model to work 
with. In [DUN91] the approach is extended to maximise the number of assumptions 
short of inconsistency, but only soundness results for the proof theory result. This 
approach should also be contrasted with a pure proof theoretic approach such as 
[HS91], in which the proof theory is extended to cope directly with a proof-theoretic 
completion-like rule together with other extensions and with some restrictions on 
variables. The result is compared compared with the result of 'completing' programs 
when certain restrictions are satisfied. In this work we only consider the execution 
of logic programming systems similar to Prolog, using standard proof theory, and 
without further restricting the form of programs. For the logic programming sys-
tem we use Clark's Query Evaluation Process QEP(C1A 78], which is essentially 
pure Prolog with parallel search over the rules rather than top-down backtracking 
search, and it permits negative literals in queries and rule bodies. It is shown to 
be a propositionally complete intuitionistic system (for demonstrated finite failure) 
and first order incompleteness is due only to search and non-ground failure. As a 
result of the proof theoretic approach, the same result is also shown for a wide range 
of logics whose theorems are also intuitionistic theorems. 
QEP is a simple model of Prolog. It differs from Prolog in that any rule may be 
chosen at each step (no top-down search order), any literal may be chosen at each 
step (no left-right search order), full unification is used (includes an 'occurs check'), 
the antecedent of a rule can only be conjoined literals, and built-in predicates are 
eliminated. QEP permits negative literals in queries and rule bodies, but may only 
select a negative literal if it is ground. We focus on QEP as it is contained in the 
seminal paper on negation as finite failure [C1A 78), though a less restricted model 
for Prolog was explored in [ED M86]. QEP permits the expression of "general clause 
programs" (11084] in a way amenable to proof theoretic treatment. We will ex-
plore the logic of QEP without additional restrictions ( eg. without restriction to 
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stratifiable, hierarchical, finite proof tree, allowed clause, function-free or definite 
clause databases). The restriction in QEP preventing selection of non-ground neg-
ative literals is later removed to give an extended version of QEP ( and, by analogy, 
Prolog). This extension contains that given in [LIN90] as a special case. 
In treating QEP as an inference engine, we concentrate on the sequence of queries 
generated between the query and the recognition of a solution. As a simple example, 
consider the rules 1 : 
P(x)+-Q(x)&R(x) 
Q(a)+-
Q(b)+-
R(x)+-Q(x) 
Trying to prove (:lx)P(x) results in the sequence 
query P(x) 
gives query Q(x)&R(x) using rule P(x)+-Q(x)&R(x) 
gives query R( a) 
gives query Q(a) 
using rule Q (a) f-
using rule Q(x)+-R(x) 
which is successful using rule Q(a)+-
Each step selects a query literal and a rule that matches the selected literal. The 
selection of the literal is made by some 'selection rule' and this choice does not need 
to be reconsidered, but the alternate rule selections provide alternate derivation 
possibilities - defining a search space. 
Each query is derived from the succeeding query and an associated axiom, and 
each step corresponds to a single deductive inference: 
Q(a) is derived from rule Q(a)+-
R(a) is derived from Q(a) and rule R(x)+-Q(x) 
(:lx)Q(x)&R(x) is derived from R(a) and rule Q(a)+-
1in exampl s, predicates will have a leading capital letter, variables will be italic lower case, 
QEP rul will use f- and &, and logical formulae will use :J and /\ 
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(3x)P(x) is derived from (3x)Q(x)&R(x) and rule P(x)t-Q(x)&R(x). 
This reads the query sequence ( from the bottom up) as a direct proof rather than the 
traditional reading (from the top down) as a refutation. As we will be dealing with 
intuitionistic systems, this difference is important as a refutation of the negation of 
a theorem does not prove the theorem. 
Typically, when considering proofs, we are interested in the actual instance 
successfully proven. The presence of unnecessary variables complicates the pre-
sentation, so we will usually transform the query sequence to avoid the need for 
substitutions. In the above example, this will give the query sequence 
P( a),Q( a)&R( a),R( a),Q( a),0 
and the following deductions: 
Q(a) is derived from rule Q(a)t-
R(a) is derived from Q(a) and rule instance R(a)t-Q(a) 
Q(a)&R(a) is derived from R(a) and rule Q(a)t-
P(a) is derived from Q(a)&R(a) and rule instance P(a)t-Q(a)&R(a). 
The structure of the query provides another source of complication (particularly 
conjunctions such as Q(a)&R(a) above), so we further transform the deductions 
into a tree, roughly: 
Q(a)t-: Q(a) 
Q(a)t-: Q(a) R(a)t-Q(a): R(a) 
P(a)t-Q(a)&R(a): P(a) 
where the rule used precedes the query. With some embellishment, this tree struc-
ture provides the monotonic proof theoretic analysis. 
When considering failure, we are interested in demonstrated failure for all rule 
choices. Rather than transforming a given path into a tree ( as we did above), we 
represent each rule choice by a different continuation, and define a tree structure 
for the possible paths. The rule used is associated with the path choice (ie the 
ancestor node) rather than with the conclusion ( as happened above). The effect 
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of substitution cannot be removed as different rule choices will involve different 
unifiers. The last example comes out as a tree with no branches: 
Q(a)+-: 
R(x)+-Q(x): Q(a) 
Q(a)+-: R(a) 
P(x)+-Q(x)&R(x): Q(x)&R(x) 
: P(x) 
When a path fails we know that a literal in the last query on each path does not 
match the head of any rule. A failed path is represented by a leaf node with a query 
literal that does not match the head of any rule. A successful path is represented 
by a leaf node with no query part (as above). Query P(x)&S(x) has two possible 
proof paths that both fail: 
Q (a) f- : S (a) Q (b) f- : S (b) 
R(x )+-Q(x): Q(a)&S(a) R(x)+-Q(x): Q(b )&S(b) 
Q(a)+-: R(a)&S(a) Q(b)+-: R(b)&S(b) 
P(x)+-Q(x)&R(x): Q(x)&R(x)&S(x) 
: P(x)&S(x) 
When dealing with monotonic proofs, we avoid recursive calls by using the pres-
ence of negative literals as axioms. In failure proofs, we represent recursive calls by 
mixing proof and failure forms - the proof form being the single 'instance proved' 
query sequence such as the one shown above. Thus for query Q(x)&rvR(x), we get 
a failure tree with two associated 'proof trees', roughly: 
Q(a)+- ': rvR(a) 1 Q(b)+-: rvR(b) 2 
: Q(x)&rvR(x) 
Q(a)+-: 
l: R(x)+-Q(x): Q(a) 
: R(a) 
Q(b)+-: 
2: R(x)+-Q(x): Q(b) 
: R(b) 
The structure of this thesis follows the development above. QEP is investigated 
as a proof theory and we demonstrate that QEP is a sound but incomplete in-
tuitionistic inference engine, but restricting the incompleteness to inference rules 
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dealing with negation and inconsistency. The properties of the failure literals are 
then investigated and we show that from intuitionistic proofs using negative literals 
(licensed by finite failure trees), we can constructively derive additional finite fail-
ure trees. The additional negative literals licensed by the derived finite failure trees 
can be used to further normalise the intuitionistic proofs, and demonstrate that the 
incompleteness-causing inference rules are not required. 
The remainder of the thesis discusses some relationships and similarities with 
related fields. It is not intended to be a complete survey of each area discussed. 
The first chapter examines unused features of intuitionistic proof theory as can-
didate inference engine extensions to QEP - particularly hypothetical arguments, 
open world statements, and disjunctive facts. These all have interesting features 
in the presence of negation as finite failure. Non-monotonic and default logics are 
then introduced and a link to QEP established. The semantic connections between 
nonmonotonic logics, autoepistemic logics, default logics and logic programming are 
well explored in the literature, and we simply show that intuitionistic logic has a 
simple link into these semantics that complements the proof theoretic view taken 
in this thesis. Finally, various extensions permitting non-ground negation as finite 
failure are discussed - including an extension that permits any propositional proof 
to be lifted to a first order proof - giving first order completeness. 
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Chapter 2 
QEP 
2.1 Clark's Query Evaluation Process 
Clark's presentation of QEP [CLA 78] is reproduced in this section, and we will 
usually follow the notations and conventions of that paper. 
We " ... view the alternate derivations of the search space as different paths of 
a non-deterministic evaluation which can SUCCEED, FAIL or not terminate. A path 
terminates with SUCCESS if its terminal query is the empty query. The binding of 
the variables of the initial query induced by a successful evaluation is an answer 
to the query. A path terminates with FAILURE if the selected literal of its terminal 
query does not unify with the consequent literal of the selected database clause. 
The literal is selected using a prescribed selection rule, but the subsequent selection 
of a database clause, and the attempted unification, is a non-deterministic step of 
the evaluation. Finally, a non-terminating evaluation path comprises an infinite 
sequence of queries each of which is derived from the initial query as described 
below. 
Evaluation Algorithm 
Until an empty query is derived, and the evaluation succeeds, proceed as follows: 
Using the selection rule, select a literal Li from the current query f-- 1 1 & ... & 
Ln. The selection rule is constrained so that a negative literal is only selected if it 
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... _ 
contains no variables. 
Case(l) 
Li is a positive literal R( t1, ... , tn) 
Non-deterministically choose a database clause 
about Rand try to unify Li with R(t~, ... ,<i). If there are several database 
clauses about R, the selection of a clause together with the attempted unifi-
cation is a non-deterministic step in the evaluation. Each of the other clauses 
offer an alternative evaluation path. If Li does not unify with R( t~, ... , t~), 
FAIL ( this path). If Li does unify, with most general unifier 0, replace the 
current query with the derived query 
Should there be no database clause about the relation of the selected literal, 
we consider that there is just one next step to the evaluation of the query 
which immediately FAILS. 
Case(2) 
Li is a negative ground literal rv P. There is just one next step for the evalua-
tion. This is the attempt to discover whether rv P can be assumed as a lemma. 
To do this we recursively enter the query evaluation process with +-P as the 
query. 
If the evaluation of +-P SUCCEEDS, FAIL. 
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If the evaluation of~ P FAILS for every path of its nondeterministic evaluation, 
assume I".) P as a lemma. Hence replace the current query by 
2.2 Modifications to Clark's Query Evaluation 
Process 
We shall modify the form of the axioms by requiring bracketing so that the scope of 
each conjunction is well defined, and to remove the restriction on selection rules so 
that a non-ground literal may be selected at any time, but the result is an immediate 
'flounder'. First we define some terms we shall be using. 
Definition 1 database query formula, database query, general query, empty query, 
database rule 
A database query formula is 
•a positive literal 
•a negative literal 
•of the form A&B where both A and B are database query formulae . 
A database query is of the form ~Q where Q is a database query formula. A 
general query is a list (possibly empty) of database query formulae prefixed 
by ~. An empty query is a general query with an empty list (i.e. just ~). 
A database rule ( a database clause in Clark's terms but we reject its interpre-
tation as a clause) is either of the form H ~ or of the form H ~ B where H is 
a positive literal and B is a database query. Note that we always uniquely 
rename the variables in database rules each time they are used in QEP proofs . 
• 
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Definition 2 (open/closed) QEP query, (open/closed) QEP rule 
An open QEP query is 
•a positive literal 
•a negative literal 
•of the form AAB where both A and B are open QEP queries. 
A QEP query is of the form (:3x)Q where Q is an open QEP query and x are 
some (possibly none or all) of the free variables in Q. A closed QEP query 
is a QEP query containing no free variables. An open QEP rule is a positive 
literal or is of the form B:)H where Bis an open QEP query and His a positive 
literal. An QEP rule is of the form (Vx)R where R is an open QEP rule and 
x are some (possibly none or all) of the free variables in R. A closed QEP rule 
is a QEP rule containing no free variables. • 
Definition 3 corresponding queries and rules 
An open QEP query corresponds to a database query formula iff 
•they are identical literals; or 
•the open QEP query is of the form AAB, the database query formula is 
of the form A' &B', A corresponds to A', and B corresponds to B'. 
The QEP query (:3x)Q corresponds to the database query +-Q' if the open 
QEP query Q corresponds to the database query formula Q'. An open QEP 
rule corresponds to a database rule iff 
•the open QEP rule is of the form H and the database rule is of the form 
Ht-; or 
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• the open QEP rule is of the form B::)H, the database rule is of the form 
Hf-B', and open QEP query B corresponds to database query formula 
B'. 
A QEP rule of the form (\ix)R corresponds to the database rule R' if open 
QEP rule R corresponds to R'. • 
We now modify the above definition ( the original definition will be referred to as 
Clark's QEP and the modified version will be referred to as QEP). For convenience 
we will write Ff for Fi, ... ,Fj. The modifications are: 
• the 'literal Li' becomes the 'formula Li' 
• 'clause' becomes 'rule' 
• 'query' becomes 'general query' 
• the fallowing formulae are changed 
R(t~, ... ,t~) becomes H 
..... . 1 ..... 
becomes +-{ L1j_- ,B,Li+1}0 
• the addition of the following case: 
'Case(3) 
Replace the current general query by: 
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We also relax the literal selection rule to permit selection of a non-ground neg-
ative literal at any step - the procedure then 'smolders'. This is the analogue 
of floundering ( when the selection rule cannot select a database query formula as 
they are all non-ground negative literals), but smoldering can occur when database 
query formulae other than non-ground negative literals exist. This modification 
permits Prolog's Left-Right selection rule to be used - smoldering will occur when 
the left-most literal is a non-ground negative literal. It also permits QEP's modified 
Left-Right selection rule to be used ( choose the left-most literal that is not a non-
ground negative literal). Selection rules that can be used for Clark's QEP guarantee 
that a smolder is a flounder. 
We represent the behavior of QEP by the sequence of general queries generated 
( the proof path) excluding the queries generated by recursive calls. Recursive failure 
calls are not (yet) explicitly represented but the definition of failure literals permits 
non-ground failure literals - only the QEP proof process ensuring that non-ground 
negative literals result in smoldering. More formally: 
Definition 4 DS QEP failure literals, (open/closed) DS QEP failure formulae. 
A DS QEP failure literal is a negative literal ( rvP) such that the evaluation 
by QEP of query +-P FAILS for every path of its nondeterministic evaluation 
when the sequence of database rules is D and the selection rule used is S. 
A DS QEP failure formula is of the form (\Ix )rvP where rvP is a DS QEP 
failure literal and x are some (possibly none or all) of the free variables in P. 
A closed DS QEP failure formula is a DS QEP failure formula containing no 
free variables. • 
Definition 5 DS QEP proof paths - partial, successful and smoldering 
A partial DS QEP proof path is 
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ea sequence of general quenes such that each adjacent pair of queries 
correspond to a step of the QEP proof procedure (syntactically, the re-
placement or elimination of a positive literal, the elimination of a negative 
literal, or the replacement of a conjunctive formula by its parts) 
• the database rules used in corresponding case(l) steps are in D 
• the negative literals eliminated in corresponding case(2) steps are DS 
QEP failure literals 
• the selected formula is chosen by selection rule S. 
A successful DS QEP proof path is a partial DS QEP proof path whose last 
general query is an empty query. 
A smoldering DS QEP proof path is a partial DS QEP proof path whose last 
general query has a non-ground negative literal selected by S. • 
Proofs in the modified QEP system become proofs in Clark's QEP system by 
removing case 3 proof steps, removing conjunctive bracketing, and replacing con-
junctive query commas with ampersands. Proofs in Clark's QEP system become 
proofs in the modified QEP system by reversing the above transformation, the 
missing case (3) steps being replaced by modifying the selection rule to select a 
conjunctive formula before a literal ( and insert corresponding case (3) steps). We 
require the most general unifier ( mgu) to be a mgu for more than just Li and H, 
- -it must be an mgu for <L1\Li,B,Qa> and <Li\H,B,Qa> where Q is the original 
general query and a is the composition of substitutions in preceding proof steps. 
In essence, the substitution must not bind free variables unnecessarily, particularly 
variables in the current substitution of the original general query, in the current 
general query, or in the chosen database rule. 
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Chapter 3 
Proof Trees 
3.1 Skeletal Proof Trees 
We want to be isolated from the vagaries of the selection rule used by QEP. This 
is achieved by proof trees, similar to structures used by [LL084, GS86, BRU91], 
though we follow the sequent calculus presentation in [D UM77]. The resulting 
proof theory is strictly more powerful than QEP as it may use instances of failure 
literals that QEP can not use (ie. QEP must smolder where the proof theory does 
not). First we need some definitions, liberally borrowing from [DUM77]: 
D efinit ion 6 Sequent, Antecedent, Succedent, Basic Sequent 
A sequent r: A is an ordered pair <r,A> where A is either a formula or the 
empty set and r is a finite (possibly empty) set of formulae. We write: 
'r,~: A' for 'ru~: A' 
'r,B: A' for 'ru{B}: A' 
'B1,B2, ... ,Bn: A' for '{B1,B2, ... ,Bn}: A' 
' : A' for '0 : A' 
'B: ' for 'B: 0' 
20 
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r is called the antecedent and A the succedent of the sequent r : A. A basic 
sequent is a sequent of the form A: A. • 
Definition 7 Skeletal rules of inference 
&-right 
f--left 
• 
f:A D..:B 
r, t:,,.: A&B 
f:A 
r, Bf-A: B 
A:A 
Af-:A 
Definition 8 (Partial) Proof tree, Topmost node, Conclusion 
A partial proof tree is a finite tree with its vertex at the bottom whose nodes 
are associated with sequents in such a way that every sequent associated with 
a node which has nodes above it is a direct consequence by one of the rules of 
inference of the sequent(s) associated with the node(s) immediately above it. 
If there are two nodes immediately above a node, their left-right order is the 
left-right order of their associated sequents in the rule of inference used. If a 
node has no node immediately above it, it is called a topmost node. A proof 
tree is a partial proof tree in which every topmost node is associated with a 
basic sequent. The sequent assigned to the vertex of a tree is the conclusion of 
the tree. The semantic interpretation of the conclusion of a proof tree is that 
whenever all the formulae in the antecedent are true, the succedent is true. • 
Definition 9 (Partial) skeletal proof tree, (Partial) DS skeletal proof tree 
In a (partial) skeletal proof tree the rules of inference are skeletal rules of 
inference, and the antecedent of its conclusion just consists of instances of 
database rules and/ or negative literals. In a (partial) DS skeletal proof tree 
the data base rules in the antecedent of the conclusion are instances of database 
rules in D and the negative literals are DS QEP failure literals. • 
21 
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A simple use of modus ponens can be represented as follows: 
A:A 
A+-:A 
A+-, B+-A: B 
and as the topmost node has an associated basic sequent, this is a skeletal proof 
tree with conclusion interpreted as 'whenever A+- and B +-A are true , B is true ' . 
In the above example the rules resemble QEP steps as the two cases of +--left 
resemble case(l) steps for rules with and without antecedents. In other examples, 
&-right rule applications resemble case(3) steps, and basic sequents of the form 
rvA: rvA resemble case(2) steps. The formulae retain the free variables of the QEP 
formulae. As there are no quantifiers, substitution instances of (partial) skeletal 
proof trees remain (partial) skeletal proof trees. However, as substitution instances 
of DS QEP failure literals may not be DS QEP failure literals, we cannot freely 
substitute DS skeletal proof trees unless the DS QEP failure literals in the antecedent 
of the conclusion are ground ( as would be the case for derivations corresponding to 
non-smoldering QEP proof paths), or the selection rule guarantees substitutability 
of DS QEP failure literals (as is the case for Prolog's left-right selection rule). 
Note that these proof trees do not resemble proof trees in [CLA 78] as they don't 
describe the search space of proofs, they only describe a single QEP proof path 
with the effect of the selection rule and unification removed. The effect of unifica-
tion is removed by only describing the proof of a particular answer so only rules 
need substitution. The effect of the selection rule is removed as each intermediate 
query corresponds to the succedents of sequents associated with some nodes of the 
proof tree (no node is the ancestor of another) and each QEP step replaces a node 
( corresponding to the selected query literal) with its immediate ancestor nodes (if 
any). Different selection rules correspond to different strategies for moving from the 
vertex of the tree up the tree and off the end of each tree tip. 
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Definition 10 rule application, before, after 
When the sequent associated with a node {NJ is a direct consequence by one of 
the rules of inference of the sequents associated with the nodes immediately 
above it, we term the arrangement of nodes an application of the rule of 
inference. The rule application is before N and after the nodes immediately 
above N. • 
In the modus ponens example above, there are two applications of ~-left, one 
before the vertex, and the other after the topmost node. 
Definition 11 subtrees, open tree tips, tree substitution 
If a node (N) has only one node (N') immediately above it, the tree whose 
vertex is N' is called the subtree of N. If N has two nodes immediately above 
it (N~ to the left, N~ to the right), the tree whose vertex is N~ is termed the 
left subtree, and the tree whose vertex is N~ is termed the right subtree. The 
subtrees of a tree are the subtrees of all the nodes in the tree. An open tree tip 
is a topmost node that is not associated with a basic sequent. A substitution 
applied to a tree defines a new tree that matches the original tree in all ways 
except that the formulae in the associated sequents have had the substitution 
applied to them. • 
In the modus ponens example above, the vertex has one subtree with the con-
clusion 'A~: A' containing two nodes. 
Definition 12 height of a node, tree and rule application 
The height of a node in a tree is the number of nodes from that node to the 
vertex of the tree (inclusive). The height of a tree is the maximum height of 
nodes in the tree. The height of a rule application in a tree is the height of 
the node immediately after the rule application. • 
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In the modus ponens example above, the vertex is of height 1, the topmost node 
is of height 3, the height of the +--left rule application before the vertex is 1, and 
the height of the other +--left rule application is 2. 
Lemma 1 Subtrees of (partial) (DS) Skeletal proof trees either are (partial) (DS) 
skeletal proof trees or have a conclusion that is a basic sequent with a positive literal 
succedent. 
Pf: Proof is by induction on the height of the skeletal proof tree. 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds for trees of height less than n. 
Base case: n = 1. There are no subtrees, so the result holds trivially. 
Inductive case: n > 1. Subtrees of partial proof trees are clearly partial proof 
trees. As n> 1, there must be a rule application before the vertex which 
matches one of the following patterns: 
• &-right. The vertex of the tree and its subtrees must be of the form: 
r:A /j,_:B 
r, /j,_: A&B 
Both r and /j,_ are subsets of the antecedent of the conclusion, and both 
A and B are database query formulae, so the result holds by induction. 
• +--left (first form). The vertex of the tree and its subtree must be of the 
form: 
r:A 
r,Bt--A:B 
r is a subset of the antecedent of the conclusion, and B t-A must be a 
database rule so A is a database query formula, so the result holds by 
induction. 
• +--left (second form). The tree must be of the form: 
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A~ must be an instance of a database rule in D, so A is a positive literal. 
The tree contains only two nodes , so the conditions are satisfied. • 
DS QEP Proof Paths and Skeletal Proof Trees 
We will show how to derive a DS skeletal proof tree from a successful DS QEP proof 
path and how to combine a selection rule and a DS skeletal proof tree to derive a 
successful DS QEP proof path or a smoldering DS QEP proof path. The results are 
quite straight forward. 
Lemma 2 Given 
..... ..... 
• a partial DS QEP proof path from ~Pf to ~Qi 
..... 
• a list of DS skeletal proof trees Tl 
• a list of substitutions 8i such that the succedent of the conclusion of each Ti 
..... 
we can derive a DS QEP proof path from ~ Pf that either smolders or succeeds 
Pf: Proof is by induction on the number of nodes in the DS skeletal proof 
trees. 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds when the number of nodes in the DS 
skeletal proof trees is less than n. 
Base case: n = 0. q must be 0, and the partial DS QEP proof path is a 
successful DS QEP proof path. 
Inductive case: n > 0. Use S to choose some Qi after the partial DS QEP 
..... ..... 
proof path from Pf to Qf (S may be path dependent). One of the following 
must hold: 
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• Qi is a non-ground negative literal. The partial DS QEP proof path from 
- -Pf via Qi smolders. 
• Qi is a ground negative literal. Qicri is Qi as Qi is ground, so Ti must be 
a single node tree with conclusion 'Qi: Qi' (no rule of inference results 
in a negative literal succedent). We can extend the partial DS QEP 
- - · 1 -proof path from ~Qi to ~Qi- ,Qf+1 by case(2) of QEP as Qi is a DS 
QEP failure literal so the recursive call will finitely fail. Induction on the 
extended proof path, f;- 1,f,?+1 and Bf- 1,Bf+i satisfies the lemma. 
• Qi is a positive literal and Ti has a ~-left rule application of the first 
form immediately before the vertex. The vertex of Ti and its subtree 
(T:) must be of the form 
r: L' 
r, Qicri~L': Qicri 
so there is some database rule R in D ( say H ~ B with variables uniquely 
renamed) which has Qicri~L' as an instance. If 0' is the composition of 
- -substitutions used in the partial DS QEP proof path, <QLQi,B,Pf 0'> 
- -and <Q1,H,B,Pf 0'> must unify with some mgu 0 as Qi and H have 
Qicri as a substitution instance. Thus we can extend the proof path to 
~{ Qi-1,B,Q;+1}0 by using case(l) of QEP with the database rule R. 
Furthermore, for each j other than i there must be a substitution er~ such 
that Qj0cr~ = Qjcrj, and as Qicri~L' is a substitution instance of H~B 
there must be a substitution er: such that Beer: = L'. Induction on the 
extended proof path, f;-1,T:,1%_1 and ;,~ satisfies the lemma. 
• Qi is a positive literal and T i has a ~-left rule application of the second 
form immediately before the vertex. T i must be of the form 
Qicri: Qicri 
Qicri~: Qicri 
so some database rule R in D (say H~ with variables uniquely renamed) 
has Qicri~ as an instance. If 0' is the composition of substitutions used 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
in the partial DS QEP proof path, <Qi,Qi,0,Pf 0'> and <Q1,H,0,Pf 0'> 
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must unify with some mgu 0 as Qi and H have Qicri as a substitution 
..... . 1 ..... 
instance. Thus we can extend the proof path to ~{ Qt- ,Qf+1}0 by using 
case(l) of QEP with the database rule R. Furthermore, for each i there 
must be a substitution er: such that Q10cr: = Qicri. Induction on the 
..... . l ..... .....i-1 ..... q 
extended proof path, T{ - ,Tl+i and er' 1 ,er' i+l satisfies the lemma. 
• Qi is a conjunctive formula say Qil&Qi2. Ti must have a &-right rule 
application before its vertex. The succedents of the subtrees Til and T i2 
of Ti are Qilcri and Qi2cri so we can extend the proof path to 
~<J1-1,Qil,Qi2,Qf+1 by using case(3) of QEP. Induction on the extended 
f h T ..... i- l T T T ..... q d ..... i- l ..... q t· fi th 1 proo pat , 1 , il, i2, i+l an cr1 ,cri,cri,cri+l sa 1s es e emma. • 
Lemma 3 Given a DS skeletal proof tree with conclusion of the form~: Q, we can 
derive either a successful or smoldering DS QEP proof path from any query ~ Q' 
where Q' 0 is Q for some substitution 0 
Pf: immediate from lemma 2 • 
The above lemma can be strengthened to any query ~Q' that can unify with 
~Q, provided that the required ( mgu substituted) instances of DS QEP failure 
literals are DS QEP failure literals. This condition always holds for some, but not 
all, selection rules. It always holds for the left-right selection rule of Prolog. It 
doesn't always hold for QEP's modified left-right selection rule which selects the 
leftmost literal which is not a non-ground negative literal. In this case, substituting 
the failure literal may cause a left-most negative literal to be selected in a path ( and 
the subsequent computation may not terminate), whereas, in the matching path for 
the non-ground failure literal, some other literal was selected ( and finitely failed) as 
the leftmost literal was a non-ground negative literal. The extra condition is clearly 
satisfied when all the DS QEP failure literals in the DS skeletal proof tree are ground 
- which will be the case for DS skeletal proof trees derived from successful DS QEP 
proof paths. The "or smoldering" condition is more difficult to remove. Converting 
a skeletal proof tree into a proof path can leave some (non-query) variables in the 
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proof path that are instantiated in the proof tree. 
.... 
Lemma 4 Given a (partial) DS QEP proof path from the general query +-Pf to 
.... .... 
the general query +-QL we can derive a list of partial DS skeletal proof trees Tf in 
which 
.... 
1. the succedents of the open tree tips are Qi 
2. the antecedents of the open tree tips are empty 
.... .... 
3. the succedents of the conclusions of Tf are Pf CT for some substitution CT. 
.... 4. the DS QEP failure literals in the antecedents of the conclusions of Tf are 
ground. 
Pf: Proof is by induction on path length -
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds for all partial DS QEP proof paths of 
length m. 
Base case: m= 1. The unit length partial DS QEP proof path contains just the 
.... .... 
general query +-Pf (which is also +-Qi). The list of partial DS skeletal proof 
.... 
trees Tf each Ti having one node with the associated sequent ':P/, satisfies 
the hypothesis. 
Inductive case: m> 1. The m step proof path has an m-1 step subproof path 
of some general query +-Kf from +-Pf which, by induction, defines a list of 
.... 
partial DS skeletal proof trees (Tf) in which: 
• the succedents of the open tree tips (Nf) are Kf 
• the antecedents of the open tree tips are empty 
.... .... 
• the succedents of the conclusions of Tf are Pf CT for some substitution CT • 
.... 
• the DS QEP failure literals in the antecedents of the conclusions of Tf 
are ground. 
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The last step of the given proof path must have been the selection of some Ki 
-+ 
and the derivation of f-Qf by one of the following QEP steps: 
• Case l(a): Ki is a positive literal and the QEP step uses a substitution 
0 and a database rule R (say Hf- with variables uniquely renamed) such 
that H0=Ki0. Modify Tf 0 as follows: 
l.Add H0f- ( an instance of a rule in D) to the antecedent of the sequent 
associated with Nie and all nodes below Nie in the tree including the 
vertex. 
2.Create a new node as a subtree of Nie with associated basic sequent 
'H0: H0' forming an application off-left. 
The modified trees remain DS skeletal proof trees and now satisfy the 
lemma as 
-the succedents of the remaining open tree tips (iJt- 1e,iJt+1e) are 
-+ • 1 -+k K~- 0 ,Ki+l 0 which are the query formulae in the general query 
-+ 
derived by QEP ie. f-Qf 
-the antecedents of the open tree tips are empty 
-+ -+ 
- the succedents of the conclusions of the modified Tf0 are Pf a-0. 
-the DS QEP failure literals in the antecedent of the conclusions of 
-+ 
the modified Tf 0 remain ground. 
• Case 1 (b): Ki is a positive literal and the QEP step uses a substitution 
0 and a database rule R (Hf-B with variables uniquely renamed) such 
-+ 
that H0 = Kie. Modify Tf 0 as follows: 
l.Add {Hf-B }0 ( an instance of a rule in D) to the antecedent of the 
sequent associated with Nie and all nodes below Nie in the tree 
including the vertex. 
2.Create a new node as a subtree of Nie with associated sequent' : B0' 
forming an application of f-left. 
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The modified trees remain DS skeletal proof trees and now satisfy the 
lemma as 
- the succedents of the open tree tips are {Ri- 1 ,B,.K}·+1}0 which are 
the query formulae in the general query derived by QEP ie. +-Qi. 
- the antecedents of the open tree tips are empty 
-+ -+ 
- the succedents of the conclusions of the modified Tf 0 are Pf cr0. 
-the DS QEP failure literals in the antecedent of the conclusions of 
-+ 
the modified Tf 0 remain ground. 
• Case 2: Ki is a negative literal and the QEP step makes a finitely failed 
recursive call showing that Ki is a ground DS QEP failure literal. Modify 
Tf by adding Ki to the antecedent of the sequent associated with Ni and 
to all nodes below Ni in the tree including the vertex. Ni is no longer an 
-+ 
open tree tip but Tf remain DS skeletal proof trees. The modified trees 
satisfy the lemma as the succedents of the sequents associated with the 
remaining open tree tips are Ri- 1,.Ki\1 which are the formulae in the 
-+ 
general query derived by QEP ie. +-Qi. 
• Case 3: Ki is the conjunct Ki1&Ki2 . Modify the inductively defined tree 
by adding two nodes to the tree immediately above Ni with associated 
sequents ':Kil' and ':Ki2 '. This forms an application of &-right, so the 
modified trees are still partial DS skeletal proof trees. The modified 
trees satisfy the lemma as the succedents of the sequents associated with 
the open tree tips are R1-1,Kii,Ki2,.Ki\1 which are the formulae in the 
-+ 
general query derived by QEP ie. +-Qf • 
Lemma 5 Given a successful DS QEP proof path from a query +- Q, we can derive 
a DS skeletal proof tree with conclusion of the form '.6.: Q0' for some substitution 
0. 
Pf: immediate from lemma 4 • 
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3.3 L proof trees 
We use the sequent calculus L for our intuitionistic proof theory [DUM77). 
D efinit ion 13 L Rules of inference 
Left Right 
r:C r: 
Thin 
r,A : C f:A 
r,A,B:C f:A ~:B 
I\ 
r,AAB: c r,~:AAB 
r,A:C ~,B:C f:A f:B 
V 
r,~,AvB:C f:AvB f:AvB 
r,B:C ~:A r,A:B 
r,~,A~B:C f:A ~B 
f:A r,A: 
r,i"'.,IA: r : i"'.JA 
r,A(t):C r: A(y) 
r, VxA(x): C r: VxA(x) 
r,A(y): C r: A( t) 
r, 3xA(x): C r: 3xA(x) 
Notes: 
l. y is said to be 'free for x in A ( x)' just in case no free occurrence of x in 
A( x) stands in the scope of a quantifier binding to variable y. A term t 
is 'free for x in A( x)' just in case all the free variables in t are free for x 
in A(x). 
2.The rules V and 3 hold only under the following conditions: 
( a)y is a variable and tis a term and both are free for x in A( x) 
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(b) A (y) and A ( t) result from A ( x) by replacing every free occurrence of 
x by y and t respectively; and 
(c)in V-right, y does not occur free in r: VxA(x), and in 3-left, y does 
not occur free in r,3xA(x): C. 
3.A formalisation of classical logic can be obtained by modifying L so as 
to allow sequents to take the general form r: ~, where both rand~ are 
finite (possibly empty) sets of formulae. A sequent of this general type is 
intended to be derivable if, under any interpretation under which all the 
formulae in r come out true, at least one formula in ~ comes out true. 
4.Inspection of the rules shows that the system has the 'subformula prop-
erty': in any proof in L of a sequent r: A every formula which occurs in 
any sequent in the proof must be an (instantiated) subformula either of 
A or of one of the formulae in r. • 
Database rules and database queries use & as the conjunction symbol and ~ 
as the implication symbol, whereas L proof trees, QEP rules, and QEP queries 
use I\ as the conjunction symbol and :J as the implication symbol. In the example 
used in the introduction, but with the rules converted to the proper axioms {Q(a), 
Q(b), (Vx)Q(x) :JR(x), (Vx)Q(x) /\ R(x):JP(x)}, the rules of inference might be used 
as follows: 
R(a): R(a) Q(a): Q(a) 
Q(a): Q(a) Q(a), Q(a) :JR(a): R(a) 
P(a) : P(a) Q(a), Q(a) :JR(a): Q(a) /\ R(a) 
Q(a), Q(a):JR(a), Q(a) /\ R(a) :JP(a): P(a) 
Q( a), Q( a):JR( a), (Vx )Q(x )I\R(x ):JP(x): P( a) 
Q (a) , (V x) Q ( x) :JR ( x) , (V x) Q ( x) I\ R ( x) :JP ( x) : P (a) 
Q(a), (Vx)Q(x) :JR(x), (Vx)Q(x) I\R(x) :JP(x): (3x)P(x) 
Q(a), Q(b), (Vx)Q(x) :JR(x), (Vx)Q(x) I\R(x) :JP(x): (3x)P(x) 
and as all the topmost nodes have associated basic sequents , this is a proof tree. 
Having established the correspondence between DS skeletal proof trees and QEP 
proof paths, the derivation of L proof trees from QEP proof paths follows easily. 
DS skeletal proof trees were defined to resemble L proof trees , though they only use 
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part of the deductive machinery available in L proof trees, and they use a slightly 
different notation. 
Definition 14 QEP sequent, DS QEP sequent, QEP conclusion, { closed) DS QEP 
conclusion 
A QEP sequent is a sequent in which the antecedent formulae are QEP rules 
and/ or negative literals, and the succedent (if present) is a QEP query. A DS 
QEP sequent is a QEP sequent in which D is a sequence of database rules, 
S is a selection rule, QEP rules in the antecedent correspond to instances of 
rules in D, and negative literals in the antecedent are DS failure literals. An 
L proof tree has a QEP conclusion if its conclusion is a QEP sequent. An L 
proof tree has a DS QEP conclusion if its conclusion is a DS QEP sequent, 
and is a closed DS QEP conclusion if the antecedent and succedent formulae 
are closed. • 
Theorem 6 If QEP succeeds given a database query Q, a selection rule S and a 
sequence of database rules D, then we can derive an L proof tree with a closed DS 
QEP conclusion whose succedent is a QEP query corresponding to Q. 
Pf: If a database query succeeds then QEP generates a sequence of general 
queries starting with Q and ending in the empty query that is a QEP proof 
path. By Lemma 5 we can derive a DS skeletal proof tree with conclusion 
~: Qo- for some substitution o-. We now induct on this tree: 
Inductive hypothesis: Given a DS skeletal proof tree of height less than n and 
conclusion r ,L). : Q where r are instances of database rules in D and L). are DS 
QEP failure literals, we can derive an L proof tree with conclusion r' ,L).: Q 
where r' are closed QEP rules corresponding to database rules in r. 
Base case: n== 1. The associated sequent must be a basic sequent. If the 
succedent is a positive literal or a conjunctive formula, the tree would not be 
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a skeletal proof tree, thus the succedent must be a negative literal and the 
tree is an L proof tree that satisfies the inductive hypothesis. 
Inductive case: n> 1. One of the following must hold: 
• the vertex of the tree resembles 
A:A 
Af--:A 
The subtree of the vertex satisfies the inductive hypothesis. 
• the vertex of the tree and its subtree resembles 
r,~:A 
r,~,Bf--A:B 
Using the subtree of the vertex, we can inductively derive an L proof tree 
with conclusion 'f' ,~: A' and then form the following L proof tree: 
B:B f',~:A 
f',~,A~B:B . 
This forms an application of ~-left, and the resulting L proof tree satisfies 
the inductive hypothesis. 
• the vertex of the tree and its subtrees resembles 
r1,~1=A1 r2,~2=A2 
r 1, r2, ~1, ~2: A1&A2 · 
From the subtrees of the vertex, we can inductively derive a L proof trees 
with conclusion 'f~,~1 :A1 ' and 'f~,~2 :A2 '. Create a node with these 
trees as subtrees and with associated sequent 'f~,r~,~ 1,~2 : A1AA2 '. This 
forms an application of A-right, and the resulting L proof tree satisfies 
the inductive hypothesis. 
The inductively derived tree is extended as follows: 
l.after the vertex, insert a series of nodes, with associated sequents forming 
\I-left rule applications, that convert the instances of QEP rules in the 
antecedent of the conclusion into the corresponding QEP rules. 
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2.after the (new) vertex, insert a series of nodes, with associated sequents 
forming :3-right rule applications, that convert the succedent of the con-
clusion ( a query instance) into the corresponding QEP query. 
3.after the (new) vertex, insert a series of nodes, with associated sequents 
forming thin-left rule applications, to add to the antecedent QEP rules 
corresponding to database rules in D not already present. 
The modified tree is an L proof tree with a closed DS QEP conclusion whose 
succedent is a QEP query corresponding to Q. • 
3.4 Restricting L 
The previous section indicated how to transform QEP proofs into a restricted form 
of L proof tree. This section considers how we can restrict general L proof trees 
while maintaining the existence of proof trees for queries of interest, by utilising 
the restricted form of rules and queries permitted in QEP. These restrictions are 
insufficient to show that we can always transform L proof trees to QEP proof paths, 
but we can show that we can transform L proof trees that do not contain rv-left and 
rv-right rule applications into QEP proof paths. In a later chapter we will consider 
additional restrictions derived from properties of the negative literal axioms, and 
it will show that restricted L proof trees exist ( capable of transformation to QEP 
proofs) whenever general L proof trees exist ( and how to construct the restricted L 
proof trees from the general proof trees). 
We proceed by progressively restricting the permissible proof trees, and in each 
case deriving proof trees of the restricted form from proof trees of the less restricted 
form. We first identify the possible proof trees given the form of the conclusion, then 
we restrict the form of the :)-left rule, the location of thin-rules and the location of 
V:3-rules. Proofs will usually consist of detailed transformation of proof trees. On 
occasion, the transformation may result in an empty inference step: 
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Such inference steps are implicitly removed for brevity. 
Lemma 7 If an L proof tree has a QEP conclusion then all its subtrees are L proof 
trees with QEP conclusions, and the proof tree does not contain applications of v-
right, v-lejt, \/-right, 3-lejt, -:J -right, and A-left. 
Pf: by induction on the height of the tree. 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds for trees of height less than n. 
Base case: The proof tree of height one has only one sequent ( a QEP sequent) 
and no rule applications and so trivially satisfies the lemma. 
Inductive case: n> 1, so there must be a rule application before the vertex of 
the L proof tree (T). When the vertex of T has one subtree, call it T'. When 
the vertex of T has two subtrees, call the left and right subtrees respectively 
T~ and T~. Let the conclusions of T, T', T~, and T~ be 'f: C', 'f': C'', 'f~: C~', 
'f~: C~' respectively, where C, C', C~, or C~ may be empty. 
The rule application immediately before the vertex of T cannot have been 
• v-right as v does not appear in any formula in the conclusion. 
• v-left as v does not appear in any formula in the conclusion. 
• V-right as V only appears in the antecedent of the conclusion 
• 3-left as 3 only appears in the succedent of the conclusion 
• -:J-right as -:J only appears in the antecedent of the conclusion 
• A-left as A only appears in the antecedent within the scope of a -:J 
so it must have been one of: 
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• thin-left - r' is a subset of r and C' is the same as C, thus the conclusion 
of T' is a QEP sequent. 
• thin-right - f' is the same as r and C' is empty, thus the conclusion of 
T' is a QEP sequent. 
• :J-left - each antecedent formula in r~ occurs in r except for one formula 
which was the consequent of a QEP rule and so a positive literal ( and so 
a QEP rule). Thus, as C~ is C, the conclusion of T~ is a QEP sequent. 
r~ is a subset of r and C~ is the antecedent of a QEP rule ( and so a QEP 
query), thus the conclusion of T~ is a QEP sequent. 
• V-left - each antecedent formula in f' occurs in r except for one formula 
which is an instance of a QEP rule. Thus, as C' is C, the conclusion of 
T' is a QEP sequent. 
• I I I I 
• A-nght - both fl and f 2 are a subset of r, and both cl and C2 are 
subformulae of the QEP query C, and hence also QEP queries. Thus the 
conclusion of both T~ and T~ is a QEP sequent. 
• 3-right - r' is the same as r, and C' is an instance of the QEP query 
which is C, thus the conclusion of T' is a QEP sequent. 
erv-left - f' is a subset of r, and as rv can only prefix a positive literal in 
r, C' is a positive literal. Thus the conclusion of T' is a QEP sequent. 
erv-right - each antecedent formula in r' occurs in r except for one formula 
that must be a positive literal as rv can only prefix a positive literal in 
the QEP query C. Thus, as C' is empty, the conclusion of T' is a QEP 
sequent. 
All subtrees of an L proof tree are L proof trees, T does not contain applica-
tions of v-right, v-left, V-right, 3-left, :J-right, and A-left , and by induction, all 
the subtrees of T have QEP conclusions. • 
Definition 15 simple :J -left rule, complex :J -left rule. 
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A simple :J -left rule application is a :J-left rule application of the restricted 
form: 
B:B ~:A 
~,A:JB:B 
A complex :J -left rule application is a :J-left rule application that is not a simple 
:J-left rule application. • 
Definition 16 (near-)simple L proof tree 
A simple L proof tree is an L proof tree in which all :J-left rule applications are 
simple. A near-simple L proof tree is an L proof tree in which the subtree(s) 
of the vertex are simple L proof trees. • 
Lemma 8 Given a near-simple L proof tree with a QEP conclusion, we can derive 
a simple L proof tree with the same conclusion. If the near-simple L proof tree 
contains no rv-left or rv-right rule applications, the derived L proof tree contains no 
rv-left or rv-right rule applications. 
Pf: If the rule application immediately before the vertex is not a :J-left rule 
application then the result is trivial. For the :J-left case we use an inductive 
argument: 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds for trees with a :J-left rule application 
immediately before their vertex whose left subtree height is less than or equal 
ton. 
Base case: If n== 1 then the left subtree is a single node with a basic sequent 
associated with it. Hence, the :J-left rule application immediately before the 
vertex is a simple :J-left, satisfying the inductive hypothesis. 
Inductive case: If n> 1 then there is a rule application before the vertex of the 
left subtree. By Lemma 7, this must have been one of: 
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• /\-right: Move the :J-left rule application back past the /\-right rule ap-
plication into the (possibly both) subtree(s) that contain the implication 
consequent in its conclusion's antecedent. If the implication consequent 
is in the left subtree's conclusion's antecedent: 
r1, B : c 1 r 2 : c 2 r1, B : c 1 ~ : A 
r1, r 2 , B: c 1/\c 2 ~: A r1, ~, A :JB: c 1 r 2 : c2 
-+ r 1 , r 2 , ~, A:JB: c 1 /\c 2 r1, r 2 , ~, A:JB: c 1 /\c2 
Similarly for the case when it is in the right subtree's conclusion's an-
tecedent or it is in both subtrees' conclusion's antecedent. The subtree(s) 
of the modified tree that has a :J-left rule application just before its ver-
tex will satisfy the conditions for application of the inductive hypothesis, 
and so can be replaced by a simple L proof tree. 
• :3-right: Move the :J-left rule application back past the :3-right rule ap-
plication. That is: 
r,B:C(t) r,B:C(t) ~:A 
r,B:(:3x)C(x) ~:A r, ~, A :JB: C( t) 
r, ~, A :JB: (:3x)C(x) r, ~, A :JB: (:3x)C(x) 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for appli-
cation of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a simple L 
proof tree. 
• V-left: The quantified formula can't be the consequent of a QEP rule. 
Thus we can move the :J-left rule application back past the V-left rule 
application. That is: 
r,B,D(t):C 
r, B, (Vx)D(x): C ~: A 
r, ~, (Vx )D(x ), A:JB: C 
r,B,D(t):C ~:A 
r, ~, D( t), A:JB: C 
r, ~, (V x) D ( x), A::) B : c 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for appli-
cation of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a simple L 
proof tree. 
• :J-left: The rule application before the vertex of the subtree must be a 
simple :J-left rule application, and the consequent of a QEP rule is a 
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positive literal. Thus we can move the complex :J-left rule application 
back past the simple :J-left rule application into its right subtree. That 
1s: 
C:C r,B:D 
r,B,D:JC :C ~:A 
r, ~, D :JC, A :JB: C 
r , B:D ~:A 
C : C r, ~, A:JB : D 
r, ~, D :JC, A:JB: C 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's right subtree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a 
simple L proof tree. 
• thin-left: There are two subcases to consider: 
-the thin'ed formula is not the consequent of the :J formula introduced 
by the :J-left rule. Move the :J-left rule back past the thin-left rule 
application. That is: 
r,B:C 
r,F,B:C ~:A 
r, ~, F, A:JB: C -+ 
r,B:C ~:A 
r,~,A:JB:C 
r, ~, F, A:JB: C 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a 
simple L proof tree. 
-the thin'ed formula is the consequent of the :J formula introduced 
by the :J-left rule. Replace the :J-left rule and its right subtree by a 
series of thin-left rules. That is: 
r:c r:c 
r,B:C ~:A 
r,~,A:JB:C r,~,A :JB:C (thin-left) 
The complex :J-left rule application is replaced by a number of thin-
left rule applications , forming a simple L proof tree. 
• thin-right: Move the :J-left rule application back past the thin-right rule 
application. That is: 
r,B: 
r,B:C ~:A 
r,~,A:JB:C 
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r,B: ~:A 
r, ~, A:JB: 
r,~,A:JB:C 
! 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for appli-
cation of the inductive hypothesis , and so can be replaced by a simple L 
proof tree. 
erv-left: The consequent of a QEP rule is a positive literal. Thus we can 
move the ::)-left rule application back past the rv-left rule application. 
That is: 
r,B:C 
r,B,rvC: ~:A 
r, ~, A :::) B, rvC: 
r , B:C ~:A 
r,~,A :::)B:C 
r, ~, A :::) B, rvC: 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for appli-
cation of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a simple L 
proof tree. 
erv-right: Move the ::)-left rule application back past the rv-right rule ap-
plication. 
r,B,C: 
r,B:rvC ~:A 
r,B,C: ~:A 
r, ~, A :::) B, C: 
r, ~, A :::) B: rvC 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for appli-
cation of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a simple L 
proof tree. • 
Lemma 9 Given an L proof tree with a QEP conclusion, we can derive a simple L 
proof tree with the same conclusion. If the L proof tree contains no rv-left or rv-right 
rule applications, the derived simple L proof tree contains no rv-left or rv-right rule 
applications. 
Pf: By induction on the height of the tree. 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds for all trees whose height is less than 
n. 
Base case: If n== 1 then the tree has one node with an associated basic sequent , 
trivially satisfying the hypothesis. 
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Inductive case: the tree has height n. By inductive hypothesis and Lemma 
7, the subtree(s) can be replaced by simple L proof trees. In the resulting 
near-simple L proof tree, lemma 8 guarantees we can derive a simple L proof 
tree, thus satisfying the inductive hypothesis. • 
We have now established that a simplified form of ::J-left rule application is 
sufficient for L proof trees with QEP conclusions. The following lemmas restrict the 
usage of the remaining rules. We proceed by progressively moving the thin rules 
to the vertex and then moving the quantification rules to precede the thin rules, 
forming a 'tail' to the proof tree. The remaining proof tree (the 'head' of the proof 
tree) is composed of only "-'-left, "-'-right, ::J-left, and A-right rule applications. 
Definition 17 (near-)thin L proof tree 
A thin L proof tree is a simple L proof tree in which the thin-left and thin-
right rule applications ( thin rule applications) are only followed by thin rule 
applications. A near-thin L proof tree is a simple L proof tree in which the 
subtree(s) of the vertex are thin L proof trees. • 
Lemma 10 Given a near-thin L proof tree with a QEP conclusion, we can derive 
a thin L proof tree with the same conclusion containing no more 3-right, \/-left, 
A-right, "-'-left, "-'-right, or ::J-left rule applications. 
Pf: By induction on the number of thin rule applications. 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds for trees with no more than n thin rule 
applications excluding the rule application before the vertex. 
Base case: n==O. A near-thin L proof tree with no thin rule applications 
( except perhaps the rule application before the vertex) is trivially a thin L 
proof tree. 
Inductive case: n>O. There is a thin-rule application before the vertex of ( one 
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of) the subtree( s) of the vertex. By lemma 7 the rule application( s) before the 
vertex must be among the following: 
• thin-left: the proof tree is a thin L proof tree 
• thin-right: the proof tree is a thin L proof tree 
• V-left: preceded by thin-left. There are two sub cases: 
-the formula thin'ed is the formula quantified, in which case replace 
the two rule applications with a thin-left rule application introducing 
the quantified formula. That is: 
r: C 
I',A(t):C 
r, (V x) A ( x) : c 
r: C 
I', (Vx)A(x): C 
As the original tree is a near thin proof tree, the modified tree is a 
thin proof tree. 
-the formula thin'ed is not the formula quantified, in which case move 
the V-left rule application back past the thin-left rule application. 
That is: 
I',A(t):C 
I',B,A(t):C 
r, B, (V x) A ( x) : c 
I',A(t):C 
r, (V x) A ( x) : c 
I', B, (Vx)A(x): C 
By lemma 7, the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a 
thin L proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
• V-left: preceded by thin-right. Move the V-left rule application back past 
the thin-right rule application. That is: 
I',A(t): 
I',A(t):C 
r, (V x) A ( x) : c 
I',A(t): 
r, (V x) A ( x) : 
r, (V x) A ( x) : c 
By lemma 7, the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for ap-
plication of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a thin L 
proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
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e:3-right: preceded by thin-left. Move the :3-right rule application back 
past the thin-left rule application. That is: 
r: C( t) 
f,A:C(t) 
r, A: (:3x)C(x) 
r: C( t) 
r: (:3x)C(x) 
r, A: (:3x)C(x) 
By lemma 7, the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for ap-
plication of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a thin L 
proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
• :3-right: preceded by thin-right. The formula thin'ed must be the formula 
quantified, so replace the two rule applications with a thin-right rule 
application introducing the quantified formula. 
r: 
That is: 
r: C( t) r: 
r: (:3x)C(x) r: (:3x)C(x) 
As the original tree is a near thin proof tree, the modified tree is a thin 
proof tree. 
erv-left preceded by thin-left: Move the rv-left rule application back past 
the thin-left rule application. That is: 
f:C 
f,B:C 
r,B,rvC: 
f:C 
r, rvC: 
f,B,rvC: 
By lemma 7, the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for ap-
plication of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a thin L 
proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
erv-left preceded by thin-right: Replace the two rule applications with a 
thin-left rule application. That is: 
r: 
r:c r: 
f,rvC: f,rvC: 
As the original tree is a near thin proof tree, the modified tree is a thin 
proof tree. 
erv-right: this can only be preceded by thin-left (not thin-right). There 
are two sub cases: 
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- The formula thin'ed is the formula negated: in which case replace 
the two rule applications with a thin-right rule application. That is: 
r: 
r,C: 
r: r-vC 
r: 
r: r-vC 
As the original tree is a near thin proof tree, the modified tree is a 
thin proof tree. 
-The formula thin'ed is not the formula negated: in which case move 
the r-v-right rule application back past the thin-left rule application. 
That is: 
r,C: 
r,A,C: 
r,A:r-vC 
r,C: 
r: r-vC 
r,A:r-vC 
By lemma 7, the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a 
thin L proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
• A-right preceded by thin-right in at least one subtree: Choose ( one of) 
the subtree( s) that ends in a thin-right rule application and modify the 
formula thin'ed and add some thin-left rule applications to give a thin 
proof tree with the same conclusion. That is, for the left subtree: 
r: 
r: r:CAD 
r:C ~:D 
r, ~: CAD (thin-left) 
and similarly for the right subtree. As the original tree is a near-thin 
proof tree, the modified tree is a thin proof tree. 
• A-right preceded by thin-left in at least one subtree: Choose one sub-
tree that ends in a thin-left rule application and move the A-right rule 
application back past the thin-left rule application. That is, for the left 
subtree: 
r:c 
r,A:C ~:D 
r,~,A:CAD 
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r,~,A:CAD 
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and similarly for the right subtree. By lemma 7 the modified tree's sub-
tree( s) satisfies the conditions for application of the inductive hypothesis, 
and so can be replaced by a thin L proof tree, giving the required proof 
tree. 
• :J-left preceded by thin-left: The thin-left must be in the right subtree 
as the :J-left is a simple :J-left rule application. Move the :J-left rule 
application back past the thin-left rule application. That is: 
C:C 
r:A 
r,B:A 
r, B, A:JC: C 
C:C ~:A 
~,A:JC :C 
r,B,A:JC:C 
By lemma 7 the modified tree's subtree satisfies the conditions for appli-
cation of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a thin L 
proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
• :J-left preceded by thin-right: The thin-right must be in the right subtree 
as the :J-left is a simple :J-left rule application. Replace the two rule 
applications with two thin rule applications. That is: 
r: 
C:C r:A 
r, A:JC: C 
r: 
r:C 
As the original tree is a near thin proof tree, the modified tree is a thin 
proof tree. 
In each case, the modified tree is a thin L proof tree with no more :l-right, 
Y-left, /\-right, l"V-left, l"V-right, or :J-left rule applications than the original tree . 
• 
Lemma 11 Given a simple L proof tree with a QEP conclusion, we can derive 
a thin L proof tree with the same conclusion and no more :l-right, Y-left, /\-right, 
/"V-left, /"V-right, or :J -left rule applications than the original tree. 
Pf: By induction on the height of the tree. 
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Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds for all trees whose height is less than 
or equal to n. 
Base case: If n==l then the tree has one node with an associated basic sequent , 
trivially satisfying the hypothesis. 
Inductive case: By inductive hypothesis and lemma 7, the subtree( s) can be 
replaced by thin L proof trees. In the resulting near-thin L proof tree, lemma 
10 guarantees we can derive a thin L proof tree satisfying the inductive hy-
pothesis. • 
Definition 18 (near-)3\/ L proof tree 
A 3V L proof tree is a simple L proof tree which contains no thin rule appli-
cations, and in which the \/-left and 3-right rule applications (3V rule applica-
tions) are only followed by 3V rule applications. A near-3\;/ L proof tree is a 
simple L proof tree in which the subtree(s) of the vertex are 3V L proof trees. 
• 
Lemma 12 Given a near-3\;/ L proof tree with a QEP conclusion, we can derive a 
3\/ L proof tree with the same conclusion and no more A-right, rv-left, rv-right, or 
-:>-left rule applications than the original tree. 
Pf: By induction on the number of 3V rule applications. 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds for trees with no more than n 3V rule 
applications in the subtree( s) of the vertex. 
Base case: n==O. A near-3\;/ L proof tree with no 3V rule applications ( except 
perhaps the rule application before the vertex) is trivially a 3V L proof tree. 
Inductive case: n>O. There is at least one \;/3 rule application before the 
vertex of ( one of) its subtree( s). By lemma 7, the rule application( s) before 
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the vertex of a simple L proof tree containing no thin rule applications must 
be among the following: 
• V-left: The proof tree is a :JV L proof tree 
e:l-right: The proof tree is a :JV L proof tree 
e rv-left: In QEP formulae "' may not precede a quantifier. Thus the 
preceding V:l rule application must be a V-left rule application. Move the 
rv-left rule application back past the V-left rule application. That is: 
r,B(t):C r,B(t):C 
r, VxB(x): C r, B(t), rvC: 
--+ r, VxB(x), rvC: r, VxB(x), rvC: 
By lemma 7 the subtree of the modified tree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a :JV 
L proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
e rv-right: A preceding 3-right rule application would not leave the succe-
dent empty, thus the preceding V:l rule application must be a V-left rule 
application. Move the rv-right rule application back past the V-left rule 
application. That is: 
r,B(t),C: 
r, VxB(x ), C: 
r, VxB(x): rvC 
r,B(t),C: 
r,B(t):rvC 
r, VxB(x): "'C 
By lemma 7 the subtree of the modified tree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a :JV 
L proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
• =>-left: A quantified formula cannot be the antecedent or the consequent 
of an QEP rule. Thus the preceding V:l rule application must be in the 
right subtree (the :=>-left is a simple :=>-left rule application) and must be 
a V-left rule application. Move the :=>-left rule application back past the 
V-left rule application. That is: 
f,B(t):A 
C:C r,VxB(x):A 
r, VxB(x), A :=> C: C 
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C:C r,B(t):A 
r, B( t) , A :=> C: C 
r, VxB(x), A :=> C: C 
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By lemma 7 the subtree of the modified tree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a :3V 
L proof tree, giving the required proof tree. 
• A-right: A quantified formula cannot be a subformula of a conjunction 
in a QEP formula. Thus the preceding V:3 rule application in one of the 
subtrees ( without loss of generality, assume it is the right subtree) must 
be a V-left rule application. Move the A-right rule application back past 
the V-left rule application. That is: 
r,B(t):D 
~:C r,VxB(x):D 
r, ~, VxB(x): CAD 
~:C r,B(t):C 
r,~,B(t):CAD 
r, ~, \fxB(x): CAD 
By lemma 7 the subtree of the modified tree satisfies the conditions for 
application of the inductive hypothesis, and so can be replaced by a :3V 
L proof tree, giving the required proof tree. • 
Lemma 13 Given a simple L proof tree with a QEP conclusion that contains no 
thin rule applications, we can derive a :3\f L proof tree with the same conclusion and 
no more A-right, r-v-left, r-v-right, or =>-left rule applications than the original tree. 
Pf: By induction on the height of the tree. 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds for all trees whose height is less than 
or equal to n. 
Base case: If n= 1 then the tree has one node with an associated basic sequent, 
trivially satisfying the hypothesis. 
Inductive case: By inductive hypothesis and Lemma 7, the subtree(s) can be 
replaced by :3V L proof trees. In the resulting near-:3V L proof tree, lemma 12 
guarantees we can derive a :3V L proof tree satisfying the inductive hypothesis . 
• 
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3.5 QEP L proof trees 
We now introduce the final restriction on the form of L proof trees based purely on 
the syntactic properties of axioms and theorems. We then establish conversion from 
L proof trees that don't contain rv-left or rv-right rule applications to QEP proof 
paths. 
Definition 19 (partial) QEP L proof tree 
A (partial) QEP L proof tree is a thin proof tree such that 
• the tree consists of a :3\i L proof subtree (possibly) extended by thin rule 
applications 
• ::!-right rule applications can only be above ::!-right rule applications or 
thin rule applications, 
• thin-right can only be applied immediately before the vertex. 
• open tree tips in a partial QEP L proof tree have null antecedents.• 
The definition of QEP L proof trees orders the rule applications in a proof tree 
so that V-left is above ::!-right is above thin-left is above thin-right. 
Theorem 14 Given an L proof tree with a QEP conclusion, we can derive a QEP 
L proof tree with the same conclusion. If the L proof tree contains no "'-left or ,..._,_ 
right rule applications, the derived QEP L proof tree contains no rv-left or "'-right 
rule applications. 
Pf: Lemma 9 derives a simple L proof tree with the same conclusion that 
contains no rv-left or rv-right rule applications if the L proof tree contains 
no rv-left or rv-right rule applications. Lemma 11 then derives a thin L proof 
tree with the same conclusion, and no more rv-left or rv-right rule applications. 
Lemma 13 applied to the maximal subtree not containing thin rule applications 
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derives a replacement :3\f L proof subtree with the same conclusion and no more 
rv-left or rv-right rule applications. We now show that the thin rules and the 
\f:3 rules can be ordered. This can be achieved by inductive application of two 
transformations, one to interchange thin-left and thin-right rule applications, 
and one to interchange :3-right and \I-left rule applications: 
r: 
f:B 
r,A:B 
r, A( t): B( t') 
r, A( t): 3yB(y) 
r, \fxA(x): 3yB(y) 
r: 
r,A: 
r,A:B 
r, A ( t) : B ( t') 
r, \fxA(x): B(t') 
r, \fxA(x): 3yB(y) 
As thin-right cannot be followed by another thin-right rule application, or by 
any other rule application, there can be at most one thin-right rule application 
immediately before the vertex. • 
This theorem is a normal form result for L proof trees - it shows that an L 
proof tree with a QEP conclusion can be transformed into a proof tree with a very 
restricted form: 
• Thin rules are only followed by thin rules. Thus the only use for thin-left is 
to mention unused axioms, and thin-right need only be used once as the last 
step of a proof ( from a contradiction, anything fallows). As the negation of 
the query has not been added to the axioms ( we are dealing with a direct 
proof system not a refutation proof system) this rule can only be applied if 
the axioms are inconsistent. 
• Quantification rules are only followed by quantification rules and thin rules. 
Thus the only use for quantification rules is to demonstrate that the antecedent 
formulae used are instances of axioms and that the succedent formula proved 
is an instance of the query asked. By using the inference rule \I-right instead of 
:3-right ( after universally quantifying all formulae in the antecedent), one can 
show that the interpretation of free variables in answers as universally quanti-
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fied is also intuitionistically supported. These are the standard interpretations 
of Prolog rules , queries, and answers. 
A QEP L proof tree is nearly, but not quite, restricted enough to give DS skeletal 
proof trees. 
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Definition 20 head, tail 
In a QEP L proof tree the thin rules and quantification rules can only be 
applied after the other rules and so this part of the proof tree will be termed 
the tail of the proof. The remaining rules are rv-left, rv-right, simple =:)-left, 
and /\-right. They form a tree structure which will be termed the head of the 
proof. 
Definition 21 Corresponding conclusions 
A DS QEP conclusion of an L proof tree corresponds to the conclusion of a 
DS skeletal proof tree ( and vica versa) iff the two sets of antecedent negative 
literals are the same, the antecedent instances of database rules correspond 
to the antecedent QEP rules, and the succedent query formula corresponds to 
the succedent QEP query. 
Lemma 15 Given an L proof tree with a DS QEP conclusion and containing no 
rv-left or "'-right rule applications, then we can derive a DS skeletal proof tree with 
a corresponding conclusion. 
Pf: Theorem 14 can be used to derive a QEP L proof tree containing no rv-left 
or rv-right rule applications. As there are no rv-left rule applications, there can 
not be any sequents with null succedents, so there can not be any thin-right 
rule application. Removing the tail of the QEP L proof tree gives a QEP L 
proof tree containing only =:)-left and /\-right rule applications, the antecedent of 
whose conclusion contains quantifier free instances of QEP rules corresponding 
to database rules in D and DS QEP failure literals, and the consequent of the 
conclusion contains a quantifier free instance of the succedent of the conclusion 
of the L proof tree. We now reverse the transformation applied by theorem 6: 
Inductive hypothesis: Given an L proof tree of height less than n and conclu-
sion r,~: Q where r are QEP rules corresponding to database rules in D, ~ 
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are DS QEP failure literals, and Q is a query formula, we can derive a DS 
skeletal proof tree with conclusion r' ,~ : Q where r' are D rule instances. 
Base case: n=l. The associated sequent must be a basic sequent. The succe-
dent must be either 
• a positive literal. The DS skeletal proof tree 
A:A 
A+-: A 
satisfies the inductive hypothesis. 
• a negative literal. The tree is a DS skeletal proof tree that satisfies the 
inductive hypothesis. 
Inductive case: n> 1. The rule before the vertex must be one of the following: 
• :J-left. The vertex of the tree resembles 
B:B r,~:A 
r, ~, A:JB: B 
Using the subtree, inductively derive a DS skeletal proof tree with con-
clusion 'r',~: A'. With the inductively derived tree, form the following 
DS skeletal proof tree: 
r',~:A 
r', ~, B +-- A : B 
where r' correspond to instances of rules in D. This forms an application 
of +--left, and the resulting DS skeletal proof tree satisfies the inductive 
hypothesis. 
• the vertex of the tree resembles 
r 1, r2, ~1, ~2: A1 AA2 · 
From the subtrees, inductively derive a DS skeletal proof trees with con-
clusion 'r~,~1:A1' and 'r~,~2 :A2'. where r~ and r~ correspond to in-
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stances of rules in D. With the inductively derived trees, form the fol-
lowing DS skeletal proof tree: 
r~, ~1 : A1 r~, ~2: A2 
r~, r~, ~1, ~2: A1&A2 
This forms an application of &-right, and the resulting DS skeletal proof 
tree satisfies the inductive hypothesis. • 
Theorem 16 Given a selection rule S and an L proof tree {T) that contains no 
rv-left, rv-right rule applications, we can derive either a successful or a smoldering 
QEP proof path for database D and selection rule S starting with the database query 
corresponding to the succedent of the conclusion of T. 
Pf: Immediate from Lemma 15 and Lemma 2. 
3.6 QEP L proof tree structure 
The head of a QEP L proof tree has some interesting properties: 
• The simple :J-left and A-right rule applications are those corresponding to 
skeletal proof rules. 
• :J-left and A-right cannot occur after rv-left, and rv-right can only occur after 
rv-left. Thus rv-left must be followed either by a paired rv-right or by the tail 
and eventually thin-right (from inconsistency, anything). As thin-right can 
only be used if the last rule application in the head is rv-left, if the axioms are 
inconsistent, thls can always be demonstrated by proof of the positive literal 
subformula of a negative literal axiom. 
• The paired use of rv-left and rv-right permit hypothetical arguments - argu-
ments of the form "under certain assumptions we can prove something that 
is known false, so under all but one assumption, the remaining assumption 
is false". Almost all applications of rv-left and rv-right are paired in QEP L 
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proof trees (there may be one unpaired rv-left). For example, modus tollens 
reasoning can be accomplished as follows: 
B:B A:A 
A, A:)B: B 
A, A :)B, rvB: 
A :)B, rvB: rvA 
Paraphrasing this example, by assuming A when given A:) B we can prove B, so 
if we know rvB we can deduce rvA. The rv-left rule applications must generate a 
given negative literal, as we cannot remove a negative literal from the antecedent 
in QEP L proof trees with QEP conclusions, but rv-right can negate either one of 
the assumed positive literals or an axiomatic positive literal. In the modus tollens 
example above, to generate QEP proofs, we need to be sure that A will finitely 
fail whenever B finitely fails. The propositional case only involves properties of the 
selection rule. 
If we extend QEP to remove smoldering, completeness will require some exten-
sion to cope with lifting derived finite failure proofs. For example, given 
(\:/x,y)rvQ( x,y):)R(x) 
(\:/ X, y) Q ( X, y):) p ( X, y) 
(\:/x,y )rvS(y) :)Q( x,y) 
S(b) 
i.e. 
R(x )+-rvQ(x,y) 
P(x,y)+-Q(x,y) 
Q(x,y)+-rvS(y) 
S(b)+-
we can monotonically prove R(a) from the axioms with the addition of rvP(a,b) 
(P(a,b) finitely fails). The extension to QEP outlined in [EDM86] will remove 
floundering, and solve this example, by showing rvQ(x,b). In general, it will solve 
those problems for which the required non ground negative query literals result in 
finite proofs or finite failures of instances of the recursive queries. In the other cases 
it converts smoldering into loops - for example, adding axiom (Vx)R(x) :)S(x), and 
rule S(x)+-R(x)), to the last example does not modify the finite failure of P(a,b), 
and hence the monotonic proof of R(a) from rvP(a,b), but now query R(a) will not 
terminate. Later we will take the finite failure proof for rvP( a,b) and normalise it 
to a give a finite failure proof for rvQ ( a, b), which is then lifted in an appropriate 
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manner to give a finite failure proof demonstrating rvQ( a,y) that corresponds to an 
execution path of a modified QEP. 
3.7 Naive Negation 
At this point it is worth exploring some ideas for interpreting negation monoton-
ically, not as finite failure to prove. The first is naive negation which enhances 
definite clauses (rules without antecedent negative literals) with negative clauses 
(rules without consequence literals), and interprets the result intuitionistically. In-
tuitionistically, A ~Jalse is the same as rvA, so these may be interpreted as stating the 
negation of the conjunction of the antecedent literals. This extension is more liberal 
than that discussed earlier, as we only permit the statement of the negation of a 
literal. However, a syntactic transformation can be used that brings it within the 
scope of the results presented here: each negative clause with multiple antecedent 
literals has a new and unique literal added as a head literal; and the negation of 
each of the new literals is added as a fact. This syntactic transformation works since 
it is intuitionistically valid to deduce rvA from A~B and rvB. 
Naive negation has three parts: 
1. A positive query system that answers a query made up of a conjunction of 
positive literals by using the definite clauses. 
2. A consistency check that attempts to prove the positive literal subformula of 
each negative clause as a positive query. Any positive answer demonstrates a 
contradiction. 
3. A negative query system that makes the query into a definite clause by moving 
the negative literal to the head and unnegating it; adds a new rule to the 
definite clauses: and then checking the system for consistency. If inconsistent, 
an answer 1s given: 
• if the added rule is not used, the query succeeds as the system is incon-
sistent. 
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• if the added rule is used once, the query succeeds with the usual inter-
pretation. 
• if the added rule is used more than once, the intuitionistic and classical 
stories differ - intuitionistically only the negation of the universal quan-
tification of the generated rule has been shown. From query P(x) A,L(x) 
one adds the rule ('v'x)(P(x) ::)L(x)) and derives a contradiction. Hence 
,(('v'x)(P(x) ::)L(x)) holds. Intuitionistically this is implied by (but does 
not imply) (3x)(P(x)A•L(x)). 
In 3\1 L proof trees for (syntactically transformed) naive negation rules, rv-right 
can't be used as the only negations are on the left and not within the scope of 
any connective. Thus rv-left can only be used once, as the last rule application 
in a proof head, to demonstrate an inconsistency. These results correspond to 
the first two proof rules. The interpretations attached to negative queries are also 
straightforward. Call the definite clauses ~, then 
• If no instance of the added rule is used, then the axioms entail a contradiction. 
• If only one instance (say P( t)::)L( t)) of the added rule is used (at node N), then 
replace N with a new node that is the vertex of a proof tree starting with the 
basic sequent 'L( t): L( t)' and continuing with thin-left rule applications until 
we get a conclusion matching the sequent associated with N. Below the new 
node, replace P( t) ::) L( t) and its quantified descendants with L( t). One now 
has a proof tree with conclusion '~,L( t) : '. Adding a rv-right rule application 
gives a proof tree with conclusion '~: rvL(t)'. The right subtree of N has a 
conclusion of the form 'r': P( t)' which can be extended by quantification and 
thin rule applications to give a proof tree with conclusion '~: P( t) '. These two 
trees can be combined to give an intuitionistic proof of P( t) ArvL( t) - giving 
the usual interpretation of the answer. 
• If several instances of the added axiom are used, then one has ~,('v'x)P(x) ::)L(x) 
entails contradiction, from which ,(('v'x)(P(x) ::)L(x)) holds. 
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3.8 Automatic Generation of Contrapositive Rules 
There are a number of proposals to remove the necessity for contraposition by adding 
'enough' contrapositive rules. One then treats the ---, sign as part of the predicate 
name. Thus, rather than ,B and A::)B entail ,A (not a Prolog-like rule of inference) , 
the system would also have the rule ,B ::),A and so could proceed ,B and ,B::),A 
entail ,A (a Prolog-like rule of inference). Unfortunately, by itself, this is not 
enough. Given ,A and BAC::)A one has ,(BAC) - a form of disjunctive information. 
If one also has D::)B and D::)C then the question ,D should succeed (intuitionistically 
and classically). In this case the rules ( and all Prolog-like contrapositives) are: 
,A ,AJ..-
BAC::)A AJ..-B&C 
,AAB::),C ,CJ..-,A&B 
,AAC::) ,B i.e. ,BJ..-,A&C 
D::)B BJ..-D 
,B::),D ,DJ..-,B 
D::)C CJ..-D 
,C::) ,D ,DJ..-,C 
and the question ,D can take two (symmetric) paths: from ,D to ,B to ,AAC to 
C to D, failing to match further, and from ,D to ,C to ,AAB to B to D, failing to 
match further. The missing inference step is termed reduction in Model Elimination 
theorem proving [LOV78] or ancestor resolution in linear resolution [ CL 73]. In the 
form ~ ,Dl-,D -+ ~1-,D it is an intuitionistic rule of inference, but the related form 
~, ,DI-D -+ ~I-D changes the monotonic logic to classical logic. 
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Chapter 4 
Failure Trees 
4.1 Dfp and Dff trees 
To deal with failure proofs we will need a notation for representing QEP failures 
which we will term Dff trees or Database finite failure trees (similar to S1DNF trees 
[11084]). Dff trees will use a different notation for (recursive) QEP subproofs which 
we shall term Dfp trees or Database finite proof trees. A Dff (Dfp) tree represents 
the failure (proof) of its conclusion and all its instances (ie. with implied universal 
quantification of the variables). QEP 1 proof trees ( defined earlier) removed depen-
dence on the selection rule ( a QEP 1 proof tree and a selection rule gives a QEP 
proof path or a loop) but QEP 1 proof trees retain dependence on the rule choice 
( the rule chosen is added to the antecedent). Dfp and Dff trees will retain depen-
dence on the selection rule, and Dff trees will not depend on the rule choice as each 
possible rule choice will be represented. The common structure will be extracted as 
Df trees, which roughly correspond to an intermediate state of computation. A Dff 
tree is similar to a c-S1DNF tree [H1S90] but a Dff tree may have a non ground 
literal as its conclusion, and it documents any recursive calls as Dfp or Dff trees. 
The analysis we present will permit failure proofs for non ground queries. Such 
a failure proof indicates failure for all instantiations of the query. QEP only permits 
ground negative literals to be selected but the resulting failure proof may involve 
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non-ground intermediate queries ( eg. P can finitely fail in the presence of P f-Q ( x), 
provided Q(x) finitely fails for all x). This makes non-ground failure a more natural 
setting for many results. Clark implemented a solution which permitted non-ground 
recursive invocation provided there is no attempt to bind variables in the recursive 
query ie. rvP(x) succeeds provided there is no attempt to bind x during the re-
cursive call with query P(x). Successful non-ground failure in Clark's extension 
corresponds to Dff trees, but the reverse does not hold. An execution corresponding 
to a Dff proof tree would not result in an error when binding variables in the initial 
(recursive) query unless the resulting query subsequently succeeds. This weakening 
of the 'safeness' criteria for negation as failure was mentioned in [11084] where he 
remarks that the soundness results presented are easily extended for the modifica-
tion. [1IN90] presents a similar extension. Transformation of Dfp trees to QEP 
proofs may, of course, result in floundered proof paths. 
As a simple example of a Dff tree, consider the rules 
P(x,y)f--Q(x,y) 
P(x,y)f--R(x,y) 
Q( a,y)f--R( a,y) 
R(x,a)f--S(x,a) 
S(x,b)f--
Query P(x,y) would give rise to a finite failure with Dff tree something like: 
f--S( a, a) 
f--R( a, y) f--S(x, a) 
f--Q(x,y) f--R(x,y) 
f--P(x, y) 
We will later demonstrate that we can use a Dff tree to derive a Dff tree for any 
instance of the query at the vertex. 
A Dfp tree is similar to a QEP proof path but it 'documents' any recursive proofs 
( as Dff trees) and (like skeletal proof trees) it proves the query for all instances of the 
original query. The latter property is easily verified as the 'proof path' only requires 
database rules (not the query) to be substituted. Thus a Dfp tree documents the 
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proof of an answer, not the search for a provable answer. As simple examples of 
Dfp trees, consider the rules 
P(x,y)f-Q(x,y) 
Q(z,a)f-
P( b,z )f-
Query P(x,y) would give rise to answer P(x,a) with Dfp tree something like: 
f-
f-Q(x, a) 
f-P(x, a) 
and would also give rise to answer P( b,y) with Dfp tree something like: 
f-
f-P(b,y) 
Both P(x,a) and P( b,y) have implied universal quantification, and in each case, full 
unification is not necessary as only rules need be substituted. First we shall define 
the trees (by mutually recursive definitions) and then show how they capture QEP 
proofs and finite failures. The definitions are well founded as they apply only to 
finite tree structures. 
The common structure is defined as a Df tree ( which could perhaps be used 
to represent a partially complete search for a solution as well as the result of the 
search). In order to present the full structure of Df trees we will write Df trees as 
follows: 
• database rules and associated Df trees will be numbered distinctly 
• the associated general database query will be shown in full 
• a superscript * will indicate the associated selected formula 
• a prefix to the query will indicate the associated database rule 
• a superscript number after the * will indicate the number of the associated Df 
tree. 
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We will use the following (propositional) example to illustrate the various forms 
of tree: 
database rules 1: Cf- rv B 
2: C+-A&B 
3: B+-
4: A+-
The following is a Df tree corresponding to a partially complete ( about two steps 
from success) Prolog style execution. It documents a (failed) attempt to use Cf-rvB 
and has commenced trying to use C +-A&B: 
+-A* B 
' 
Main Df tree: 1: f-rvB*
5 2: +-A&B* 
3: +-Associated Df tree 5: 
+-B* 
D efinition 22 DJ tree 
+-C* 
A Df tree is a finite tree such that 
• D is a sequence of database rules 
• each node of the tree always has an associated general database query 
• the associated general database query is not trivial (i.e. not 'f- ') iff the 
node has an associated formula ( the selected formula) that is one of the 
formulae in the general database query. 
• the selected formula is a negative literal ( rvQi) iff the node has an asso-
ciated Df tree. The vertex of an associated Df tree has the associated 
general database query '+-Qi'. 
• each node may have an associated database rule that is in D. 
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•a node and ( each of) its parent( s) have associated general queries corre-
sponding to a step in a QEP proof. Let the query and selected formula 
associated with the child be +-Q1 and Qi respectively, then one of the 
following must hold: 
- Qi is a positive literal: each parent node has an associated database 
-rule and case( 1) of QEP could be used with query +-Q1, selected 
literal Qi, and the rule associated with the ancestor node (say H+-B 
after variables have been uniquely renamed) to give the query as-
sociated with the ancestor node ( { +-Qi- 1,B,Qr+i}B). Different rule 
choices are associated with different ancestor nodes. The substitu-
-tion (0) used in the case(l) step must be an mgu for <Q1,Qi,B> and 
- -<Q1,H,B> - ie. it must not restrict variables in B or Q1 unneces-
sarily. 
-Qi is a negative literal: the query associated with the (single) an-
cestor node is +-Qi-1,Qi+l · This corresponds to case(2) of QEP 
provided the recursive call finitely fails. 
-Qi is a conjunctive formula (say Qil&Qi2): case(3) of QEP could 
-be used with query +-Q1 and selected literal Qi to give the query 
associated with the (single) ancestor node ( +-Qi- 1,Qil,Qi2,Qr+1)- • 
Definition 23 in, within 
Df trees associated with the nodes of a Df tree are not regarded as being 
subtrees of the parent tree, and have their own distinct tree structure. We 
will say that nodes are in a Df tree when associated trees are excluded, and 
we will say nodes are within a Df tree when associated trees are included. 
Both 'in' and 'within' define tree structures: a node in a Df tree is not in any 
associated Df tree. • 
A successful proof is documented as a Dfp tree. This retains only the successful 
proof path, and any associated proof trees (in QEP, generated by recursive calls to 
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QEP). The successful proof path, in the earlier example, would be represented by 
the Dfp tree: 
Definition 24 Dfp tree 
3:~ 
4:~B* 
~A* B 
' 2: ~A&B* 
~C* 
A Dfp tree is a Df tree such that, taking the vertex of the tree or any subtree, 
• it has a non-null general query iff it has one parent node 
• if it has an associated Df tree, then the associated tree is a Dff tree 
• if there is a rule associated with a parent node forming a case( 1) step of 
QEP, then only a rule instance need be used in the case(l) step of QEP. 
Thus if the database rule is H ~ B with variables uniquely renamed, the 
-. 
query is ~Qi, and the selected formula is Qi, then there is a mgu (0) 
-. 
for the corresponding case(l) step of QEP such that: <Qi,Qi,B0> == 
-. -. -. 
<Qi,Qi,B>0 == <Qi,H,B>0 == <Qi,H0,B0>, and the query associated 
with the parent node is ~<J1-1,B0,Qf+i· • 
A failed proof is documented as a Dff tree. By removing the fourth rule in the 
running example, leaving the rules: 
1: C~"'B 
2: C~A&B 
3: B~ 
the following is a Dff tree: 
Main Df tree: 
3:~ Associated Df tree 5: 
~B* 
~A* B 
' 2: ~A&B* 
~C* 
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Definition 25 Dfj tree 
A Dff tree is a Df tree such that no node in the tree has an associated trivial 
query and such that the selected formula associated to a node in the tree is 
one of 
•a positive literal. In this case the head of a rule in D unifies with the 
selected formula iff that rule is associated with one of the parent nodes. 
•a negative literal. In this case the node is a tip node iff there is an asso-
ciated Dfp tree; and the node is not a tip node iff there is an associated 
Dff tree. 
•a conjunction. In this case the node is not a tip node. • 
The condition on selected negative literals in the definition above reflects the 
fact that a QEP proof path that ultimately fails may have recursive calls that 
succeed, but if a recursive call fails, it fails the path. Thus, for example, given rules 
A+--rvB&rvC, B+--rvC and C+--, Query A will successfully demonstrate rvB (via a 
further call showing failure of B due to success of C) before failing due to success of 
the call to C. 
As an example containing variables, given rules 1: A(J(x))+--B(x) and 2: B(a)+--, 
the query +-A( x) gives answer substitution !(a)/ x, for which we have the Dfp tree: 
2: +--
1:+--B(a) 
+--A(J( a)) 
Definition 26 DJ* tree, DJ-match, exhibits left-right selection rule, N-normal, LRN-
match 
A tree is a DJ* tree iff it is a Dff tree or a Dfp tree. A set of Df* trees DJ-
match iff they are all Dff trees or they are all Dfp trees. A Df tree exhibits 
a left-right selection rule iff the selected formula in each node is always the 
first formula of the general database query and associated Df* trees exhibit a 
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left-right selection rule. A set of Df* trees exhibit a left-right selection rule 
iff each member does. A Df* tree (T) is N-normal iff N is a set of Dff trees 
and any Dff tree associated with a node within T has a conclusion that is an 
instance of the conclusion of a member of N. A set of Df* trees is N-normal 
iff each member is N-normal. A (partial) QEP L proof tree is N-normal if the 
negative literals in the antecedent of the conclusion correspond to an instance 
of the conclusion of a member of N. A set of (partial) QEP L proof trees is N-
..... 
normal iff each member is N-normal. Df* trees (T::+1) LRNmatch a set of Df* 
-+ ..... ..... ..... 
trees (Tf) provided Tf U{T::+1} Df-match, whenever Tf exhibits a left-right 
..... ..... ..... 
selection rule, so does T::+ 1 , and whenever Tf is N-normal, so are T::+ 1 . • 
A Dff tree can be N-normal without its conclusion being an instance of the 
conclusion of a member of N. For instance, if N is the empty set, all Dff trees 
without recursive calls will be N-normal. The special case where N is empty roughly 
corresponds to one of the cases explored in [JLL83]. It is clear from the definitions 
that subtrees of Df* trees LRNmatch the whole tree (note: associated trees are not 
subtrees), and in Df* trees, associated Df trees are Df* trees. 
4.2 Properties of Df* trees 
The lemmas in this section establish some properties of Df* trees that we will need: 
• Lemma 17 gives us the ability to instantiate Df* trees ( more exactly, to derive 
an LRNmatching Df* tree whose conclusion is any substitution instance of 
the conclusion of the original tree). Amongst other things this permits us to 
'ground' Df* trees. The only problem is caused by case(l) rule applications 
- some rule heads will no longer unify with the (instantiated) selected literal; 
and for those that do, we have to find an appropriate substitution in order to 
induct on the subtree. 
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• Lemma 18 demonstrates the way in which a Dfp tree describes a QEP proof 
path and the way in which a Dff tree represents a finite failure. 
• Lemma 19 demonstrates the the way in which Df* trees can be converted into 
QEP execution (up to smoldering). 
• Lemma 23 is a consistency result which shows that there can't be a Dff tree 
and a Dfp tree with the same conclusion. The trees can use quite different 
selection rules. 
These lemmas hold for Df* trees whose associated Dff trees have non-ground 
conclusions - an extension to QEP. The substitution result shows that non-ground 
failures have a universally quantified interpretation - in particular, we can generate 
a Dff tree for any ground instance of the conclusion. The consistency result shows 
that if a query succeeds using any one selection rule, it cannot finitely fail for any 
other selection rule and vice versa (it may, of course, not terminate or smolder). 
This matches the result given in [LM84]. The remainder of this section presents the 
proofs - usually by induction on the following measures. 
Definition 27 The height of DJ* trees, and the recursive size of DJ* trees 
The height of a Df* tree is 1 + ( the maximum height of any subtrees). The 
recursive size of a Df* tree is the sum of ( 1, the recursive size of any immediate 
subtrees of the vertex, the recursive size of any Df* tree associated with the 
vertex). In expressions, the recursive size of a tree Twill be written rs(T). • 
.... 
Lemma 17 Given a substitution 0 and a DJ* tree T with conclusion f-Q1, we 
can derive a DJ* tree {T0) with conclusion f-Q10 that LRNmatches T and has a 
recursive size no greater than that of T. 
Pf: This lemma is effectively a constructive definition of T0 from T and 0. 
Proof is by induction on the recursive size of T. 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds when rs(T)<m. 
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Base case: m = 1. There cannot be any associated Df* trees or any subtrees. 
-+ 
Create a node and associate with it query +-Q10. Either: 
• T is a Dfp tree. Since m=l, the conclusion of T is trivial ie. n=O. The 
new node also has a trivial conclusion and is the vertex of a Dfp tree of 
recursive size 1 that satisfies the lemma 
• T is a Dff tree. The selected formula (Qi) associated with the vertex of 
T cannot be a conjunction or a negative literal as T has no subtrees or 
associated Df* trees (rs(T)=l). Thus Qi is a positive literal and we may 
associate with the new node the selected formula Qi0. Qi0 will not unify 
with any rule head as Qi did not, so the new node is the vertex of a Dff 
tree of recursive size 1 that satisfies the lemma. 
Inductive case: r s(T) = m. Let the selected formula associated with the 
vertex of T be Qi. One of the following must hold: 
• Qi is a conjunctive formula (Qil&Qi2). The vertex has no associated 
Df tree and has one immediate subtree (T') that LRN matches T and 
with conclusion +-Q' which is +-Ql-\Qi1,Qi2 ,Qi+i · Inductively derive 
a tree (T' 0) from T' and 0 that LRN matches T' ( and thus T) and 
-+ 
with conclusion +-Q'0. Create a node with T'0 as its only subtree 
-+ 
and associate with it query +-Q10 and selected formula Qi0, forming 
an application of case(3) of QEP. The node is the vertex of a Df* tree 
(T0) that satisfies the lemma as T', T' 0, and T0 LRN match T and 
rs(T0) = rs(T'0) + 1 <rs(T') + 1 = rs(T). 
• Qi is a negative literal ""'Q:. There is an associated Df* tree (U) with 
conclusion +-Q: that can be used with 0 to inductively derive an LRN-
matching Df* tree (UB) with conclusion +-Q:e. Either: 
- U is a Dfp tree. U0 is a Dfp tree that exhibits a left-right selection 
rule if U does, and T is a Dff tree whose vertex has no subtrees. 
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-Create a node and associate with it query +--Q10, selected formula 
Qi0 and associated Dfp tree U 0. The node is the vertex of a Dff tree 
(T0) that satisfies the lemma as T0 LRNmatches T and rs(T0) 
rs(U0) + l <rs(U) + l = rs(T). 
-U is a Dff tree. If Tis N-normal, +--Q: is an instance of the conclusion 
of some Dff tree in N, so +--Q:e is as well. U 0 is a Dff tree that 
exhibits a left-right selection rule if T does, and T will have one 
immediate subtree (T') with conclusion +--Qi- 1,<Jr+i· Using T' and 
0 we inductively derive an LRNmatching tree (T'0) with conclusion 
{ +--Qi-\Qr+1}0. Create a node with subtree T'0 and associate with 
-it query +--Q10, selected formula Qi0, and associated Dff tree U 0, 
forming an application of case(2) of QEP. The node is the vertex of a 
Df* tree (TB) that satisfies the lemma as T', T' 0, and TB LRN match 
T and rs(T0) = rs(T'B) + rs(U0) + l <rs(T') + rs(U) + l = rs(T). 
• Qi is a positive literal and T is a Dfp tree. There must be one immediate 
subtree (T') of T with ari associated database rule R (say H+--B with 
variables uniquely renamed) and conclusion +--Q', such that there is an 
--+ --+ --+ -+ -+ 
mgu 0' of <Q11,Qi,B> and <Q1,H,B> such that +--Q1B'=+--Q1 and +--Q' 
is +--Qi-1,BB',Qr+1 (only rule instances are needed in Dfp trees). As H+--B 
- -shares no variables with Q1 or Q10, and Qi is a substitution instance of H, 
- - -there is a mgu (0") of <Q1B,Qi0,B> and <Q10,H,B> such that Q1B0" 
-
= Q10. To complete an inductive argument we want a substitution a 
such that <Q1,HB',B0'> a= <Q10,H0",B0">. a = 0 almost works as 
H0'B = QiB = H0" but BB'B may not be BB" due to variables in B (that 
are not in H) gaining unfortunate aliases in 0' and 0, or not gaining that 
same name that 0" provides. These problems can be avoided by variable 
renaming substitutions a' and a" such that 
-H0'a'0a" =H0'B (= H0") 
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- B0' a-' 0cJ"'' ==B0" 
Let a-== a-'0a-", and inductively complete this case by deriving a tree from 
/ · • .... , _...i-i I _...n _...i-i II T and a- with conclusion +-Q a-== +-Qi a- ,B0 a-,Qi+ia- == +-Qi 0,B0 , 
Qi+i 0. Associate the database rule R with the vertex of T' a-. Create a 
.... 
node with subtree T' a- and associate with it query +-Q10, and selected 
formula Qi0. This forms an application of case(l) of QEP that only uses 
the rule instance {H+-B}0" (== Qi0+-B0"). The new tree (T0) satisfies 
the lemma as T', T'a- and T0 LRNmatch T and rs(T0) == rs(T'a-) + 
1 <rs(T') + 1 == rs(T). 
•Qi is a positive literal and T is a Dff tree. The vertex of each immediate 
subtree T~ has an associated database rule Rj (say Hj+-Bj with vari-
.... 
ables uniquely renamed) such that there is a mgu 0j for <Q1 ,Qi,Bj> and 
-+ I -+1 
<Q1t,Hj,Bj>, and such that Tj has conclusion +-Qi. As the conclusions 
I 
--+1 --+ . i --+ 
of T and Tj form a case (1) proof step, +-Qi is { +-Qi- ,Bj,QH-i}0j). In 
.... 
those cases that Qi0 unifies with Hj, some mgu a-i will unify <Q10 ,Qi0 ,Bj > 
.... .... .... 
and <Q10,Hj,Bj>· As Hj+-Bj shares no variables with Q1 or Q10, there 
must be a substitution a-~ such that <Q1 ,Qi,Bj>0ja-~ == <Q10,Qi0,Bj>a-j 
== <Q10,Hj,Bj>a-i == <Q1,Hj,Bj>0ja-~. Inductively define a new tree 
T~a-~ from T~ and a-~ which will have conclusion +-Q~a-~ (ie. +-Qi-iea-j, 
.... 
Bia-i,Qi+i0a-i). As Hia-i==Qi0a-j, we can form an application of case(l) 
--+ --+1 I 
of QEP from +-Q10 to +-Qja-j using mgu a-i and database rule Rj with 
variables renamed to Hj+-Bj. For each j, associate Rj with the vertex of 
T~a-~. Create a node with each T~a-~ as an immediate subtree, and asso-
.... 
ciate with it query +-Q10 and selected formula Qi0. The subtrees form 
an application of case(l) of QEP for each rule in D whose head unifies 
with Qi0. Thus the new tree (T0) satisfies the lemma as T~, T~ a-~ and 
T0 LRNmatch T and rs(T0) == Lijrs(T~a-~) + 1 <Lijrs(T~) + 1 == rs(T) . 
• 
Definition 28 T0 
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TB, where T is a Df* tree and 0 a substitution, is the Df* tree derived by 
Lemma 17 from T and 0. It is not defined by simple substitution of the 
formulae within the tree. • 
Definition 29 the continuations of QEP demonstrations, and the recursive depth 
of QEP demonstrations 
A QEP demonstration is either a successful QEP proof path or a finite failure. 
The continuation of a successful QEP proof path is the proof path with the 
first query removed - also a successful QEP proof path. The continuation( s) of 
a finite failure demonstration of a query are the finite failure demonstrations of 
each (non-deterministically) derived query. Thus the continuation(s) succeed 
iff the original does and finitely fail iff the original does. The recursive depth 
of a QEP demonstration is one greater than the maximum of (0, the recursive 
depth of the continuations, the recursive depth of a recursive call to QEP (if 
any)). • 
Lemma 18 If there is a successful DS QEP proof path starting with general data-
--base query +--Q that uses successive unifiers 01 .. . 0n then there is a Dfp tree with 
--conclusion +--Q01 ... 0n, and if QEP finitely fails to find a DS QEP proof path starting 
--with query +--Q using database rules D and selection rule S, then there is a Dff tree 
--with conclusion +--Q. If QEP uses the left-right selection rule then in each case there 
is a DJ* tree that exhibits a left-right selection rule. 
Pf: by induction on the recursive depth of the QEP proof paths 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds if the recursive depth of the QEP proof 
is less than m. 
Base case: recursive depth = 1. The selected formula (if any) cannot be a 
conjunction ( as there would be a continuation of the proof giving a recursive 
depth greater than 1), and cannot be a negative literal ( as there would be a 
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recursive call giving a recursive depth greater than 1) , so it must be absent 
( and the associated query must be the trivial query), or a positive literal ( and 
the associated query cannot be the trivial query). The trivial query terminates 
a QEP proof with success, and a corresponding Dfp tree would have one node 
with an associated trivial query. A non-trivial query with selected positive 
literal cannot terminate a successful QEP proof but can terminate a failed 
QEP proof path if no rule in D has a head that unifies with the selected 
I 
formula. A corresponding Dff tree would have one node associated with the 
general database query and the selected formula ( which is the first formula of 
the query if QEP is using the left-right selection rule). 
Inductive case: recursive depth = m, and m> 1. The selected formula must 
be one of: 
• a conjunction - induct on the continuation giving a Df* tree. Create a 
new node with this tree as its subtree, and associate with it the general 
database query and selected formula, forming a case(3) QEP proof step. 
As the selected formula is the first formula of the query if QEP is using 
the left-right selection rule, this node is the vertex of a Df* tree that 
LRNmatches its subtree (a Dff tree if the proof fails and a Dfp tree if the 
proof succeeds), hence satisfying the lemma. 
• a negative literal and the recursive call succeeds, failing the QEP proof 
path. Induct on the recursive call giving a Dfp tree P. Create a new node 
and associate with it the general database query, selected formula, and 
Dfp tree P. As the selected formula is the first formula of the query if 
QEP is using the left-right selection rule, this node is the vertex of a Dff 
tree satisfying the lemma. 
• a negative literal and the recursive call finitely fails. Induct on both 
the recursive call giving a Dff tree F, and the continuation giving a Df* 
tree T'. Create a new node with T' as subtree, and associate with it 
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the general database query, selected formula, and Dff tree F, forming a 
case(2) QEP proof step. As the selected formula is the first formula of 
the query if QEP is using the left-right selection rule , this node is the 
vertex of a Df* tree that LRNmatches T' (a Dff tree if the proof fails and 
a Dfp tree if the proof succeeds), hence satisfying the lemma. 
• a positive literal and the QEP proof finitely fails - induct on each non-
deterministic continuation resulting from each different non-deterministic 
choice of database rule (Ri) whose head unifies with the selected literal, 
giving Dff trees Fi. Create a new node with all the Fi as subtrees, asso-
ciate with the vertex of each Fi the corresponding rule Ri, and associate 
with the new node the general database query and selected formula, form-
ing case(l) QEP proof steps. As the selected formula is the first formula 
of the query if QEP is using the left-right selection rule, this node is the 
vertex of a Dff tree satisfying the lemma. 
• a positive literal ( Qi) and the QEP proof succeeds. The QEP proof takes 
.... 
a query ( +--Q) and a database rule (say H+--B with variables uniquely re-
.... .... 
named) such that there is a mgu (01) for <Q,Qi,B> and <Q,H,B>, and 
.... 
gives another query +--Q'. Inducting on the rest of the QEP proof gives a 
.... 
Dfp tree with conclusion +--Q'02 ... 0n. Associate the database rule with 
the vertex of this tree. Create a new node with the Dfp tree as its sub-
.... 
tree, and associate with it the general database query +--Q01 ... 0n and the 
selected formula Qi01 .. . 0n. As H01 == Qi01, H01 .. . 0n == Qi01 .. . 0n, and 
we only need to instantiate the rule H+--B using 01 .. . 0n to form a case(l) 
.... QEP step from query +--Q01 ... en with selected formula Qi01 .. . 0n to 
.... .... 
+--Q'02 ... 0n. 01 .. . 0n may not be a mgu of <Q01 ... 0n,Qi01 ... 0n,B> and 
.... .... .... 
<Q01 ... Bn,H,B> as Q01 ... 0n01 ... en may not be the same as Q01 ... en. 
However, as only a rule instance is required, there must be an appropri-
.... 
ate mgu <J such that H<J == Qi01 . . . 0n, B<J == B01 .. . 0n, and Q01 ... 0n<J == 
.... Q01 ... en. As the selected formula is the first formula of the query if QEP 
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is using the left-right selection rule , we have a Dfp tree with the required 
properties. • 
Lemma 19 Given a DJ* tree (T) there is a selection rule such that: if the DJ* 
tree is a Dfp tree, QEP will either smolder or succeed given the query that is the 
conclusion of the Dfp tree; and if the DJ* tree is a Dfj tree, QEP will either smolder 
or finitely fail given the query that is the conclusion of the Dfj tree. If the DJ* tree 
uses a left-right selection rule then so will the derived QEP proof paths. 
Pf: by induction on the recursive size of the Df* tree. 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds if rs(T) < n. 
Base case: r s(T) = 1. In a Dfp tree the node must have the trivial query 
associated, and QEP given the trivial query immediately succeeds. In a Dff 
tree the node must have an associated selected formula that is a positive 
literal which does not unify with any rule head, and QEP, given the query 
and selecting the same positive literal will immediately finitely fail. 
Inductive case: rs(T) = n and n> 1. The query cannot be the trivial query 
(n> 1) so there must be a selected formula associated with the vertex of the 
Df* tree. This must be one of the following: 
• a conjunction - the immediate subtree has an associated general database 
query that is the result applying case(3) of QEP. Select the formula, apply 
case(3) of QEP, and inductively satisfy the lemma. 
• a negative literal - either non-ground, which results in a smolder, or 
ground, in which case the associated Df* tree must be either 
- a Dfp tree (it must be associated with a tip node of a Dff tree) -
select the negative literal and inductively generate a successful QEP 
proof path from the associated Dfp tree which will cause the recursive 
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QEP invocation to succeed, and this QEP invocation to finitely fail, 
satisfying the lemma. 
-a Dff tree ( defining a recursive finite failure) - select the negative 
literal and inductively generate a finite failure proof from the associ-
ated Dff tree which will cause the recursively defined QEP invocation 
to finitely fail, so that we can apply case(2) of QEP and satisfy the 
lemma by induction on the subtree. 
• a positive literal and the tree is a Dfp tree - the vertex of the imme-
diate subtree (T') has an associated rule which when used in case ( 1) 
of QEP gives a query that is a substitution ( 0) of the conclusion of the 
subtree ( variable names may have to be different due to the restrictions 
on their choice in QEP proof steps). T' 0 is a Dfp tree that can be used 
to inductively complete the QEP path. 
•a positive literal and the tree is a Dff tree - for each possible nonde-
terministic choice of rule, there is an immediate subtree (T:) with that 
rule associated which corresponds to a case ( 1) QEP proof step. In each 
case QEP will generate a query that is a substitution instance ( 0i) of the 
conclusion of the subtree (see note in case above). T:ei is a Dff tree that 
can be used to inductively complete the non-deterministic continuation 
of the QEP proof path. • 
Lemma 20 Given 
-+ 
• a Dfp tree T with conclusion t--Q 
• queries t-Q1 and t--Q2 such that the formulae in t--Q have been assigned 
either to t-Q1 or to t-Q2 and such that t--Q1 and t--Q2 can be formed from 
-+ 
t--Q by deleting the formulae assigned to the other, 
we can derive Dfp trees T1 and T2 that LRNmatch T and which have conclusions 
t--Q1 and t--Q2 respectively, such that rs(T1) + rs(T2 ) = rs(T) + 1. 
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Pf: by induction on rs(T) 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds for r s(T) < n. 
Base case: rs(T) = 1. The conclusion of T must be the trivial query, so ~Q1 
and ~Q2 are also trivial and two copies of T satisfy the lemma. 
Inductive case: rs(T) = n, and n>l. As the query is not trivial (n>l), there is 
..... 
an immediate subtree (T') of the given tree with conclusion ~Q' and rs(T)<n. 
Let the selected formula associated with the vertex of T be Qi. Without loss 
of generality, suppose that Qi is was assigned to ~Q1. Qi must be one of: 
..... ..... 
• a conjunction Qil&Qi2· So Q' is Q with Qi replaced by Qi1,Qi2· Let 
Q11 be Q1 with Qi replaced by Qi1,Qi2. We can inductively derive LRN-
matching trees T 11 and T 2 which have associated queries ~Q11 and ~Q2 
respectively. Create a node with T 11 as subtree and associate with this 
node query ~ Q1 and selected formula Qi, forming an application of 
case(3) of QEP. The node is the vertex of a Dfp tree (T1) where 
rs(T1) + rs(T2 ) = rs(T 11 ) + rs(T2 ) + 1 = rs(T') + 2 = rs(T) + 1. 
..... . 
If T exhibits a left-right selection rule, i=l and as ~Q1 is formed from 
~Q by deleting the formulae assigned to ~Q3-i, Q1 is the first formula 
of ~ Q1. Thus T 1 and T 2 satisfy the lemma. 
• a negative literal rvQ:. There must be an associated Dff tree F' where 
F' has conclusion ~Q:, n is rs(T')+rs(F')+l, and ~Q' is ~Q with 
Qi removed. Let ~Q1' be ~Q1 with Qi removed. We can inductively 
derive LRNmatching trees T 1' and T 2 which have conclusions ~Q1' and 
~Q2 respectively. Create a node with T 11 as subtree and associate with 
this node query ~Q1, Dff tree F' and selected formula Qi, forming an 
application of case(2) of QEP. The node is the vertex of a Dfp tree (T1) 
where rs(T1 ) + rs(T2 ) = rs(T11 ) + rs(T2 ) + 1 + rs(F') = rs(T') + 2 + 
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rs(F') = rs(T) + 1. If T exhibits a left-right selection rule, i=l and as 
+-Q1 is formed from +-Q by deleting the formulae assigned to +-Q3- i, 
Q1 is the first formula of +-Q1. If T is N-normal, the conclusion of F is 
an instance of a Dff tree in N, so T 1 is N-normal. Thus T 1 and T 2 satisfy 
the lemma. 
•a positive literal Qi. There must be a database rule R (say H+-B with 
-+ 
variables uniquely renamed) associated with the vertex of T'. +-Q' is 
+-Q with Qi replaced by B0. Let Q11 be Q1 with with Qi replaced by B0. 
We can inductively derive LRNmatching Dfp trees T 11 and T 2 which have 
conclusions +-Q11 and +-Q2 respectively. Add the database rule R to the 
vertex of T 1', then create a node with T 11 as subtree and associate with 
this node query +-Q1 , and selected formula Qi, forming an application 
of case(l) of QEP. The new node is the vertex of a tree T 1 , and as 0 
is a mgu for <Q,Qi,B> and <Q,H,B> it is also a mgu for <Q1,Qi,B> 
and <Q1,H,B>, so T 1 is a Dfp tree. In addition, rs(T1 ) + rs(T2 ) == 
rs(T11 ) + rs(T2 ) + 1 = rs(T') + 1 == rs(T) + 1. If T exhibits a left-
-+ . -+ 
right selection rule, i==l and as +-Q1 is formed from +-Q by deleting the 
formulae assigned to +-Q3-i, Q1 is the first forn1ula of +-Q1 . Thus T 1 
and T 2 satisfy the lemma. • 
.... 
Lemma 21 Given a Dfp tree T with conclusion +-Q, we can derive a LRNmatching 
-+ 
Dfp tree with conclusion any subset of the formulae in +-Q and with recursive size 
is not greater than T. 
Pf: Apply the above lemma where +-Q1 is the desired conclusion and +-Q2 are 
the remaining query formulae. rs(T2)>1, so rs(T1 )<rs(T) and T 1 satisfies 
the lemma. • 
The following lemma shows that the conclusions od Dfp trees cannot form the 
conclusion of a Dff tree. The proof is by contradiction - assume it possible, maintain 
a Dfp tree for each formula in the conclusion of the Dff tree, use the selected formula 
associated with the vertex of the Dff tree to choose a Dfp tree, use the Dfp tree to 
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choose an appropriate subtree of the Dff tree, and instantiate the Dff tree to keep • 
the queries in line. We may recurse into associated Df* trees, but eventually ( the 
structures are finite and acyclic) we will reduce to a base case that has been shown 
to be contradictory. 
Lemma 22 If there is a Dfj tree {F) with conclusion f-Qi, then there cannot be 
...... 
Dfp trees Tl such that each Ti has conclusion f-Qi. 
Pf: by assuming Tl exist and showing a contradiction. The proof is by induc-
tion on rs(F)+(rs(T1 )-l)+ ... +(rs(Tq)-l). 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds when 
rs(F)+(rs(T1)-1)+ .. . +(rs(Tq)-1) < m 
Base case: rs(F)+(rs(T1)-1)+ .. . +(rs(Tq)-1) = 1. (rs(Ti)-1)>0 for any i, 
thus rs(F)=l. The vertex of F has a selected formula Qi and no associated 
Df* tree nor any subtree, so Qi must be a positive literal that does not unify 
with any rule head. Thus there cannot be a Dfp tree with conclusion f-Qi. 
Inductive case: rs(F)+(rs(T1)-1)+ .. . +(rs(Tq)-1) = m and m>l. The vertex 
of F has a selected formula Qi and f-Qi is associated with the vertex of Ti. 
Either: 
• Qi is a conjunct Qil&Qi2, in which case the immediate subtree F' of F 
has associated conclusion f-Qi- 1 ,Qii,Qi2,Q;+1 and the immediate subtree 
of Ti must have conclusion f-Qi 1,Qi2 which, by lemma 20, can be used 
to derive two new Dfp trees Til and Ti2 with conclusions f-Qil and 
f-Qi2 respectively. As (rs(Ti1)-l)+(rs(Ti2)-1) = (rs(Ti)-1), and rs(F') 
= rs(F)-1, induction on F' and ff- 1 ,Tii,Ti2,i:\1 gives the contradiction. 
• Qi is a negative literal rvQ:, and the vertex of F has an associated Df* 
tree (FA) with conclusion f-Q:. Either 
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- FA is a Dff tree. There must be an immediate subtree F' of F which 
has the conclusion ~cJ1-1,Qf+1 and as rs(F') < rs(F) and rs(Ti)-
1>O, induction on F' and f;-1,f?+i gives the contradiction. 
- FA is a Dfp tree. The vertex of Ti must have an associated Dff tree 
Tl with conclusion ~Q:. As rs(Tl) < rs(Ti), rs(FA) < rs(F), and 
for all Tj, rs(Tj)-1>0, induction on the Dfftree Tl and the Dfp tree 
FA gives the contradiction. 
•Qi is a positive literal. Ti will have a subtree with conclusion ~Q: 
and an associated database rule R (say H~B with variables renamed) 
such that there is an mgu 0 of <Qi,H,B> and <Qi,Qi,B> and such that 
{H~B}0=Qi~Q:. R must also be associated with the vertex of one of 
the immediate subtrees of F ( say F'). The case( 1) QEP application from 
--+ --+ 
F to F' will use a mgu (say 0') of <Q1,Qi,B> and <Q1,H,B>. As 0 
and 0' are both mgus of <Qi,H,B> and <Qi,Qi,B> a further (variable 
renaming) substitution exists (say 0") such that B00" = BB'. We can 
derive Dfp trees T 10' ... Ti_ 10', T:0",Ti+10' .. . Tq0' and as Q:011 = B00" = 
BB', induction gives the contradiction (we drop T:011 if B is null). • 
Lemma 23 The conclusions of a Dff tree and a Dfp tree cannot unify. 
Pf: immediate from lemma 17 (substitute to the same query) lemma 21 (ex-
tract Dfp trees with single formula conclusions) and lemma 22 (contradiction) . 
• 
Lemma 24 Given a Dff tree F with conclusion ~Q1 that exhibits a left-right se-
lection rule, then for any m less than n we can derive either a LRN matching Dff 
--+ --+ 
tree with conclusion ~Qi or a LRNmatching Dfp tree with conclusion ~Q10 for 
some substitution 0. 
Pf: If m == 0 then the trivial Dfp tree with the empty substitution satisfies the 
lemma, otherwise we induct on the height of F (note - not the recursive size) 
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Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds if the height of F is less than h. 
Base case: Q1 is the selected literal and F has no subtrees so Q1 is not a 
conjunct. Thus Q1 must be either: 
• a negative literal ,..,._,q~ and the vertex of F has an associated Dfp tree 
pP with conclusion t-Q~. Create a node with associated query t-Q1t, 
selected formula Q1 and Dfp tree pP. This node is the vertex of a Dff 
tree that satisfies the lemma. 
• a positive literal that does not unify with the head of any database rule 
--+ 
in D. Create a node with associated query t-Q1 and selected formula 
Q1 . This node is the vertex of a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
Inductive case: F has height greater than one. One of the following must be 
the case 
• Q1 is a conjunct Q1a/\ Q1b· Induct on the subtree of F, obtaining either 
--+ 
-a Dff tree with conclusion t-Q1a,Qib,Q2. Create a node with this 
--+ 
tree as subtree, associated query t-Qi and selected formula Q1. This 
node is the vertex of a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
--+ 
-a Dfp tree with conclusion { t-Q1a,Qlb,Q2}0 for some substitution 
--+ 
0. Create a node with this tree as subtree, associated query t-Q10 
and selected formula Q10. This node is the vertex of a Dfp tree that 
satisfies the lemma. 
• Q1 is a negative literal ,..,._,q~ and the vertex of F has an associated Dff tree 
FF. Induct on the subtree of F which has conclusion t-Q21, obtaining 
either 
- a Dff tree with conclusion t-Q2. Create a node with this tree as 
--+ 
subtree, associated query t-Q1, selected formula Q1 and associated 
tree FF. This node is the vertex of a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
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-a Dfp tree with conclusion ~Q20 for some substitution 0. Create 
-a node with this tree as subtree, associated query ~Q10, selected 
formula Q10 and associated tree FF0. This node is the vertex of a 
Dfp tree that satisfies the lemma. 
• Q1 is a positive literal. Induct on each subtree of F. Either 
-one of the inductions gives a Dfp tree with conclusion ~cJt: 0 for 
some substitution 0, where cJt: is {Q~,Q2}0' and{Q 1 ~Q~}0' is an 
instance of a rule (R) in D (if Q~ is null then p=m-1 otherwise p=m). 
Associate R with the vertex of the tree and create a node with this 
tree as subtree, with associated query ~Q10' 0 and selected formula 
Q10'0. This node is the vertex of a Dfp tree that satisfies the lemma. 
-all of the inductions give Dff trees - one for each rule in D whose 
head unifies with Q1. In each case associate the rule with the vertex 
of the corresponding tree. Create a node with each inductive tree as 
-subtree, associated query ~Qin and selected formula Q1 . This node 
is the vertex of a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. • 
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Chapter 5 
Negation Rules 
5.1 Introducing Negation Rules 
This chapter will build upon the results of the three earlier formalisms: QEP proof 
paths, L proof trees, and Dff /Dfp trees. In earlier chapters we syntactically trans-
formed QEP proof paths into L proof trees, we restricted the form of L proof trees 
while maintaining completeness based on the restricted syntax of QEP rules and 
queries, and we established a formalism for finite failure demonstrations, together 
with some basic properties. This chapter will demonstrate further constructive con-
version between these formalisms ( up to smouldering) based on the properties of 
the negative literals resulting from their finite failure demonstrations. The results 
show that L proof trees can be further restricted without loss of completeness ( all 
negative literals used have Dff demonstrations) to a form of L proof tree can be 
readily transformed into a QEP proof path that may, however, smoulder. The fail-
ure demonstrations may result in smouldering as Dff trees are more general than 
ground finite failure, and the failure demonstrations may result in non-termination 
since finite failure for some selection rule does not guarantee termination for any 
selection rule. 
Earlier chapters restricted the form of L proof trees so that: 
• thin rules are only needed to mention unused axioms, or to conclude some-
83 
thing from a demonstrated inconsistency in the axioms. These rules are only 
required as the last steps in a proof. In a proof procedure, these properties can 
be used to focus the search in much the way that Prolog and QEP do - rule 
use can be ignored, and ( unlike classical theorem provers) the negation of the 
query does not need to be added to the axioms. If consistency of the axioms 
(including negative literals representing finite failure) can be established ( or 
assumed), then inconsistency need never be considered. 
• quantification rules are only used to ensure that rule instances are used and 
that a query instance is proven. In typical proof procedures based on unifica-
tion, these properties are guaranteed. 
• the remaining rules are (/\-right, simple :J-left, rv-left, and rv-right). The first 
two correspond to the usual Prolog convention: /\-right being implicit in the 
treatment of the antecedent of a rule, and simple :J-left being rule application. 
This chapter will remove the need for the last two in certain circumstances. 
We proceed by abstracting the properties we need to further restrict the form of 
QEP L proof trees. A 'Negation Rule' recognises some negative literals as axioms, 
and guarantees the recognised literals satisfy some additional properties. Later we 
show that negation as finite failure is a negation rule by examining the properties 
of failure trees (Dff trees). 
Definition 30 Negation Rule for D 
A rule for testing negative literals such that, for any finite set N of negative 
literals accepted by the rule, and any finite set R of QEP rules corresponding 
to database rules in D: 
•Consistency: NUR does not entail both a formula and its negation, and 
•Negative Literal Closure: if NUR entails rvL where rvL is a negative 
literal, then rv L is accepted by the rule. • 
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Both conditions presuppose a logic - in this thesis we are using intuitionistic 
entailment. This is not particularly significant in this context as the earlier nor-
malisation results show that the quantification rules have such limited impact that 
the system is essentially propositional. For propositional logic, intuitionistic and 
classical inconsistency coincide, and the intuitionistic and classical negative literal 
theorems coincide (if a and rva hold classically, then rvrva and rva hold intuition-
istically). Furthermore, the results of the last chapter show that many varieties of 
logic ( those accepting the restricted inference rules as valid, and whose theorems are 
also intuitionistic theorems) will have the same QEP query theorems when given ax-
ioms that are QEP rules and negative literals. N onmonotonic logics show a similar 
insensitivity to the monotonic logic used ([TRU91a], [MST91]). 
We will see that the consistency condition ensures that thin-right need not be 
used, as it is only necessary when the axioms are inconsistent. Further, we will 
see that the negative literal closure condition guarantees the presence of negative 
literal axioms corresponding to failed (recursive) proof attempts in a QEP proof. 
For example, consider the following: A:JB intuitionistically entails rvB :JrvA, so if 
rvB is a theorem then rvA must be a theorem as well. The negative literal closure 
condition permits us to normalise (fragments of) proof trees corresponding to the 
deduction of rvA from rvB and A:JB: 
B:B A:A 
A, A:JB: B 
A, A:JB, rvB: 
A :JB, rvB: rvA 
by substituting for it the proof tree 
A :JB, rvB, rvA: rvA 
which is acceptable as rvA will be accepted by the negation rule for D and so is an 
axiom. This corresponds to the observation that, in the presence of the QEP rule 
B~A, QEP must have failed to prove A in failing to prove B. In a later section, we 
will show how to constructively derive Dff trees for any extra negative literal axioms 
that are required. 
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If RUN intuitionistically entails l"VP:JP, then RUN intuitionistically entails l"Vl"VP. 
Hence l"VP:JP prevents l"Vp being a member of N by consistency (its negation "-'"-'p is 
a theorem) but does not prove P directly. This resolves P~"-'p in favour of neither 
P nor "-'P, rather than the classical resolution in favour of P. There are other ways 
of resolving this problem - such as paraconsistent logics which would permit both 
P and "-'P, but these are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Proving the proof tree restrictions are valid for arbitrary negation rules accom-
modates various possible negations provided they define negation rules. Candidates 
include extensions to Prolog that terminate some loops with failure (notably subgoal 
recurrence loops similar to the one caused by P ~ P). Some other negation rules are 
explored later when examining extensions. It does not include extensions to Prolog 
to that terminate loops similar to the one caused by P~"-'p with failure ( "-'P) as 
that should cause a contradiction (P as well). 
5.2 Negation Rules normalise QEP L trees 
We first show that if the available negative literal axioms are defined by a negation 
rule, we can normalise QEP L proof trees to proof trees roughly corresponding to 
skeletal proof trees. Provided the negation rule also guarantees that the negative 
literal axioms are DS failure literals, we can then convert any L proof into either a 
successful or a smouldering QEP proof path. 
Lemma 25 Given a sequence of database rules D and a QEP L proof tree with a 
conclusion of the form R,N: Q where 
• R are open QEP rules corresponding to instances of database rules in D, 
• N are negative literals accepted by some negation rule for D, 
• Q is an open QEP query 
then we can derive a QEP L proof tree with a conclusion of the form R' ,N' : Q where 
• the derived proof tree contains only A-right and simple :J -left rule applications, 
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• R' are open QEP rules corresponding to instances of database rules in D, 
• N are negative literals accepted by the same negation rule for D. 
Pf: by induction on the height of the proof tree. 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds when the proof tree height is less than 
n. 
Base case: If the tree has height one, it contains no rule applications and 
trivially satisfies the lemma. 
Inductive case: the tree has height greater than one, so there is a rule appli-
cation before the vertex. This cannot be thin-right or l"V-left as then we would 
have a QEP L proof of a contradiction, which cannot be as the negative literals 
are accepted by a negation rule and the rules are consistent. It also cannot 
be V-left or :3-right as R and Q are open formulae. Thus the rule application 
before the vertex must be one of the following: 
• thin-left. The vertex of T looks like 
r:Q 
r,C:Q 
formulae in r must be either open QEP rules corresponding to instances 
of rules in D or be negative literals accepted by the negation rule. Induct 
on the subtree of T to get a QEP L proof tree (with conclusion 'r': Q') 
satisfying the lemma. 
• ::)-left. The vertex of T must look like: 
Q:Q r:B 
r, B ::) Q: Q 
so B ::) Q corresponds to an instance of a database rule in D and formulae in 
r must be either open QEP rules corresponding to instances of rules in D 
or be negative literals accepted by the negation rule. Induct on the right 
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subtree of T to get a partial QEP L proof tree (with conclusion 'f': B'). 
Create a QEP L proof tree satisfying the lemma using the inductively 
derived tree extended by two nodes to look like: 
Q: Q r': B 
f', B ~Q: Q 
• A-right. The vertex of T must look like: 
~1: Q1 ~2: Q2 
~1, ~2: Q1 AQ2 
where ~ = ~1 U~2 so formulae in ~ 1 and ~2 must be either open QEP 
rules corresponding to instances of rules in D or be negative literals ac-
cepted by the negation rule. Induction on the subtrees gives partial QEP 
L proof trees with conclusions of the form '~1': Q1 ' and '~2': Q2 '. Create 
a QEP L proof tree satisfying the lemma using these inductively derived 
trees extended by one node to look like: 
~1': Q1 ~2': Q2 
~1
1
, ~2 1 : Q1AQ2 
e rv-right. The conclusion of T must look like '~: rvP'. Thus rvP is a 
consequence of ~ and so is accepted by the negation rule and the single 
node with associated sequent 'rvP: rvP' satisfies the lemma. • 
Lemma 26 Given a sequence of database rules D and a QEP L proof tree with a 
QEP conclusion of the form R,N: Q where 
• R are QEP rules corresponding to database rules in D, 
• N are negative literals accepted by some negation rule for D, 
• Q is a QEP query 
then we can derive a QEP L proof tree with a conclusion of the form R' ,N': Q where 
• the derived proof tree contains only A-right, simple ~-left, V-left, and ?i-right 
rule applications, 
• R' are QEP rules corresponding to database rules in D, 
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• N are negative literals accepted by the same negation rule for D. 
Pf: Lemma 25 applied to the head of the QEP L proof tree gives a QEP L 
proof tree that can be extended by \i-left rule applications to modify the open 
QEP rules corresponding to instances of database rules in D into QEP rules 
corresponding to database rules in D, and then the proof tree can be further 
extended by 3-right rule applications to modify the open QEP query into the 
original QEP query. • 
Lemma 27 If literals accepted by a negation rule are also DS failure literals, then 
given any L proof tree with DS QEP conclusion we can construct a DS skeletal proof 
tree with a corresponding conclusion. 
Pf: Theorem 14 shows that we can convert any L proof tree with a DS QEP 
conclusion into a QEP L proof tree with the same conclusion. As the neg-
ative literals in the conclusion are accepted by a negation rule, lemma 26 
constructs another QEP L proof tree which does not contain rv-left or rv-right 
rule applications, the succedent of the conclusion is the same as the original, 
the antecedent of its conclusion contains formulae that are either QEP rules 
corresponding to database rules in D or negative literals accepted by the same 
negation rule for D. As literals accepted by the negation rule are also DS fail-
ure literals, lemma 15 can be used with this QEP L proof tree to derive a DS 
skeletal proof tree with a corresponding conclusion. • 
5.3 DN QEP L proof trees 
Our tool to demonstrate that finite failure ( or more accurately, Dff trees) define a 
negation rule for D, are what we shall term partial DN QEP L proof trees. These 
proof trees are restricted to a particular set of rules (D) and to a fixed set of 
demonstrations of finite failure (N) which are Dff trees. For technical reasons, 
we first define DHN QEP L proof trees (where the H is a set of positive literal 
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hypotheses), and then define DN QEP L proof trees as DHN QEP L proof trees 
with H empty. As preserving the order of literals in queries will be important later, 
we will also define the order of formulae in the open tips of QEP L proof trees. 
Definition 31 LR open projection 
--The LR open projection of a sequence of partial QEP L proof trees T is the 
----sequence of formulae in the succedents of open tree tips of members of T, in 
the left-right order they appear. • 
Definition 32 (partial) DHN QEP L proof tree, (partial) DN QEP L proof tree 
A (partial) DHN QEP L proof tree is a (partial) QEP L proof tree with con-
clusion R' ,H' ,N' : Q' such that: 
• D is a sequence of database rules 
•H is a set of positive literals 
• N is a set of N-normal Dff trees 
•the QEP L proof tree does not contain any thin or 'v':3 rule applications 
• R' are instances of formulae corresponding to database rules in D 
•H' are positive literals in H 
•N' are instances of negative literals corresponding to the conclusion of 
Dff trees in N (ie the QEP L proof tree is N-normal). 
A (partial) DN QEP L proof tree is a (partial) DHN QEP L proof tree where 
H is the empty set. • 
It is clear that a substitution instance of a partial DHN QEP L proof tree is a 
partial DHN QEP L proof tree (substitute each formula in the QEP L proof tree). It 
is also easy to show that N-normal Dfp trees can be used to derive DN QEP L proof 
trees with corresponding conclusions. The restriction to N-normal objects is to fix 
the set of Dff demonstrations, but in practice this is not a problematic restriction 
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as one can augment any initial set of Dff trees with any associated Dff trees to form 
a new (larger) set of Dff trees that keep things N-normal. 
DN QEP L proof trees may not directly correspond to N-normal Dfp trees as DN 
QEP L proof trees use rules of inference that Dfp trees can not directly simulate 
(rv-left and rv-right). Furthermore, as the following example shows, DN QEP L 
proof trees may use instances of failure literals that Df* trees cannot (nor can QEP) 
as Df* trees use a mgu at each step, whereas D N QEP L proof trees may use any 
instance: 
D: P( a)f-rvQ(x) 
Q(b)f-
N: rvQ( a) 
Dff: f-Q( a)* 
DN QEP L: P( a) : P( a) rvQ( a): rvQ( a) 
rvQ( a), rvQ( a)~P( a): P( a) 
The DN QEP proof tree will gives rise to 'smoldering' when transformed to a Dfp 
tree as the selected negative literal will be rvQ ( x), and a key problem in resolving 
smoldering will be how we permit the lifting of Dff trees. One approach [EDM87] 
will be sound but not complete with respect to D N QEP L proofs. Another discussed 
later, makes a more radical change to the proof engine to achieve completeness. We 
shall return to the problem of lifting Dff trees later. 
We will also demonstrate a couple of fairly technical properties of DHN QEP 
L proof trees: that we can close some open tree tips in D HN QEP L proof trees 
if the forn1ula occurs in the conclusion of an N-Normal Dfp tree; and that we can 
eliminate a positive literal from the antecedent of the conclusion of a DHN QEP 
proof tree by opening some tree tips. We then show that there cannot be DN QEP 
L proof trees demonstrating all the formulae in the conclusion of an N-normal Dff 
tree. As DN QEP L trees can use rules of inference that Dfp trees cannot directly 
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simulate, and can use failure literals at times that Dfp trees cannot, the latter result 
is not a simple consequence of the earlier result that the conclusion of a Dff and a 
Dfp tree cannot unify. 
-+ 
Lemma 28 Given an N-normal Dfp tree (P) with conclusion +-Qr, we can derive 
DN QEP L proof trees T1 where the conclusion of each Ti is of the form '.6.i : Qi ', 
and each Ti contains only t--right and :; -left rule applications. 
Pf: by induction on rs(P). 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds if rs(P)<n. 
Base case: rs(P)=l. The lemma is immediate for the trivial query. 
Inductive case: rs(P)=n and n> 1. The conclusion of Pis not the trivial query 
so the vertex of P has an associated selected literal Qi and one immediate 
subtree (P'). One of the following must hold: 
• Qi is a conjunction Qi1t-Qi2· P' has conclusion +--Qi-1,Qil,Qi2,Q~1 and 
by induction on P' we can derive DN QEP L proof treesft-1,Til,Ti2,i:~1 
that contain only t--right and :;-left rule applications and such that the 
conclusion of Ti1 is of the form .6.i1 : Qi1 and the conclusion of Ti2 is of the 
form .6.i2: Qi2· Create a node with left subtree Til and right subtree Ti2, 
and associate with it the sequent .6.i1 ,.6.i2 : Qi, forming an application of 1,-
right. This node is the vertex of a DN QEP L proof tree Ti that contains 
only t--right and :;-left rule applications, so 'I'1 satisfies the lemma. 
• Qi is a negative literal r-vQ:. The vertex of P has an associated Dff tree 
(F) with conclusion +--Q:. As Pis N-normal, +--Q~ is also (an instance 
of) the conclusion of a tree in N. Thus we can create a DN QEP L proof 
tree Ti, which has one node with associated sequent 'Qi: Qi'. P' has 
conclusion +--Qi-1,Q?+i and by induction we can derive DN QEP L proof 
trees ft - 1 ,'f:~1 that contain only t--right and :;-left rule applications, so 
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-+ 
T1 satisfies the lemma. 
1 d h 1 · f P' · Q-+i - 1 Q-+n Q • Qi is a positive litera an t e cone us1on o 1s ~ 1 , i+l· i~ 
must be ( an instance of) a rule in D. Thus we can create the D N QEP L 
proof tree T i which has one node with associated sequent 'Qi: Qi'. P' has 
conclusion ~<Ji-1 ,Qf+1 and by induction we can derive DN QEP L proof 
trees f; - 1 ,ft+i that contain only A-right and ::)-left rule applications, so 
-+ 
T1 satisfies the lemma. 
• Qi is a positive literal and the conclusion of P' is ~cJ1- 1 ,Q:,cJ?+i for some 
Q:. Q: ::) Qi must correspond to (an instance of) a rule in D. By induction 
-+ • 1 / -+ 
we can derive DN QEP L proof trees r;- ,Ti,I:11 that contain only A-
right and ::)-left rule applications, and where the conclusion of T: is of the 
form ~i: Q:. Create a node with right subtree T: and left subtree one 
node with associated sequent 'Qi: Qi'. Associate with the created node 
the sequent '~i,Q: ::) Qi: Qi', forming an application of ::)-left. This node 
is the vertex of a DN QEP L proof tree Ti than contains only A-right and 
-+ 
::)-left rule applications, so T1 satisfies the lemma. • 
Lemma 29 Given a positive literal A, an N-normal Dfp tree (P) with conclusion 
-+ 
~Q, and a partial DHN QEP L proof tree (T) with conclusion of the form '~: B ' 
and which does not contain thin or \:/3 rule applications, we can derive a partial 
DHN QEP L proof tree (T') with conclusion '~': B ', such that 
• ~, does not contain A and but contains the other positive literals in ~. 
• the LR open projection of T' does not contain formulae corresponding to for-
-+ 
mulae in Q. 
-+ 
• the LR open projection of T with formulae corresponding to formula e in Q 
removed, is the same as the LR open projection of T' with (some) occurrences 
of the positive literal A removed. 
• T' contains no more rv-right and rv-left rule applications than T. 
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• T' contains no thin or V:3 rule applications 
Pf: by induction on the number of nodes in T. 
Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds if the number of nodes in T is less than 
n. 
Base case: There is one node in T. If the succedent of the conclusion of T (B) 
is in the conclusion of P then, by lemma 20 and 28, P can be used to derive 
a DN QEP L proof tree containing only A-right and :J-left rule applications 
that satisfies the lemma. Otherwise either the conclusion is 'A: A' (ie B is A) 
in which case either the single node with associated sequent ': A' satisfies the 
lemma, or both B is not A and B is not in the conclusion of P, in which case, 
as the conclusion of Tis ': B' or 'B: B', T itself satisfies the lemma. 
Inductive case: There is more than one node in T. There must be a rule 
application immediately before the vertex which must be one of the following: 
• :J-left. The vertex of T must look like: 
B:B r:c 
r,C:JB:B 
and C:JB corresponds to an instance of a rule in D. Induct on the right 
subtree of T to get a partial DHN QEP L proof tree (with conclusion 
'r': C'). Create a partial DHN QEP L proof tree using this tree to look 
like: 
B:B r': C 
satisfying the len1ma. 
• A-right. The vertex of T must look like: 
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Induction on the subtrees gives partial DHN QEP L proof trees (T1 
T 2 ) with conclusions of the form 'fi':B1 ' and 'f2':B2 '. The LR open 
--projection of T with formulae corresponding to formulae in Q removed, 
is the same as the LR open projection of T 1,T2 with (some) occurrences 
of the positive literal A removed. Create a partial DHN QEP L proof 
tree using these trees to look like: 
satisfying the lemma. 
erv-right. The vertex of T must look like: 
r, C: 
r: rvC 
If C is not A, induct on the subtree of T ( using H' =HU{ C} for the 
induction - C must be a positive literal), to get a partial D H'N QEP L 
proof tree whose conclusion is 'f',C: '. If C is A, we may have to close 
some open tips but preserve A in the antecedent - induct as above but 
with a new and unique positive literal in place of A to prevent its removal, 
to get a partial DH'N QEP L proof tree whose conclusion is 'f',C: '. In 
either case, create a partial DHN QEP L proof tree using this tree to 
look like: 
satisfying the lemma. 
r', C: 
r': rvC 
erv-left. The vertex of T must look like 
f:C 
r,rvC: 
where rvC corresponds to ( an instance of) the conclusion of a tree in N. 
Induct on the subtree of T to get a partial DHN QEP L proof tree (with 
conclusion 'f': C'). Create a partial DHN QEP L proof tree using this 
tree to look like: 
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satisfying the lemma. • 
r': C 
r', rvC: 
-+ 
Lemma 30 If there is an N-normal Dff tree (F) with conclusion +-QL then there 
-+ 
cannot be DN QEP L proof trees Tl. and substitution 0 such that each Ti has con-
clusion f- Qie. 
-+ 
Pf: by assuming Tl., F, and 0 exist and showing a contradiction. The proof is 
-+ 
by induction on the pair <number of rv-right rule applications in Tl. ,rs(F)>. 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds when the number of rv-right rule ap-
plications is less than n and it holds when the number of rv-right rule appli-
cations is equal to n and rs(F) is less than m. 
Base case: rs(F) == 1. The vertex of F has a selected formula Qi and no 
associated Df* tree nor any subtree, so Qi must be a positive literal that does 
not unify with any rule head. Qi0 is the succedent of the conclusion of a QEP 
-+ 
L proof tree (Ti) in Tl.. As Qi is a positive literal, one of the following must 
hold: 
•Ti has one node and the conclusion of the tree is 'Qi0: Qi0'. In this case 
Qi0+- must be an instance of a rule in D, but Qi would then unify with 
the head of this rule - a contradiction. 
•the vertex of Ti is after a ::)-left rule application and the succedent of 
the conclusion of the right subtree is Q/. Qi0+-Q/ must be an instance 
of a rule in D, but Qi would then unify with the head of this rule - a 
contradiction. 
Thus both cases are contradictory - satisfying the lemma. 
-+ 
Inductive case: The number of rv-right rule applications in Tl. is n, rs(F)==m 
and m> 1. The vertex of F has a selected formula Qi and Qi0 is associated 
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with the vertex of a QEP L proof tree (say Ti)- Either: 
• Qi is a conjunct Qil&Qi2, in which case the immediate subtree F' of F 
has associated conclusion ~Qi-1 ,Qi1,Qi2,Qf+1 and Ti has two subtrees 
Ti1 and Ti2 with conclusions ~Qi10 and ~Qi20 respectively. As rs(F') 
= rs(F)-l, induction on F', DN QEP L proof trees f;- 1 ,Ti1,Ti2,i:\1 and 
substitution 0 gives the contradiction. 
• Qi is a negative literal l"VQ:, and the vertex of F has an associated Df* 
tree (FA) with conclusion ~Q:. Either 
- FA is a Dff tree. There must be an immediate subtree F' of F which 
has the conclusion ~Qi-1,Qf+i· As rs(F') < rs(F) induction on 
F', DN QEP L proof trees f;- 1,i:\1 and substitution 0 gives the 
contradiction. 
- FA is a Dfp tree and Ti has one node. The conclusion of Ti must be 
'l"VQ:0 : l"VQ:0', so there must be a Dff tree (F') in N whose conclusion 
has ~Q:0 as an instance. However FA and F' cannot both exist by 
lemma 23. 
- FA is an N-normal Dfp tree and Ti has more than one node. The 
vertex of T i must be after a l"V-right rule application, so Ti must look 
like: 
I 
~,Qi :B 
~, Q:, /"VB: 
~,/"VB: l"VQ: 
Applying lemma 29 to Q:, FA and the sub-sub-tree of Ti gives a DN 
QEP L proof tree (T:) with a conclusion of'~' : B' and fewer l"V-right 
rule applications than Ti. As Ti is a DN QEP L proof tree, ~B 
must be an instance ( 0') of the conclusion of a Dff tree (F') in N. 
Induction on F', DN QEP L proof tree T: and substitution 0' gives 
the contradiction. 
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• Qi is a positive literal and T i has one node. T i has conclusion 'Qi0: Qi0' 
and there is a rule R in D (say Hr with variables uniquely renamed) 
which has rQi0 as an instance. R must also be associated with the 
vertex of one of the immediate subtrees of F (say F'). The case(l) QEP 
.... 
application from F to F' will use a mgu (say 0') of < rQ1 ,Qi> and 
< rQ1 ,H> so a further substitution exists (say 0") such that Q10'0" is 
Q10. Induction on F', DN QEP L proof trees f;- 1,fl+i and substitution 
0" gives the contradiction. 
• Qi is a positive literal and Ti has more than one node. Ti is after a :J-left 
rule application whose right subtree (T:) has a conclusion of the form 
'~ : Q:'. There is a rule R in D ( say Hr B with variables uniquely re-
named) which has Qi0rQ: as an instance. R must also be associated with 
the vertex of one of the immediate subtrees of F (say F'). The case(l) 
.... QEP application from F to F' will use a mgu (say 0') of <rQ1,Qi,B> and 
.... .... 
<rQ1,H,B> so a further substitution exists (say 0") such that Q10'0"-== 
--+ I Q10 and {HrB}0'0" -== Qi0rQi. Induction on F', DN QEP L proof 
trees ff- 1,T:,t~1 and substitution 0" gives the contradiction. • 
5.4 Negation as finite failure is a Negation Rule 
It was conjectured in [EDM87] that Negation as finite failure is a negation rule. 
Proof of this conjecture is, I think, the most significant unpublished result in this 
thesis. The earlier results were in [EDM87] or are variants of known or fairly easily 
derived results. If the conjecture holds, QEP is a sound and, apart from flounder-
ing, a complete intuitionistic inference engine for theorems corresponding to QEP 
queries, when the proper axioms correspond to QEP rules and negative literals that 
finitely fail for those rules. 
In QEP L proof trees, paired uses of rv-left and rv-right are used to (monoton-
ically) argue that if a literal (which is known false) is provable when a number of 
assumptions are made then the negation of one of the assumptions is provable when 
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the remaining assumptions are retained. We are, of course, interested in the case 
where literals are known false by demonstrated finite failure. To remove these argu-
ment forms we will have to derive finite failure trees for some ( additional) assump-
tions. In general, the provided finite failures will not contain enough information to 
fail each of the assumptions - some of them may even be theorems. 
For example, given: 
1: AAB:JC 
2: rvB:JC 
3: B 
4: 
5: (Dff) 
6: (Dfp) 
rvC ( for which we can show finite failure:) 
A* B 
' 1: rvB*6 2: A&B* 
3: C* 
B* 
we can monotonically prove rvA (which would indeed fail) via a proof of rvB under 
the assumption A (but B is a theorem) as follows: 
A:A B:B 
C: C A,B :AAB 
A,B,AAB:JC:C 
A, B, AAB:JC, rvC: 
C: C A, AAB:JC, rvC: rvB 
A, AAB:JC, rvC, rv B:JC: C 
AAB:JC, rvC, rvB:JC: rvA 
The failure of C is used twice - once to mask the non-failure of B via the rule 
rvB:JC. It is not immediately apparent that we can derive Dff trees for any of the 
assumptions in proofs like the above. 
The technique for deriving failure trees from other failure trees may not preserve 
the given selection rule ordering - ie. the failure tree is a failure tree under some 
( derived) selection rule. This respects semantics in which the intended negation 
rule for D is one that accepts those literals causing finite failure under at least one 
selection rule - DB+ in [FLA86]. For left-right selection rules, we can derive failure 
trees that also exhibit a left-right selection rule. This permits the intended negation 
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rule for D to accept only those literals that finitely fail for the left-right selection 
rule. This resembles results obtained for linear logic ( eg [ CER92]). 
The key result is that when given a Dff tree and a partial DN QEP proof tree 
for the same result (ie a proof tree given some assumptions), we can derive a failure 
tree for the formulae in the open tips (ie a failure tree for those assumptions). This 
is demonstrated for both general Dff trees and for Dff trees that exhibit a left-right 
selection rule. Using these results, we can eliminate l"V-right rule applications in QEP 
L proof trees in favour of some additional negative literal antecedents for which we 
can derive corresponding Dff trees. The main result then follows without much 
trouble: Negation as finite failure is a negation rule (for general and for left-right 
selection rules). 
Lemma 31 Given 
-+ 
• a query ~A1 
-+ 
• partial DN QEP L proof trees T1 where the succedent of the conclusion of each 
-+ -+ 
Ti is Qi and formulae in the LR open projection of T1 are in A1. 
-+ 
• an N-normal Dfj tree F with conclusion ~Q1, 
-+ 
we can derive an N-normal Dff tree with conclusion ~ A1. 
-+ 
Pf: by induction on the pair <number of l"V-right rule applications in T1, 
rs(F)> 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds when there are fewer than r l"V-right 
rule applications in fr' and when there are r l"V-right rule applications and 
rs(F)<s. 
Base case: r s(F) == l. The selected formula ( Qi) cannot be a conjunction or 
a negative literal (as rs(F)==l) so it must be a positive literal that does not 
unify with the head of any rule in D. Hence there cannot be a rule application 
before the vertex of Ti and the conclusion of Ti cannot be a basic sequent. 
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Thus the vertex of T i is an open tree tip and Qi is A1 for some j. Create a 
..... 
node and associate with it query f-A1 and selected literal A1. This node is 
the vertex of a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
Inductive case: rs(F)> 1. Suppose the selected formula associated with the 
vertex of F is Qi. Either 
• F has no subtrees. Qi cannot be a conjunct (no subtrees) nor a positive 
literal (no subtrees and rs(F)>l), so it must be a negative literal (r--.1Q:). 
As F has no subtrees, there must be an associated N-normal Dfp tree (FP) 
whose vertex has associated query f-Q:. The conclusion of Ti cannot be 
a basic sequent as then f-Q: would be an instance of the conclusion of a 
member of N which cannot be by FP and Lemma 23. Thus either 
- The vertex of Ti is an open tree tip. Qi is A1 for some j . Create 
..... 
a node and associate with it query f-A1, selected literal A1, and 
Dfp tree FP. This node is the vertex of a Dff tree that satisfies the 
lemma. 
-There is a rule application before the vertex of Ti. This must be 
r--.1-right as the conclusion has a negative literal consequent. Ti must 
look like: 
I. N 
~,Qi.Q 
A r--.1QN Q' . 
Ll, 'i• 
~, r--.1QN: r--.1Q: 
Applying lemma 29 to Q:, FP and the sub-sub-tree of Ti gives a 
partial DN QEP L proof tree (T:) with a conclusion of'~': QN' and 
fewer r--.1-right rule applications than Ti. As T i is a partial DN QEP 
L proof tree, f-QN must be an instance ( 0) of the conclusion of a Dff 
tree (F') in N. Induction on f-A1, T: and F' 0 satisfies the lemma. 
• F has subtrees and the conclusion of Ti is an open tree tip. Qi is A1 for 
some j and Qi must be one of the following: 
- a conjunct Qi1AQi2 . F has one subtree (F') which has the conclusion 
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1-___ Q ..... i-l Q Q Q ..... n (Q ..... '). Form the partial DN QEP L proof trees ~ 1 , il, i2, i+l 
~n ~ ~ 
T' 1 that are the same as T[" except that each open tree tip in T[" with 
---+n 
associated sequent': Qi1AQi2' has in T' 1 two subtrees with associated 
sequents ' : Qi1' and ' : Qi2' ( forming A-right rule applications). Thus 
T: has two subtrees T~1 T~2 with associated sequents ' : Qi1' and ' : Qi2' 
respectively. Induct on query t--A{-1,Qil,Qi2,AJ+1, partial DN QEP 
..... i-1 , , ..... n 
L proof trees T' 1 ,Til,Ti2,T\+1, and N-normal Dff tree F'. Create 
a node with the resulting Dff tree as subtree, and associate with it 
..... 
query t--A1, and selected literal A1 (==Qi), forming a case(3) QEP 
proof step. The resulting Dff tree satisfies the lemma. 
-a negative literal rvQ:. The vertex of F has an immediate subtree 
F' whose conclusion is t--Qi-1 ,Qr+1, and an associated Dff tree FN 
with conclusion t--Q~ which is an instance of the conclusion of some 
Dff tree in N. Create a node with query t--Qi, selected literal Qi and 
associated Dff tree pN_ This node is the vertex of an N-normal Dfp 
..... 
tree that with T[" and Lemma 29 ( using a new and unique literal to 
---+n 
prevent opening up any tree tips) derives partial DN QEP L trees T' 1 
such that each T: has a conclusion of the form ~i: Qi, and whose LR 
..... 
open projection is the LR open projection of T[" with each occurrence 
..... . 1 ..... 
of Qi removed. Induct on query t--A{- ,AJ+i, Dff tree F', and partial 
..... i-1 ..... n 
DN QEP L proof trees T' 1 ,T\+i · Create a node with the resulting 
..... 
Dff tree as subtree, and associate with it query t--A1, selected literal 
A1 ( =Qi), and Dff tree FN, forming a case(2) QEP proof step. The 
resulting Dff tree satisfies the lemma. 
-a positive literal. Every rule Rk (say Hkt--Bk with variables uniquely 
renamed) whose head unifies with Qi is associated with a subtree 
(say Fk) of F. For each Fk: 
..... ..... 
Choose some mgu (0k) of <Q1,Qi, Bk> and <Q1,Hk,Bk> such 
that the conclusion of Fk is { t--Qi- 1 ,Bk,Qi+i}Bk and such that 
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-+ -+ 
0k is also an mgu of <A1,Qi,Bk> and <A1,Hk ,Bk> - note that 
-+ -+ 
A1 and Qr share variables but Hk{--Bk shares no variables with 
-+ n 
We may form the partial DN QEP L trees Tk 1 that are the same 
-+ -+ 
as Tf0k except that each open tree tip in Tf0k with associated 
sequent ' : Qi0 k' has 
-+ n 
*the sequent '{Hk{--Bk: Qi}0k' in Tk 1 
*two subtrees each with one node and associated sequents re-
-+ n 
spectively 'Hk0k: Hk0k' and ': Bk0k' in Tk 1 forming a :::>-left 
rule application 
-+ n 
*the antecedent of all descendant nodes in Tk 1 have '{Hk {--Bk }0 k' 
in their antecedent. 
-+ n 
T\ will have two subtrees ( call the right subtree T'\) and Tk 1 
has no open tree tip with associated sequent ' : Qi0k '. 
-+ ' 1 -+ 
Induct on query { {-A{- ,B,AJ+1}0k, Dff tree Fk, and DN QEP 
-+ i-1 -+ n 
L proof trees Tk 1 ,T'\,T\+i· 
Associate the rule Rk with the vertex of the inductively defined 
tree. 
Create a node with the resulting Dff trees as subtrees, and associate 
-+ 
with it query {-A1 and selected literal A1 (=Qi). As in each case 
-+ -+ 
0k is an mgu for <A1,Qi,Bk> and <A1,Hk,Bk> this forms a case(l) 
QEP proof step for each rule Rk in D whose head unifies with A1. 
The resulting Dff tree satisfies the lemma. 
• F has subtrees and the conclusion of Ti is a basic sequent. Either 
-Qi{- is an instance of one of the rules of D (say R1 or H1{-- with 
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variables uniquely renamed): select the subtree Fi of F that has Rj 
associated with its vertex. As Hj0j=Qi for some substitution 0j and 
Dff trees use a mgu, there will be some substitution 0~ such that 
the query associated with the vertex of F j0~ is +--Qi-1,Qr+1. Induct 
_. I .... . 1 _. 
on query +--A1, Dfftree Fi0j, and DN QEP L proof trees r;- ,TZ'+-1 , 
giving a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
-Qi is a negative literal: the vertex of the immediate subtree (F') of 
F has a conclusion that is +--Qi-1,Q7+1 - induct on +--A1, DN QEP L 
proof trees f;- 1,fz+i, and Dff tree F', giving a Dff tree that satisfies 
the lemma. 
• F has subtrees and there is a rule application before the vertex of Ti. As 
Qi is the succedent of the conclusion of Ti the rule application before the 
vertex cannot have been "-'-left. Thus the rule application must be one 
of the fallowing: 
-A-right and Qi is the conjunct QilAQi2. F has a single subtree F' with 
associated query that is +--Qi-1,Qil,Qi2,Qi+l· Ti has two subtrees 
Til an Ti2 where the succedents of their conclusions are Qi1 and Qi2 
.... 
respectively. Induct on query +--A1 Dff tree F' and partial DN QEP 
.... . 1 .... 
L proof trees r;- ,Til,Ti2,T/+1 giving a Dff tree that satisfies the 
lemma. 
-=:)-left and the succedent of the right subtree (T:) of Ti is Q:, where 
Qi+--Q: is an instance of some rule Rk of D (say Hkf--Bk with vari-
ables uniquely renamed). Rk is associated with the vertex of some 
immediate subtree Fk of F. As Hk0k=Qi for some substitution 0k 
and Dff trees use a mgu, there will be a substitution 0~ such that the 
query associated with the vertex of Fk0~ is +--Qi-1,Q:,Qr+i. Induct 
_. I 
on query +--A1, Dff tree Fk0k, and partial DN QEP L proof trees 
f;- 1 ,T:,ft+-l giving a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
_,.__,_right. F has a subtree F' with associated query +--Qi- 1,Qr+1. In-
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duct on query t-A1, Dff tree F', and partial D N QEP L proof trees 
f;- 1 ,ft:t-1 giving a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. • 
Lemma 32 Given 
..... 
• partial DN QEP L proof trees T1 where the succedent of the conclusion of each 
Ti is Qi and open tree tips have associated sequent ': A' . 
..... 
• an N-normal Dfj tree F with conclusion +-Q1 
• F and N exhibit left-right selection rules 
we can derive an N-normal Dfj tree with conclusion +-A that exhibits a left-right 
selection rule. 
..... 
Pf: by induction on the pair <number of rv-right rule applications in T1, 
rs(F)> 
Inductive hypothesis: The lemma holds when there are fewer than r rv-right 
..... 
rule applications in T1, and when there are r rv-right rule applications and 
rs(F)<s. 
Base case: rs(F) = 1. The selected formula (Q 1) cannot be a conjunction or 
a negative literal (as rs(F)=l) so it must be a positive literal that does not 
unify with the head of any rule in D. Hence there cannot be a rule application 
before the vertex of T 1 and the conclusion of T 1 cannot be a basic sequent. 
Thus the vertex of T 1 is an open tree tip and Q1 is A. Create a node and 
associate with it query +-A and selected literal A. This node is the vertex of 
a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
Inductive case: r s(F) > 1. The selected formula associated with the vertex of 
F is Q1 . Either 
• F has no subtrees. Q1 cannot be a conjunct (no subtrees) nor a positive 
literal (no subtrees and r s(F) > 1), so it must be a negative literal ( rvQ~). 
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As F has no subtrees, there must be an associated N-normal Dfp tree (FP) 
whose vertex has associated query +-Q~. The conclusion of T 1 cannot 
be a basic sequent as then +-Q~ would be an instance of the conclusion 
of a member of N which cannot be by FP and Lemma 23. Thus either 
- The vertex of T 1 is an open tree tip. Q1 is A. Create a node and 
associate with it query t-A, selected literal A, and Dfp tree FP. This 
node is the vertex of a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
- There is a rule application ( rv-right) before the vertex of T 1 · This 
must be rv-right as the conclusion has a negative literal consequent. 
T 1 must look like: 
~,Q~:QN 
A rvQN Q'. 
u, ' 1 · 
~, rvQN : rvQ~ 
Applying lemma 29 to Q~, FP and the sub-sub-tree of T 1 gives a 
partial DN QEP L proof tree (T~) with a conclusion of'~': QN' and 
fewer rv-right rule applications than T 1. As T 1 is a partial DN QEP 
L proof tree +-QN must be an instance ( 0) of the conclusion of a Dff 
tree (F') in N. Induction on F'0 and T~ satisfies the lemma. 
• F has subtrees and the conclusion of T 1 is an open tree tip. Q1 must be 
A. By lemma 24 from F and A we can derive either a Dfp tree (FA) with 
conclusion t-A0 for some 0 or a Dff tree (FF) with conclusion t-A that 
exhibits a left-right selection rule. In the first case, lemma 29 applied to 
a new and unique literal, FA and T10 would give DN QEP L proof trees 
-n 
-T' 1 (not partial as all open tips were ': A') with conclusions Q10, but 
these cannot exist given F and lemma 30, so the second case holds and 
FF satisfies the lemma. 
• F has subtrees and the conclusion of T 1 is a basic sequent. Either 
- Q 1 f- is an instance of one of the rules of D ( say Rj or H j f- with 
variables uniquely renamed): select the subtree Fi of F that has Rj 
associated with its vertex. As Hi0i=Q 1 for some substitution 0i and 
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Dff trees use a mgu, there will be some substitution 0~ such that the 
query associated with the vertex of F je~ is f-Q2. Induct on Dff tree 
Fj0~ and partial DN QEP L proof trees T2 giving a Dff tree that 
satisfies the lemma. 
-Q1 is a negative literal: the vertex of the immediate subtree (F') of 
F has a conclusion that is f-Q2 - induct on partial DN QEP L proof 
_, 
trees T2 and Dff tree F' giving a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
• F has subtrees and there is a rule application before the vertex of T 1. As 
Q1 is the succedent of the conclusion of T 1 the rule application before 
the vertex cannot have been rv-left. Thus the rule application must be 
one of the following: 
-A-right and Q1 is the conjunct Q1,1AQ1,2. F has a single subtree F' 
_, 
with associated query that is f-Q1,1,Q1,2,Q2. T1 has two subtrees 
T 1 1 an T 1 2 where the succedents of their conclusions are Q1 1 and ) ) ) 
Q1,2 respectively. Induct on Dff tree F' and partial DN QEP L proof 
_, 
trees T 1,1,T1,2,T2 giving a Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. 
-:J-left and the succedent of the right subtree (T~) of T 1 is Q~, where 
Q1 f-Q~ is an instance of some rule Rk of D (say Hkf-Bk with vari-
ables uniquely renamed). Rk is associated with the vertex of some 
immediate subtree Fk of F. As Hk0k=Q 1 for some substitution 0k 
and Dff trees use a mgu, there will be a substitution 0~ such that the 
query associated with the vertex of Fk0~ is f-Q~,Q2. Induct on Dff 
tree Fk0~ and partial DN QEP L proof trees T~,T2 giving a Dff tree 
that satisfies the lemma. 
_, 
-rv-right. F has a subtree F' with associated query that is f-Q2. 
_, 
Induct on Dff tree F' and partial D N QEP L proof trees T2 giving a 
Dff tree that satisfies the lemma. • 
Lemma 33 Given any DN QEP L proof tree, we can derive a DN' QEP L proof tree 
containing no rv -right rule applications and with the same formula as the succedent 
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of its conclusion. If all the Dff trees in N exhibit a left-right selection rule then so 
do all the trees in N'. 
Pf: By induction on the pair <number of "-'-right rule applications, height of 
the D N QEP L proof tree>. 
Inductive hypothesis: the hypothesis holds for trees with less than n "-'-right 
rule applications, and for trees with n "-'-right rule applications but a DN QEP 
L proof tree height of less than m. 
Base case: If the DN QEP L proof tree has height one, there are no "-'-right 
rule applications and the result hold trivially. 
Inductive case: There are n "-'-right rule applications, and a DN QEP L proof 
tree (T) with height of m where m> 1. There must be a rule application before 
the vertex of the proof tree. This must be one of the following: 
• :)-left. The vertex of T must look like: 
B:B ~:C 
~,C:)B:B 
where C:)B corresponds to an instance of a rule in D. Induct on the right 
subtree of T to get a DN' QEP L proof tree (with conclusion '~': C'). 
Create a D N' QEP L proof tree using this tree to look like: 
satisfying the lemma. 
B:B ~':C 
~', C:)B: B 
• A-right. The vertex of T must look like: 
~1:B1 ~2:B2 
~1, ~2: B1AB2 
where ~ = ~1 U~2 . Induction on the subtrees gives a DN~ QEP L proof 
tree with conclusion of the form'~~: B1 ' and a DN~ QEP L proof tree 
with conclusion of the form '~~: B2 '. Create a DN' QEP L proof tree 
using these trees to look like: 
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[C 
fl~:B1 fl~:B2 
I I 
fl1, fl2: B1 t-- B2 
where N' == N~ UN~ satisfying the lemma. 
erv-left. The vertex of T must look like 
r:C 
r,rvC: 
where rvC corresponds to ( an instance of) the conclusion of a tree in 
N. Induct on the subtree of T to get a DN" QEP L proof tree (with 
conclusion 'f": C'). Create a DN' QEP L proof tree using this tree to 
looks like: 
r': C 
r', rvC: 
where N' is N"U{ rvC} satisfying the lemma. 
erv-right. The vertex of T must look like: 
fl,A:B 
fl, A, rvB: 
fl, rvB: rvA 
Applying lemma 29 to positive literal A, the trivial Dfp tree and the sub-
sub-tree of T gives a partial DN QEP L proof tree (T') with a conclusion 
of 'fl': B' and all its open tips have associated sequent ' : A'. As T is a 
D N QEP L proof tree f-- B must be an instance ( 0') of the conclusion of a 
Dff tree (F') in N. Lemma 31 derives a N-normal Dff tree with conclusion 
+-A from +-A, T' and F'. If Dff trees in N exhibit a left-right selection 
rule, Lemma 32 derives an N-normal Dff tree with conclusion +-A from 
T' and F' which exhibits a left-right selection rule. Let N' be the union 
of N and the LRNmatching derived Dff tree. The DN' QEP L proof tree 
with one node associated with the basic sequent ( rvA: rvA) satisfies the 
lemma. • 
Lemma 34 Finite failure against database D is a negation rule for D if finite failure 
of non-ground literals is permitted and finite failure is finite failure under a left-right 
selection rule, or it is finite failure under at least one selection rule. 
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Pf: Suppose we have an arbitrary L proof, the antecedent of whose conclusion 
consists of either QEP rules corresponding to instances of database rules in D 
or negative literals for which Dff trees are given. 
Let N be the set of Dff trees provided or associated with nodes within the 
provided Dff trees - so N is N-normal. 
By theorem 14 the L proof tree can be normalised to a QEP L proof tree with 
the same conclusion whose head consists of r-v-left, r-v-right, :J-left and A-right 
rule applications, and whose tail consists of thin and \13 rule applications. 
The head of the tree is thus a DN QEP L proof tree. By lemma 33 we can 
derive a DN' QEP L proof tree containing no r-v-right rule applications, where 
N' exhibits a left-right selection rule if N does. 
If there is a r-v-left rule application, it can only be immediately before the 
vertex which must look like: 
r:C 
r,rvC: 
But then +-C must be an instance of the conclusion of a Dff tree in N', which 
cannot be by lemma 30 as the subtree is a DN' QEP L proof of C. Thus we 
can have no proof of contradiction. 
The DN' QEP L proof tree contains no r-v-left or r-v-right rule applications, so 
if the proof is of a negative literal ( r-vC), it can be normalised to a DN' QEP 
L proof tree with one node with associated sequent 'r-vC: r-vC' and +-C must 
be an instance of the conclusion of a Dff tree in N'. Thus r-vC is accepted by 
either finite failure under a left-right selection rule, or finite failure under at 
least one selection rule. Thus both finite failure under a left-right selection 
rule, and finite failure under at least one selection rule are negation rules for 
D provided the finite failure of non-ground literals is permitted. • 
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Chapter 6 
Propositional Extensions 
6.1 Easy Extensions 
We have shown that QEP answers query Q with Q0 if and only if axioms corre-
sponding to the rules and some finite failure literals intuitionistically entail Q0. This 
was shown to hold if the literal selection rule is left-right as well as for a general 
selection rule. Thus the intuitionistic basis offers something to those who are in-
terested in program transformations. The intuitionistic proof theory also supports 
various extensions to QEP that have a logical foundation. Some extensions that 
cause no problems are 
• permitting explicit existential quantification in queries and rule bodies. This 
is a standard interpretation and requires little change. It does not increase 
expressive power, nor add much to expressive convenience. Examples include 
the query ~(:3x)P(x) and the rule Q(x)~(:3y)(R(x,y). 
• permitting explicit universal quantification in front of rules (ie only quantifying 
the whole rule). This is a standard interpretation and requires little change. 
It does not increase expressive power nor add much to expressive convenience. 
An example would be the rule (Vxy)(Q(x)~(R(x,y)). 
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• Permitting a disjunction in rule bodies and queries. The intuitionistic proof 
theory requires either one or other of the parts to be proven. Thus it corre-
sponds with the usual Prolog disjunctive connective (';' in Edinburgh Prolog). 
This extension adds to the expressive convenience of the language but not to 
the expressive power of the language as rule bodies can be broken up into 
separate rules in the usual way, and queries can be asked in sequence. Exam-
ples include the rule P(x)f-(rvQ(x)&(R(x)vS(x))) and the query t-R(x)vS(x). 
The logical form of a query ( and a rule body) is extended to a positive literal, 
a negative literal, query&query, and queryvquery. 
• Generalising the rule head to a conjunction of rules. An example would be 
the rule ((Ct-B)&((E( a)&E( b))t-D))t-A. This extension may add to the ex-
pressive convenience but does not add to the expressive power of the pure 
language as the common antecedent can be added to be antecedent of each 
rule. For example the above rule could be replaced by the rules Ct-A&B, 
E( a)t-A&D, and E( b)t-A&D. The extension could be used to reduce recom-
putation by computing a common antecedent just once. For example we could 
compute 'A' and 'D' just once in the earlier example when the selected query 
literal is E( x). This could be particularly useful as a means of conveniently 
activating or deactivating a group of rules. In a restricted form, the extension 
can be used to remove conjunctions from the interpretation of rule bodies. For 
example 
At-B&C&D =;, B:=>(C=>(D => A)). 
This interpretation captures the left-right rule of Prolog and the proof theory 
left only requires modus ponens. The logical form of a rule is extended to a 
positive literal, rulef-query, and rule&rule. 
After all the above extensions, the form of a rule is a positive literal, Vrule, 
rulef-query, and rule&rule, and the form of a query is a positive literal, a nega-
tive literal, 3query, query&query, and queryvquery. An example would be the rule 
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((R(x)f-rvP(x,y))&(R(y)f-Q(x,y))f-S(x) vT(x). The only connective to appear in 
both the query and rule forms is &. The separation of the other connectives into 
query connectives ( ,.___, v :3) and rule connectives ( f- V) will be reinforced as we inves-
tigate extensions further. As smoldering does not occur in propositional systems, we 
will explore the propositional case before addressing floundering and first order ex-
tensions ( especially an extension permitting free use of V). Propositional extensions 
that will be examined include: 
• hypothetical implication in queries and rule bodies. These are constructs that 
permit us to ask questions like 'if Af- were a rule, would B hold?' 
• open world rules. A construct that permits us to restrict the application of 
the closed world assumption ie. rules which allow us to state that rvA cannot 
be assumed after finite failure to prove A. 
• disjunctive facts. A construct that permits disjunctive rule heads. This has a 
number of possibilities - if Av Bf- were a rule, what do we answer if the query 
is one of A, rvA, BvA, or rvAArvB? 
Some other plausible propositional extensions that we will not examine in any 
depth are negative literal rules and open world queries. The interpretation of rvAf-
as "A is not provable" marks it as a property of the system, rather than an axiom 
as such, and this leads us beyond the scope of this thesis. The interpretation "A is 
not true" is somewhat different and largely beyond the scope of this thesis though 
[PEA92] and [ G LT92] give constructive accounts. Stated negation is particularly 
interesting in the context of disjunctive information ( eg [HP93]). ,.___,,.___, literals are 
suggested as suitable for open world rules, so their use as a query is plausible. Open 
world queries may require something like a classically complete theorem prover 
as (propositionally) A is classically provable whenever rvrvA is intuitionistically 
provable. 
One suggested extension that we reject is treating an implication in a query 
as a disjunction [LT84] ie treating query f-(Bf-A) as query f-rvAvB. Classically 
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this is fine, but it does not hold intuitionistically unless AvrvA holds as well. The 
suggested transformation has a number of problems for QEP: it transforms queries 
and rules bodies that do not contain negation symbols into queries and rules that 
do; and a transformed query may not succeed even when a query matches a rule in 
the database. For example, query Bt-A (when interpreted as query rvBvA) would 
not succeed given the following database: 
even though the first rule matches the original query. 
The fragment of intuitionistic proof theory that we use is so limited that many 
other logics inherit the property that QEP answers query Q with QB if and only 
if axioms corresponding to the rules and some finite failure literals entail QB, and 
these logics may suggest other plausible extensions. 
6.2 Hypothetical Implications 
Extension of the inference engine to permit an implication in queries (inspired by 
the intuitionistic and relevant implications) has been suggested [GR84, B0191]. 
The extension would include queryf-rule as a query form. Variables need some 
care, but in the propositional case something like the following Prolog extension is 
suggested by the intuitionistic :J-right rule of inference: 
implies(A,B):-asserta(A), call(B), -, retract(A) 
implies( A,B) :-retract( A), fail 
which would successfully answer the query Bt-A (ie implies(A,B)) given a database 
containing 
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without requiring negation as failure. The increase in expressive power of the lan-
guage is indicated by the liberal use of non-logical primitives in the above examples, 
and by the care needed with variables. 
This 'natural' operational definition does not conform to the proof theory as the 
asserta operation affects subsequent failure demonstrations, and some unusual re-
sults can be obtained [GS86]. These arise when the literal asserta'd would otherwise 
fail as, in the presence of negation as failure, the rule is then both hypothetical and 
counterfactual. One can take a more 'normal' constructive view (eg [MCC91]). As 
one might expect, the results of the preceding chapters do not extend easily to cover 
hypothetical queries if one wants the 'natural' operational definition. For example, 
the normalisation lemmas cannot always move a thin-right rule application below a 
:J-right rule application, and simple proofs such as: 
A:A 
A, "'A: 
A, "'A: B 
rvA:A:JB 
can not be mirrored by the 'natural' operational definition, as the asserta'ion of A 
would remove "'A, and in the absence of a contradiction, the provability of B is not 
assured. 
When dealing with hypothetical implication, variables require care in a first order 
setting. The variables in inserted rules may be shared with other rules and/ or with 
the query ( unlike the effect of asserta'ing rules), and unification of a shared variable 
affects them all. For example, the query Q+--A(x) should succeed with answer x=a 
given the database Q+--A( a) but fail given the database Q+--A( a)&A( b) as after 
unifying query literal A( a) with the inserted rule A( x) +--, the inserted rule behaves 
as if it were A( a)+- until backtracking removes the binding. This is certainly not 
the behaviour of the Prolog extension outlined above. 
Intuitionistic implication has the property that if the consequent is true, anything 
implies it. Thus from database B+--, query B+--A will succeed for any A. If one 
wanted to know if 'B follows from the assertion A' rather than if 'B is provable 
after the assertion A', then one needs a different extension - such as the relevant 
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implication explored in [B0191), which guarantees that the assumption A is used 
in the proof of B. This extension is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
6.3 Open World Rules 
In [EDM86] it was suggested that rvrva_f-(3 could be treated as an 'open world' 
rule which, when (3 held, would block the 'closed world' assumption rva, that could 
otherwise be made by negation as failure. Operationally, a failure was to be blocked 
by unifying with rules with double negative heads only within recursive (failure) 
proofs. This proposal was not further refined at the time since it raised a number 
of issues: 
• at the user interface, an informal 'negation as failure' interpretation cannot 
be applied without further search for 'open' interpretations. 
• rvrv is very similar to classical provability as propositionally, rvrva, is an intu-
itionistic theorem if and only if a is a classical theorem. To answer queries of 
the form rvrva, we would need a 'classical' theorem prover mode which QEP 
does not have. Rather than introduce incompleteness, we shall restrict rvrv 
to rule heads, and exclude rvrv from rule bodies and queries. This restriction 
is dual to that typically imposed on rv which is permitted in rule bodies and 
queries, but not in rule heads. 
• we may wish to do 'case analysis' on open literals. This is not an issue in QEP 
as a proof attempt always returns success, failure, or does not terminate. If 
case analysis were permitted, then for any a and (3, rule af-({3vrvf3) would 
ensure query a succeeds even if (3 is open. Adding {3vrvf3 as an axiom schemata 
converts intuitionistic logic into classical logic, so making all literals open 
would require QEP to be capable of behaving as a classical monotonic theorem 
prover. It might be better to simply use CvrvCf- as expressing this meaning 
more directly when required. Intuitionistically, the disjunctive form would be 
appropriate if a decision procedure existed eg (EvenvrvEven) but would be 
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inappropriate if no such decision procedure existed. It seems to require some 
extension to cope with ( at least some forms of) disjunctive facts , and, as we 
will investigate disjunctive facts later. we will exclude any such interpretation 
in this section. 
• Lastly, and most importantly, there are at least two alternatives if a failure 
proof recurses again. For example, given: 
Does """"C block the finite failure of C so as to permit B to finitely fail and 
A to succeed? This does not sit well with an open world interpretation in 
which C might or might not hold and we will not examine it further in this 
thesis. Alternatively, """"C could prevent B failing ( unless there were some 
other proof of C), which in turn would prevent A failing ( unless there were 
some other proof of B). 
The open world extension proposed is to introduce a third possible finite proof 
path termination state - succeed, fail, and notfail. This will prevent the need for 
case analysis, but we now have some additional complexity in handling three results 
of (finite) proof activity. Such three-state semantics have been investigated in many 
papers eg in [FIT85, VA U91] using truth tables where, for example, ""notfail is 
notf ail. Thus , given 
query B would notfail and would not succeed ( demonstrating """" B). Indeed, in this 
case """"B is an intuitionistic consequence, and in order to prove B we need Cv""C 
which only holds if C is known or if ""C is known. Notfail can only occur in notfail 'ed 
proof trees, it cannot usefully occur in successful proof trees, so completeness for 
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(successful) quenes should be maintained. However, notfail seems to complicate 
both implementations and simple procedural interpretations as the computation 
would seem to have to include some activity to establish notfail results that cannot 
contribute to a successful answer. 
Fortunately there is an approach that achieves our objectives without requiring 
radical change to current implementations. It comes from the observation that our 
interest in the outcome varies with the number of negations we have passed through 
before posing the query ([KUN89]). At the original query level we want soundness 
for success. After passing through one negation we are interested in soundness for 
( at least ground) failure (ie if the proof procedure terminates, then the query under 
the answer substitution is a not a theorem iff procedure fails), as this is needed 
for the soundness of the success of the query. After another nested negation, we 
are interested in success, and so on. Thus we can ignore the double-negative rules 
at the top level (fine for success), treat them as positive literals at the next level, 
( unsound for success, but fine for failure), ignore them at the following level, and so 
on. At the user interface, an informal 'negation as failure' interpretation cannot be 
applied as non-success is openvfailure, but permitting non-ground negative queries 
( as we do later) should remove most concerns about this loss (if you are interested, 
you can ask). 
This technique also provides a means of terminating detected A+-rvA style loops 
- terminate them so that no successful query can depend on its result (ie fail at the 
top level, succeed at the first recursive level, fail at the second recursive level etc.). 
This respects the intuitionistic result that rvrvA is a consequence of rvA~A. For 
example, query A would lead to query rv A which would fail instead of making a 
recursive call, whereas query rvA would make a recursive call with query A which 
would lead to query rvA which would succeed instead of making a recursive call -
thus both queries would fail. This is related to the 'parity' results of [KUN89) . 
This technique also seems to be related to a variant of the standard completion 
procedure [DM91) that constructs a larger set of rules before completing them. 
Following this approach, we first construct two sets of rules, which are identical 
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except that one rule set contains 'primed' predicates, and that negated predicates 
refer to the 'other set' of predicates. Thus, given 
which has a standard completion that is consistent and has rvA and B as conse-
quences, we transform the rules to 
A~rvA'&rvB' 
B~B 
A'~rvA&rvB 
B'~B' 
which has a standard completion that is consistent but which does not have A, rvA', 
B or rvB' as consequences, matching the result that queries A, rvA (ie rvA'), B, and 
rv B (ie rv B') all fail to terminate. 
To accommodate the 'open world' extension above, the 'primed' rules include 
rules with double negative literal rule heads (but with the double negative prefix 
removed) while the 'unprimed' rules exclude rules with double negative rule heads. 
Thus, given 
Q~rvA 
A~rvB&rvC 
rvrvB~A 
c~ 
we transform the rules to 
Q~rvA' 
A~rvB' &rvC' 
c~ 
Q'~rvA 
A'~rvB&rvC 
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B' f-A' 
C'f-
which has a consistent completion with Q, Q', r-vA, r-vA', r-vB, r-vB', C and C' as 
consequences matching the result that queries Q, r-vA (ie r-vA'), r-vB (ie r-vB') and C 
succeed while r-vQ (ie r-vQ'), A, B and r-vC (ie r-vC') all finitely fail. If we modify the 
above example by substituting r-vr-vCf- for Cf-, we transform the rules to 
Qf-r-vA' 
A f-r-v B' &r-vC' 
Q' f-r-vA 
A' f-r-v B&r-vC 
B' f-A' 
C'f-
which has a consistent completion with r-vQ, Q', r-vA, A', r-vB, B', r-vC and C' as 
consequences matching the result that no queries succeed while Q, r-vQ (ie r-vQ'), A, 
r-vA (ie r-vA'), B, r-vB (ie r-vB'), C, and r-vC (ie r-vC') all finitely fail. 
The primed rule set could be regarded as generating the greatest fixed point, 
and the unprimed rule set the least fixed point. Taking this view, all detected loops 
would be terminated with success in the primed rule set and with failure in the 
unprimed rule set. Giving the two rule sets a classical interpretation leads to the 
4-valued truth tables of the first degree fragment of Entailment and Relevance logic 
([BEL77], [BOL91]). A literal can be PAP' (successful), r-vPAP' (open), r-vPAr-vP' 
(failed), and PA r-v P' (unsuccessful). The unsuccessful formulae are a product of the 
open-world extension in a non-monotonic setting as the consequences of the two 
rule sets can diverge markedly. 
The failure trees of the preceding chapter need extension to cope with the dif-
ferent sets of rules giving rise to success and failure, but corresponding results can 
be achieved. Following the above completion approach, the obvious approach takes 
two sets of rules: the first set is composed of the rules without double negative 
heads ( the 'unprimed' set); the second set is composed of all the rules but replaces 
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rvrva with a in the rules (the 'primed' set). The primed rules are used to determine 
if a literal fails, the unprimed rules are used to determine if a literal succeeds. The 
negative literals are clearly defined by a negation rule as any negative literal prov-
able from the unprimed rules with the failure literals from the primed rules can be 
proved from the primed rules with the failure literals from the primed rules, so it is 
also a failure literal, and consistency is similarly assured. As both sets of rules are 
standard QEP rules, most results do not need to be significantly modified. 
A slight complication arises because failure trees may have associated failure 
trees, but the inference engine would be searching for success (ie using the wrong 
set of rules). These have no effect on the demonstrated failure as they represent 
intermediate successes on the path to eventual failure. However there are additional 
possibilities to loop when the completion semantics indicates that there is an answer. 
For example, given 
A~rvB 
B~rvC&rvE 
C~rvD 
rvrvD~D 
E~ 
we transform the rules to 
A~rvB' 
B~rvC' &rvE' 
C~rvD' 
E~ 
A'~rvB 
B'~rvC&rvE 
C'~rvD 
D'~D' 
E'~ 
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which has a consistent completion with A, A', rvB, rvB', C', rvD, E, and E' as 
consequences so queries A, rvB (ie rvB'), and E should succeed while rvA (ie rvA'), 
B, rvC (ie rvC'), D, and rvE (ie rvE') should finitely fail. Under the left-right selection 
rule, query B will finitely fail (to succeed) but query A will try to prove C in order 
to fail to prove B'. This results in a fruitless loop attempting to fail to prove D'. If 
D' had succeeded (say by replacing ""'""'D~D with ""'""'D~ ), the resulting Df* trees 
would contain a success (D') against the primed rules and a failure ( C) against the 
unprimed rules. 
It is worth noting that changing the status of a positive literal from open to 
successful or to finitely failed monotonically increases the set of successful queries. 
With the 'priming' transformation, the effect of adding a positive literal that is 
already open is to add it to the unprimed set as it is already effectively in the primed 
set. This can increase the number of successful unprimed literals and failed primed 
literals, and can reduce the number of successful primed literals and failed unprimed 
literals. Similarly, the effect of removing an open literal that is not demonstrable is 
to remove it from the unprimed set - increasing the number of failed primed literals 
and successful unprimed literals, and reducing the number of successful primed 
literals and failed unprimed literals. Positive literals in queries are interpreted as 
unprimed, while negative literals in queries are interpreted as primed - so in both 
cases the number of successful queries can only change by increasing. 
It may be worth noting that given 
R (perhaps a large conjunction of rules) is not inactive - if query A finitely terminates 
without success (ie rvA holds as well as A') then R contributes to the open (primed) 
formulae. This is not a consequence of the monotonic rules of inference, but it does 
match an interpretation of""'""' as 'maybe, maybe not' when interpreting ""' as 'finite 
failure to prove'. 
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6.4 Disjunctive Facts 
Disjunctive reasoning is often associated with case analysis. One approach to rea-
soning with disjunctive facts that has been suggested [LOV87, STA86] is to imme-
diately 'split worlds' - ie. to successively replace the disjunction with each disjunct 
and repeat the proof attempt. We would succeed if each attempt succeeds and fail 
if each attempt fails, but it is not clear what to do if some succeed and some fail 
( eg [FUR93]). It provides case analysis arguments, but in general, it could cause 
much redundant computation. Negation as failure is not mixed with disjunction in 
Loveland as the disjuncts are generated by moving all negative literals across the 
implication, forming a logic program without negative literals. Other systems mix 
disjunction with negation as failure ( eg [MIN82, RT88, BAR92] 1). 
There are a number of issues involved in embedding disjunctive facts into the 
intuitionistic framework proposed. (Note that we do not intend to survey the lit-
erature here, just to briefly sketch the issues and directions provided by monotonic 
intuitionistic logic in the non-monotonic systems we have been investigating. 
• at the first order level: different cases may result in different query substitu-
tions (indeterminate substitution); and a case may involve the generation of 
several "selected case" rules from one. For example, given: 
P(x)vQ(x)r 
R( b)rP( a)&Q( b) 
R( a)rP( b)&Q( a) 
R(b)rP(a)&P(b) 
R( b)rQ( a)&Q( b) 
P(x) vQ(x)r gives P( a) vQ( a)r and P( b) vQ( b)r so there are four relevant 
cases: P( a)&P( b), P( a)&Q( b), Q( a)&P( b), and Q( a)&Q( b). In each case query 
1 th following references have been suggested to me as providing a more complete discussion 
though th material ha not be n used in this thesis: Ross (DOOD'89) Pryzmusinski (ICLP '90 
NACLP '90 DOOD'91) Sakama & Inoue (ICLP'93) 
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+--R( x) succeeds, but x bound to b in three cases and to a in one case. Query 
+--R( x) could succeed with x bound to something like 'av b', ( though neither 
P(x) nor Q(x) succeed even for 'avb'). A disjunctive fact can be interpreted 
as giving the existence of a decision procedure that will determine which part 
is the case ( otherwise -, ( ,AA ,B) would be the appropriate form). Thus, in 
the case above, :3x(P(x)vQ(X)) is an appropriate intuitionistic conclusion, but 
one that fits poorly with typical Prolog-style computations and answers. 
• what interpretation do we wish to place on a query? (Vcases) (:3variables )query? 
(:3variables) (\leases )query? (::lease) (:3variables )query? The first case resembles 
the usual logical story, the second avoids the problems of indeterminate sub-
stitutions (by using constructive substitutions - [HER92]), and the third is the 
easiest to implement as it requires minimal change to current implementations 
and it is also interesting in many domains ( eg planning [STA86]). In the last 
approach we are no longer dealing with entailment, but some form of abductive 
reasoning in which the disjunctive facts license making some assumptions. 
• what interpretation do we wish to place on a negative literal? If rvA is inter-
preted as rv(:3case)A or rv(Vcase)A, the cases considered in the failure proof 
do not have any connection with the cases being considered in the main proof. 
This approach fits with an approach that interprets 'negation as failure' as 
'negation as failure to prove'. Alternatively we can assume that all case anal-
ysis occurs at the level of the original query, which fits the abductive framework 
well. 
• [GK91] discuss adding a plausible inference rule, similar to the case analysis 
suggested above, to an intuitionistic system, but the result gives some unex-
pected (ie computationally undesirable) results. 
As with the hypothetical implication, v-left rule applications do not always nor-
malise and with much the same example ( thin-right may not go down through a 
v-left): 
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A:A 
""A,A: 
""A,A:B B:B 
rvA, AvB: B 
Can A fail in the presence of AvB? If it can, does it do so in a way that makes a 
conclusion similar to the above computationally acceptable? 
There are a number of approaches that are fairly straight forward to implement, 
but which are different as they use different abductive hypotheses while checking 
the failure of the other disjunct. 
1. A provable rule head AvBt- always blocks A and B from finitely failing (Weak 
Generalised CWA [RT88],[RLM89]). This treats the rule as 
where """" is 'open world' (as in the last section). This effectively treats dis-
junction in rule heads as a conjunction during failure proof attempts ( within 
odd numbers of recursions), and as a trigger for case analysis when not en-
gaged in a failure demonstration. This interpretation of disjunction may be 
appropriate when we are modeling an 'inclusive' choice when either one or 
both disjuncts may be 'chosen'. Clearly the negative literals defined by finite 
failure treating v as /\ form a negation rule with respect to the disjunctive form 
of the program. Thus this approach defines a workable ( though very conser-
vative) approach to failure in the presence of disjunction provided we have a 
sound and complete extension for case analysis arguments. One disturbing 
feature is that AvBt- is not subsumed by At- as AvBt- blocks rvB. 
2. AvB provable blocks A and B from finitely failing unless the other is a theorem 
(Generalised CWA [MIN82, GP86]). At- now subsumes AvBt- . When we 
are trying to show t-A fails in the presence of Av B t-, we have to show t-A 
otherwise fails and to show t-B succeeds in order to assume rvA. 
3. When checking if AvB blocks A and B from finitely failing, the monotonic 
intuitionistic proof attempt of t- B may assume At- as: 
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B:B ~,A:B 
~,AvB:B 
Similarly, when attempting to show that +-A may otherwise fails, we assume 
B+- as: 
A:A ~,B:A 
~,AvB:A 
Using these assumptions as counterfactual hypotheticals (ie as asserta'd rules) 
is plausible as the the right subtrees' conclusions can be used to demonstrate 
query implications: '~: A:JB' and '~: B:JA' respectively. Thus another ap-
proach is to treat the cases as counterfactuals, the hypothetical assumption 
removing its negation and any consequences: 
• when trying to fail A, if counterfactual query B +-A succeeds then Av B 
gives B and the disjunction can be replaced with B. 
• when trying to prove A, if counterfactual query A+- B succeeds then Av B 
gives A. On encountering Av B we may insert B into the database for the 
remainder of the attempt to demonstrate A. 
• if neither counterfactual holds, it may still be possible to form a case anal-
ysis argument. For instance C+-A and C+-B may be present and we may 
be attempting to demonstrate A as part of an attempt to demonstrate 
C. 
Of course counterfactuals give rise to the issues raised in the last section. 
4. When checking if Av B blocks A and B from finitely failing , it is trivial to 
prove B if f".J A is available: 
A:A 
f".JA, A: 
B:B f".JA,A:B 
f".JA, AvB: B 
and A has to be shown to otherwise finitely fail anyway. This could be in-
terpreted as removing the need to check if B succeeds when trying to show 
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A fails, though we end up with a somewhat circular argument: A fails and 
B succeeds because rvA is available because A fails. This option motivates 
a particularly simple implementation option: the inference engine can choose 
to read AvB~ either as A~rvB or as B~rvA. However this option has the 
undesirable effect of reading Av A as A~rvA. 
5. In the option above, the attempt to demonstrate A fails may be under the 
assumption that B holds as it will hold if A fails: 
A:A r,B:A 
r,AvB:A 
Using Bas a counterfactual is again plausible. If counterfactual query rvA~B 
succeeds then one case (rational belief) is rvA and B. Similarly, when attempt-
ing to demonstrate A succeeds, if counterfactual query rv B ~ A succeeds then 
another case ( rational belief) is A and rv B. In essence, we are interpreting Av B 
as either B~(rvA~B) and hence rvA, or as A~(rvB~A) and hence rvB . If 
not, it may still be possible to prove A directly, or to form a case analysis ar-
gument. Of course this form also gives rise to the counterfactual issues raised 
in the last section. 
6. Lastly, we may combine the counterfactual options as follows: 
• when trying to fail to prove A ( computing in the primed rule set) and 
we meet AvB, assume B and continue. 
• when trying to prove A ( computing in the unprimed rule set) and we 
meet AvB, assume A and test B. If B fails, A succeeds otherwise assume 
B and continue the search for a successful proof of A. 
This interprets AvB as something like ( A~(rvB~A) /\ B~(B~A) ) v ( 
B~( rvA~B) I\ A~(A~B) ) and gives the inference engine the power to 
select which case holds. Unlike the hypotheticals shown, the assumption is 
preserved on success and blocks the other alternative being assumed as the 
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inference engine is performing case selection. The obvious infinite loops can 
be avoided by continuing the inference engine rather than restarting it. 
In all cases, we have to be careful that f-1"..1 A/\ i"-1 B does not succeed in the presence 
of Av Bf-, even though we can show A fails and B fails. Similarly we have to be 
careful with variables, for example given: 
P(x) vQ(x)+-R(x) 
R(f( x)) +-
Q(f( a)) +-P(f( b)) 
When answering Q(x) we can't reason from Q(f(x))+-R(f(x)) and P(f(x))+-R(f(x)). 
AvB intuitionistically entails (i"-IB :JA) A(i"-IA :JB) and ((B :JA) :JA) A((A:JB) :JB) and 
( ( (A:J i"-IB) :J (A/\ i"-1 B)) v ( (B :J i"-IA) :J(BAi"../A))). However Av B is not monotonically en-
tailed by all the above. Thus Av B is slightly stronger than the suggested rules. 
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Chapter 7 
Related Systems 
An intuitionistic logical base for Prolog with Negation as failure was suggested by an 
influential early paper studying negation [ CLA 78, page 316]. Another early work 
([SHE84]) also suggested that an intuitionistic basis may be appropriate, and a 
number of others [GR84, GS86, MC88a] explore explicitly intuitionistic systems re-
sembling extended versions of Prolog. [GR84] investigated an intuitionistic basis for 
Prolog without negation as failure but with a natural extension permitting freer use 
of implication, and, in the extended context, also investigated negation as failure. 
They found that in the extended context, negation as failure had a number of un-
usual properties and went on to explore alternatives to negation as failure. [M C88a] 
also investigates extending intuitionistic systems with negation as failure. We do 
not relax restrictions on implication and indeed our results for negation as finite 
failure do not hold if the restrictions on implication are relaxed. Thus our results 
have some similarities to, but are distinct from, those above. [SHE89] explores a 
proof system similar to that in this thesis. The definitions and results in this chap-
ter are very similar to many results that have been published in the non-monotonic 
logic, default logic, and autoepistemic logic fields and we aim to establish a simple 
link to them (eg. [BS91, FMT92, GLT92, HER92, KON88, KU091, LIF91, MST91, 
NIE91, PAA91, PRZ91, SCH92, SHV89, TRU91a, TRU91b]). 
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7.1 Non-monotonic Logics 
There are a number of options presented in the previous section, and this section 
will attempt to use the differently motivated non-monotonic logics to help provide 
some semantics. Our principle tool will be Tarski 's transformation [H C68] which 
takes an intuitionistic formula and transforms it into a modal formula so that if the 
original formula is an intuitionistic theorem, the transformed formula is a theorem 
of the modal logic S4 (L for necessity, M for possibility): 
T( a =i,B) == L(T( a)=> T(,B)) 
T(aA,B) == T(a)AT(,B) 
T( av,B) == T( a )vT(,B) 
T(rva) == L,T(a) 
T(P) == LP where P is a positive literal 
(we use -, for the modal negation as it is a standard two valued negation). Thus 
QEP rules of the form 
( where A, Bi and Ci are positive literals), transforms into 
This is essentially the transformation for rules in Default Logic given in [TRU91b]. 
In S4, there are fourteen distinct modalities (combinations of L,M and ,), but 
only six distinct provable modalities for literals. The three most interesting modal-
ities are for the intuitionistic literals P,rvP and rvrvP which come out as LP, LM ,P, 
and LMLP. The other three are L,P, LMP, and LML,P, and these may provide a 
means of mixing a boolean not with a negation as failure not which has reasonable 
features such as ,a=:i rva as L(L,a =i LM ,a) [PAA93]. The translation of disjunc-
tion (AvB --t LAvLB) also matches a reading given in the literature for translating 
disjunctive logic programs ( eg [LIF91]). 
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To a system containing a modal symbol (say M where its dual L is ,M ,), 
nonmonotonic logics add a 'possibilitation' rule (Pas) loosely 'if a is not provable, 
then M,a' [MD80). This is similar to the necessitation rule (Nee) in standard 
modal logics, loosely 'if a is provable, then La'. A fixed point formulation is then 
developed ( a nonmonotonic fixed point): 
T=Th(AxiomsUMa: ,a¢T) 
Where Th is monotonic derivability in some system. Th is propositional calculus for 
[MD80], and Th is one of the standard modal logics T,S4,S5 in [MCD82]. We will 
write NMS4 for Non-monotonic S4. Maximising the number of assumptions short 
of inconsistency is explored in a logic programming setting in [KM91] and [DUN91]. 
Definition 33 The ordinary formulae of a set of formulae are those that do not 
contain L or M. 
Definition 34 The kernel of a set of formulae is the maximal subset containing 
only ordinary formulae. 
Nearly all problems with [MD80] disappear in the presence of Nee [MCD82]. 
This is because the truth of all modal formulae is fixed by the kernel of a consistent 
fixed point (T) as, for an arbitrary ordinary formula a, one of the following must 
hold: 
• aET and ,a¢T. So LaET (Nee) and MaET (Pas) (and so ,La¢T and 
,Ma¢T) so LLaET (N ec), LMaET (N ec), MLaET (Pas) and MM a ET (Pas) 
• a¢T and ,aET. Proceed as above. 
• a¢T and ,a¢T. So M,aET (Pas) and MaET (Pas) (and so La¢T and 
L,a¢T) so LM,aET (Nee), LMaET (Nee), MM,aET (Pas) and MMaET 
(Pas) ... 
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For a formula, at least two interesting states exist - present in a fixed point 
[DOY79, REI80] (brave or credulous reasoning - a rational belief), and present in 
all fixed points [M CD82] ( cautious or sceptical reasoning - a theorem). Consider an 
S5 fixed point: 
Ts5 =Thss(AxiomsU{Ma: ,a¢Tss}) 
Any consistent collection of ordinary formulae that includes the axioms gives an 
S5 fixed point as {3ETs5 => ,L{3~Tss => ML{3E{Ma: ,a~Tss}) but ML{3~ 5 {3. 
Ths4(AxiomsU{Ma: ,a~T 35 }) may contain LMLa formulae without containing a 
( due to lack of MLara), and we shall term these formulae unsupported. For un-
supported formulae, Pos adds M ,a and M ,a~4 ,LMLa, so NMS4 eliminates some 
potential fixed points. 
LMLa formulae (T(""'"-'a)) arise quite naturally as T("-'B :JA) ~ 5 T("-'A:J B) but 
in S4 we only have T("-'B :JA) ~ 4 T("-'A:J""'""'B). For T("-'B :JA), NMS4 has the single 
fixed point T({A,""'B}), and for both T(""'B:JA, ""'""'B:JB) and T(""'B :JA, ""'A:JB), 
NMS4 has two fixed points T({A,""'B}) and T({"-'A,B}). In NMS4 formulae of 
the form T( ""'""'a:Ja) permit a to be optionally assumed as ~M ,a => r MLa and 
MLa~4 LMLa, so from r LMLa:Ja and ~M ,a, we have ra and hence r La. Thus 
either rM,a holds or rLa holds. In QEP rules of the form Pf-"-'"-'p cannot be 
written. Furthermore, QEP only permits assumptions of the form ,..,_,p where Pis a 
positive literal, so the equivalent Pos rule is PosQEP 'if La is not provable and a is 
ordinary, then LM,a'. More formally, and dropping the 'L' prefix, we are interested 
in fixed points of the following: 
Definition 35 r A(T)= Th54 ( AU{ M,a: a is ordinary and a~kernel{T)}) 
Definition 36 A fixed point T is minimal if there is no fixed point T such that 
kernel(T )ckernel(T). 
Lemma 35 All fixed points of r A are minimal. 
Pf: Suppose there are two fixed points of r A ( say T and T') such that 
kernel(T) Ckernel(T'). Then by fixed point conditions and monotonicity of S4: 
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kernel(T') = kernel(f A(T')) C kernel(f A(T)) = kernel(T). Thus kernel(T') = 
kernel(T), and T' = r A(T') = r A(T) = T . • 
Lemma 36 If formulae in A are ordinary, and T is the classical propositional 
calculus closure of A then T is the kernel of the only fixed point of r A. 
Pf: If A is inconsistent, the result is trivial , otherwise Th54 (AU{M ,a: a 1s 
ordinary and a~T}) has a model in which each world contains A and one ,a 
formula such that a is ordinary and a~T. These worlds are consistent, as any 
inconsistency would lead to a proof that the relevant a was in T. The negation 
of any ordinary formula that is not in T must be in one of these worlds, and 
so cannot be a theorem. Thus all ordinary formulae that are S4 theorems of 
AU{M,a: a is ordinary and a~T} are in T. Thus by lemma 35, T is the 
kernel of the only fixed point of r A. • 
The r A fixed point approach has one undesirable feature : we may have to com-
pute the consequences of an assumption to see if any unsupported formulae are 
introduced. For example, given: 
LM,A :::> LB 
LM,B :::> LA 
LAALM,C :::> LC 
i.e. 
T( r-vA ::)B) 
T( r-vB ::)A) 
T(AAr-vC :::>C) 
if we assume M,B it leads to LMLC (ie an unsupported formula) , but assuming 
M ,A leads to a fixed point. A similar non-monotonic example occurs in [SHV89], 
and At-r-vA&a leads to ,a being a consequence of the completion of any program 
containing it. 
7.2 Default Logic 
Default logics [REl80] hold two sets of formulae Wand D. Ware standard (modality 
free) formulae of classical logic. D are default rules of the form: 
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a: M/31, ... ,Mf3n 
r 
Default logics permit non propositional formulae, but we shall restrict out discussion 
to propositional systems. A propositional extension (fixed point) is a minimal set 
A = { 11 , ... ,rm} such that each 11 is the consequence of a default rule in D and 
for each default rule in D, either: 
• ,EA, aETh(WUA), and all ,/3i~Th(WUA); or 
• ,~A, and if aETh(WUA) then at least one ,/3iETh(WUA). 
where Th is propositional calculus. The examples in [REI80] showing how De-
fault logics differ from N onmonotonic logics disappear if one reads a default rule as 
LaAM/31A ... AM/3n:Jr (as suggested in [KON88]). We can express QEP programs 
in ( a slightly extended version of) Default logic by taking an empty W and writing 
the QEP rules into D by transforming QEP rules of the form 
to default rules of the form 
B1A ... ABn: M,C1, ... ,M,Cm 
A 
With this reading, Default Logic becomes an extended version of propositional QEP 
in which the atoms can be arbitrary propositional calculus formulae, contradictions 
can be expressed and avoided, and Pf--P loops are cut. 
Similarly we define a transform of Default rules inspired by the Tarski transform 
for intuitionistic formulae: 
Default rule: 
Tarski transform: 
a: M/31, ... ,M/3m 
r 
Similar readings have been suggested in [TRU91b]. and the following result is similar 
to results contained there. 
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Lemma 37 Let < W,D> be a default propositional theory, D' be the Tarski trans-
form of rules in D, and A be WUD'. E is the kernel of an r A fixed point iff E is an 
extension of the default theory < W,D>. 
Pf: 
If: Eis an extension of the default theory <W,D>. 
Consider the sets S=f E(E) and N=f A(E). By Lemma 36, WCE=kernel(S)CS. 
Now consider the Tarski transform of an arbitrary member 8 of D: 
L( ,Lo:v,LM,81 v ... v,LM,Bn v L,) 
• if ,Lo:5tS then o:EE 
•if o:EE and for all ,Bi, ,,Bi5tE then 1 EE as E is an extension of <W,D> 
and so L,ES. 
thus either ,Lo:ES or some ,LM,BiES or L,ES. In all cases the transform of 
8ES, so D'CS => ACS => NCS. But now ECkernel(N)Ckernel(S)=E, so E is 
the kernel of the fixed point N of r A. 
only if: E is the kernel of the r A fixed point r A(E) 
Let N = r A(E), so r A(E)=r A(N)=N. Further 
eWCE 
• E is deductively closed under classical propositional calculus as it is the 
kernel of N which is deductively closed under S4. 
o:: M,81, ... ,M,Bn 
• If -------ED, o:EE, and 0 ,815tS, ... ,•,8m5tS 
' then Lo:EN, LM,81 ES, ... ,LM,Bm EN and Lo:ALM,81 /\ ... ALM,Bn=>L,EN so 
L,EN and ,EN so ,EE. 
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If there were an extension smaller than E, then by the first part above, there 
would be a r A fixedpoint whose kernel would be a subset of E, but by lemma 
35 r A fixed points are minimal, so Eis an extension for <D,W> by definition 
1 of [REI80). • 
7.3 Moore's Autoepistemic Logic 
Moore [MOO83) published an alternative to non-monotonic logic which he termed 
Autoepistemic Logic. Moore's L and M will be written LM (belief) and MM (its 
dual). A fixed point formulation is then developed ( an Autoepistemic fixed point): 
T=Th(Au{ LM a: aET} U{ MM a: ,a~T}) 
Where Th is monotonic derivability in some system. Th is propositional calculus 
for [MOO83). We show that r A fixed points contain an autoepistemic sublanguage. 
[RA U92) also shows a connection between Stable AutoEpistemic sets and S4 maxi-
mal theories. If LM is treated as the S4 modality ML and MM is treated as the S4 
modality LM (its dual) (the reading in [SCH92]), we satisfy the three autoepistemic 
conditions: 
if Pi, ... ,PnET, and P1, ... ,Pn~Q then QET. This holds as fixed points are 
S4 closed - indeed it holds for a wide range of modal logics. 
If PET, then LMPET as P~4 MLP. This also holds for any fixed point con-
taining Nee and Posas PET then LPET (Nee) so ,LP~T so MLPET (Pos). 
If P~T, then ,LMPET. This holds as, if P~T, then M,PET and, by Nee, 
,MLPET (ie ,L111 PET). Clearly this also holds for any fixed point containing 
Nee and Pos. 
Moore notes that changing the monotonic theorem prover to include P~ L MP, 
makes McDermott and Doyle 's fixed points autoepistemic fixed points and the ax-
ioms of weak S5' (S5 except LP :JP) are effectively present. [FMT92) discuss this 
further. For nonmonotonic S4: 
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r-LMP~LM £MP as ~ 4 MLP ~MLMLP 
LM(P~Q)/\LMP /\ ,LMQ is S4 consistent, however L M(P ~Q) ~(LMP ~LMQ) holds 
in fixed points, as one of the following must be the case: 
P ~Q5tT =} --,£M(P~Q)ET =} r--£M(P ~Q) ~(£MP ~£MQ)ET 
P5tT =} --,£MPET =} LM(P ~Q)~(LMP~LMQ)ET 
P~QET and PET=;. QET =;. LMQET =;. LM(P ~Q) ~(LMP~LMQ)ET 
Changing the fixed point condition may not preserve this. It is interesting to 
note that the formula above is analogous to a formula that fails in NProlog 
[ GS86]. Fixed points that do not contain this formula are also discussed in 
[FMT92]. Another formula that holds only by the fixed point condition is 
LMP~MMP, this being precisely the axiom needed to take S4 to S4.2 [HC68]. 
However, £Mp~4 MMP does hold in S4. In the modal logic S4.3 (modal logic 
for continuous time) we have ~ 4 _3 LM(P~Q)~(LMP~LMQ) so by choosing a 
different modal logic base we can guarantee the LM and MM versions of the 
axioms of 'weak S5' without depending on the fixed point conditions. 
Moore objects to nonmonotonic S5 by arguing that if LM is Land MM is M, then 
anything not false is assumable. In view of the 'weak S5' results above, he identifies 
the problem as Lo:~o: and rejects non-monotonic logics containing Lo:~o: (including 
S4). As we do not identify LM with L and £M o:~5 a but £Ma ~ 4 a, the argument 
is against using N onmonotonic S5 and does not carry over to N onmonotonic S4. 
Moore uses a fixed point condition in which LM a~a permits self justifying belief 
in a. Using our reading: LMa~a provides self-justifying support for a in any non-
monotonic logic with N ec and Pos as o:ET=;. M ,o:5tT=;. MLo:Er A(T) (ie L M a). This 
does not hold for PosQEP as ,o:5tT=;.Mo:Er A(T)=;.LMo:Er A(T) so we only get MM a. 
Konolige [KON88] has investigated the relationship between Autoepistemic Logic 
and Default Logic. He introduces a restricted fixed point formulation (AE'): 
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where A' are some ( defined) members of A. For a default rule, he defines the Au-
toepistemic transform as: 
Default rule 
Autoepistemic transform 
a: M/31, ... ,M f3n 
f 
He then shows that Default extensions are AE' fixed points K45 also permits the 
normalisation of all K 45 formulae to the form: 
Now -,£Ma~
4 
,La, ,La~4 -,£Ma and La~4 £ Ma but only £ Ma ~ 4 LMLa, so in 
any consistent PosQEP S4 fixed point where a is ordinary, ,LM a is present iff ,La 
is present, and £Ma is present if La is present. Thus the Tarski-transform fixed 
points are Autoepistemic-transform fixed points but the reverse does not hold in 
general. [RAU92] shows that Stable Autoepistemic sets are connected with S4 
maximal theories. 
The Tarski transformation of A: 0*A is a tautology L(LA ::)LA) but the Au-
toepistemic transform is not - it is £ M A::) A (so A may 'ground ' via deductively 
derived belief in A). £ M A::)A~4 T( f'./1'./ A::)A) and f'./1'./ A::)A is a nontrivial intuitionis-
tic implication, although the corresponding rule in QEP is not legal (nor is there a 
corresponding Default rule). The AE' fixed point formulation can be seen as a means 
of circumventing the self-grounding properties of the Autoepistemic transformation. 
7.4 Doyle's Truth Maintenance System 
In [DOY79], if 'in' and 'out' are Lp and LM,p respectively, 
• 'SL-rules' are of the form 
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which is quite similar to the Tarski transformed QEP rule form. 
• 'nogoods' are of the form 'false' (killing a fixed point), so an implied nogood 
is a 'negative rule ' or a 'consistency constraint'. 
• 'CP-rules' form hypothetical antecedents A+-(C+-B) - A holds if B implies 
C. In practice, they were usually constructed during backtracking, and only 
used opportunistically to construct derived SL-rules (those 'facts' (F) other 
than the hypotheses (B) that result in an ( observed) proof of the consequent 
( C) are used to construct the SL-rule A +-F). Their opportunistic evaluation 
helps obscure their meaning [XH91]. 
• 'GF-rules' permit the inclusion of a hypothetical in the antecedent of an SL-
rule. 
The hypothetical forms are similar to the hypotheticals introduced earlier, but GF-
rules can have both 'in' and 'out' antecedents - we only permitted 'in' antecedents. 
The more general form permitted raises a number of interesting questions, but the 
opportunistic method used avoids generating equivalent SL-rules in many of the 
interesting situations, for example, the negative antecedents of the hypothetical 
must be 'out' (ie. already fail) before any equivalent is generated. 
We can use Doyle's system to provide some intuitions about plausible propo-
sitional semantics for QEP extensions. Doyle's system gives formulae in a single 
fixed point ( a rational belief) rather than formulae in all fixed points (theorems). 
This avoids the problems of disjuncts by computing within a fixed point - indefinite 
substitutions and case analysis arguments disappear. Multiple fixed points are gen-
erated by (even) negative recursion. Thus Af-rvB Bf-rvA gives two fixed points 
(loosely {A,rvB} and {B,rvA} ), and TMS will select one of these fixed points as 
the current fixed point. If A+- were added to the above system, {A,rvB} would be 
the only fixed point. If both A+- and Bf- were added to the above system, {A,B} 
would be the only fixed point. This resembles the resolution of even loops ( such as 
Af-rvB and Bf-rvA) as a disjunction (AvB) using the third option: interpreting 
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the question as (:3case)(:3variables)Query. Problems can be caused by 'odd loops ' 
such as LPt-LM,P - more familiar to us as Pt-rvP. The (classical style) solution 
(to make P in) was proposed but suppressed as too expensive for normal use. 
TMS also provides stated negations along with a mechanism that attempts to 
maintain consistency. In logic programming, the use of headless rules as integrity 
constraints has been suggested in a number of places. Adapting a TMS-like con-
tradiction handling mechanism to QEP seems plausible, and gives an extension for 
stated negations. The following example is adapted from Doyle's thesis: 
Loves(Hermia,Lysander) +-
Loves(Helena,Demitrius) f-
Loves(Demitrius,Hermia) +- rv N otLoves(Demitrius,Hermia) 
Loves(Lysander,Hermia)t-rvNotLoves(Lysander,Hermia) 
Loves(Demitrius,Helena) t-N otLoves(Demitrius,Hermia) 
Loves(Lysander,Helena) +-N otLoves(Lysander ,Hermia) 
J ealous(Lysander) +-
Kills( x,z) +-Jealous( x)&Loves( x, y)&Loves( z, y)&x=Jz 
Kills( x,x) +-Loves( x, y)&Loves(y,z)&x=Jz 
/"V Kills ( x, y) +-
Ignoring rv Kills, the initial propositional interpretation is 
Loves(Hermia,Lysander) 
Loves(Helena,Demitrius) 
Loves (Demi tri us, Hermia) 
Loves (Lysander ,Hermia) 
J ealous(Lysander) 
Kills(Lysander ,Demitrius) 
Kills (Helena, Helena) 
Detecting Kills(Lysander ,Demitrius) contradicts rv Kills( x, y), the proof tree shows 
two candidates for retraction -
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r-v N otLoves(Demitrius,Hermia) 
r-vNotLoves(Lysander,Hermia) 
The backtracking mechanism sets up a contradiction avoiding rule, say: 
N otLoves(Lysander ,Hermia) ~J ealous(Lysander )&Loves(Demitrius,Hermia) 
Once again ignoring r-v Kills, the current propositional interpretation is now: 
Loves(Hermia,Lysander) 
Loves(Helena,Demitrius) 
Loves(Demitrius,Hermia) 
N otLoves(Lysander ,Hermia) 
Loves(Lysander,Helena) 
J ealous(Lysander) 
Kills(Hermia,Hermia) 
Kills(Helena,Helena) 
Detecting Kills(Hermia,Hermia) contradicts r-vKills(x,y), the proof tree shows one 
assumption as candidate for retraction -
r-v N otLoves(Demitrius,Hermia). 
The backtracking mechanism sets up the contradiction avoiding rule: 
N otLoves(Demitrius,Hermia) ~ Loves(Hermia,Lysander )&J ealous(Lysander) 
and the final (consistent) propositional interpretation is now 
Loves(Hermia,Lysander) 
Loves(Helena,Demitrius) 
NotLoves(Demitrius,Hermia) 
Loves(Demitrius,Helena) 
Loves(Lysander ,Hermia) 
J ealous(Lysander) 
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In Doyle's TMS, Af-rvB and Bf-rvA ensures that all fixed points contain A 
or B, and thus Av B holds in all fixed points. As mentioned before, this suggests 
that AvB as an axiom can be treated as (Af-rvB)&(Bf-rvA), and this gives a 
counterfactual treatment of disjunction similar to that in the previous chapter. 
Rather than inserting even recursive rules into the database , we shall permit rules 
with disjunctive heads using the (:3case:3variables) Query option presented earlier. 
This gives the same answers from corresponding problems in most cases: 
AvBf- -:fo f-A /\B 
AvBf- * f-rvA;\B 
AvB+- * f-A/\rvB 
B+-A, AvBf- * f-rvA;\B 
B+-A, AvB+- -:fo +-A and f-rvB 
B+-A, A+-B, AvB+- * f-A/\ B 
The proof theory does not (quite) match NMS4 or TMS as, in the proof theory, all 
consequences are not computed. For example, given database Cf-A/\ rvC, AvBf-, 
QEP chooses A from Av B as C is not 'relevant'. However, there is no fixed point 
containing A as { A,rvB,rvrvC} is eliminated, leaving { rvA,B,rvC}. This problem 
is related to the problematic odd loops, and so does not create a problem in the 
following example. 
Using disjunctive rule heads instead of inventing new predicates gives a 'cleaner' 
approach to handling contradiction avoidance. In particular, contradiction avoid-
ance is by selecting another case which does not have to insert 'positive' rules when 
the logic suggests an 'open' rule may be appropriate. Checking consistency is similar 
to consistency checking during database update, and similar optimisation techniques 
( eg [WAL91]) that assume a consistent start state should be applicable. We will 
use a simple form of disjunction - choosing to read AvBf- either as Af-rvB or as 
Bf-rvA. The disjunctive form is perhaps best thought of as 'even handed', while the 
negation-as-failure form encodes a preference: Af-rvB prefers A, only selecting B 
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when it is otherwise demonstrable. Rerunning the earlier example as an ( extended) 
QEP problem, we have: 
Loves(Hermia,Lysander) f--
Loves(Helena,Demitrius) f--
Loves(Demitrius,Hermia) v Loves(Demitrius,Helena) f--
Loves(Lysander,Hermia) v Loves(Lysander,Helena) +--
J ealous(Lysander) +-
Kills( x,z) +--Jealous( x)&Loves( x, y)&Loves( z, y)&x=/=z 
Kills( x,x) +-Loves( x,y)&Loves(y,z)&x=/=z 
and we will add rvKills(z1 ,.z.i) to all queries. Query: 
Loves(Demitrius,x)&Loves(Lysander, y)&rv Kills( z1 ,.z.i) 
might first investigate case: 
Loves(Demitrius,Hermia)+--rvLoves(Demitrius,Helena) 
Loves(Lysander ,Hermia) f--rv Loves(Lysander ,Helena) 
but now Kills(Lysander,Demitrius) succeeds, so we backtrack. The next case might 
be: 
Loves(Demitrius,Hermia) f--rv Loves(Demitrius,Helena) 
Loves(Lysander ,Helena) f-- rv Loves(Lysander ,Hermia) 
but now Kills(Hermia,Hermia) succeeds, so we backtrack. The next case might be: 
Loves (Demitrius,Helena) f--rv Loves(Demitrius,Hermia) 
Loves(Lysander,Hermia) f--rv Loves(Lysander ,Helena) 
which succeeds. 
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Chapter 8 
The First Order 
8.1 Exceptions 
We now move to the first order extensions. The key question is what to do when 
a non-ground negative literal is selected and QEP cannot proceed. If we adopted 
SLDNFS* ([SHE89]) we would probably gain completeness as Dff trees are very 
close to SLDNFS*. However we are interested in effective procedures, which re-
quire an effective means to find appropriate substitutions. This section presents the 
proposal given in [EDM87] and [EDM88]. They are closely related to [KUN87a] 
which proposed that Prolog return a sequence of Boolean combinations of basic sets 
( current Prolog answers are basic sets). It is also closely related to, for example, 
[CHA88, NAI83, STU91, STU92, VOD86, WAL87]. The implementation [EDM87] 
used deferred equality /inequality conditions similar to but more general than those 
in NU-Prolog and Prolog III and carried them through nested negations. 
CLP [JL86, COH90, JMS92] extends Definite Clause Prolog by allowing con-
straints ( equalities and inequalities) on typed terms and allowing any set of inter-
preted functions and relations satisfying certain requirements. The non-floundering 
QEP uses unification to generate equalities and extended negation-as-failure opera-
tion to complement answer sets. The modified QEP can be thought of as an instance 
of the CLP scheme for finite trees (but not the Her brand base) - the unification al-
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gorithm is clearly able to be replaced by a constraint solver if we wish to, provided 
the existence of appropriate answers can be verified where we use skolemisation 
to simplify exceptions. The syntactic elimination of constraints by substituting a 
skolem term does, however, make some assumptions about the nature of unification 
(an 'occurs check'). 
Consider the following: 
if there are no rules about P, query rvP(x) should succeed (a Dfp tree exists) 
if P ( x) f- is a rule, query "'P ( x) should fail ( a Dff tree exists) 
if the only rule about Pis P(a)f-, QEP flounders for query rvP(x) and neither 
a Dfp nor a Dff tree exist. We could answer rvP(x) except (x=a) as the only 
instance for which a Dfp tree exists is P(a). 
The above suggests that attaching exception conditions to variables can avoid floun-
dering by qualifying the implied universal quantification of variables in answers. 
We still have a problem if we only wish to consider the Herbrand base. Consider 
the simple data base P(a). As it stands, P(x) is provable for every element of 
the Herbrand base and hence (=lx)rvP(x) does not hold without terms outside the 
Herbrand base. In refutation theorem proving, we have the negation of the query in 
the data base as well, so that in attempting to prove (Vx)P(x), we add (=lx)rvP(x) to 
the data base. After skolemisation, rvP(skx) is present in the data base (where skx is 
a skolem constant) and as no contradiction is derivable, (Vx)P(x) is not provable. We 
will need an unbounded supply of skol em function symbols of each arity ( though we 
will not need to name them as they only make exceptions disappear). For example, 
given: 
P(x)f-x#y 
we can (syntactically) demonstrate (Vx )P( x) by substituting a skolem function 
sky ( x) for y but sky ( x) does not appear in the answer. This example clearly illus-
trates the need for 'occurs check' semantics when unifying with skolem functions. In 
fact, for simplicity, we will insist (like QEP) on 'occurs check' semantics throughout. 
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There is a close connection between exceptions (related to a 'closed world as-
sumption') and Clark's completed database [REI78] - P(a)+- ,P(b)+- has the com-
pleted database 
(\ix )P(x) (x=avx=b) 
1e. (\fx)(x=avx=b) =:) P(x) 
and (\ix )rv(x=avx=b )y ·vP(x) 
The QEP answer ( using exception conditions) to the query rv P ( x) will be 
rvP(x) except (x=a,x=b) 
corresponding to the contrapositive form above. [WAL87) used different inference 
procedure in negative goal solving, and normalised his 'exception' conditions further. 
In [EDM87] and [EDM88] they are left in the form of substitutions. 
In [KS90], exception are also introduced, but as rule forms. Rules with negative 
literal heads are permitted as syntactic devices that permit the uniform qualification 
of rules with the corresponding positive literal head. Thus they modify other rules 
so as to force finite failure ( or floundering or non-termination) in those cases that 
the rule with the negative literal head would succeed. The negative literal rule head 
is otherwise treated as a totally different predicate to the positive literal rule head. 
For example, given: 
,P( t') +-B 
P(t)+-C 
If t and f do not unify, then the two rules are treated unchanged 
,P( t')+-B 
P(t)+-C) 
If t is t 0, then the two rules are treated as 
,P( t')+-B 
P( t)+-C,rv,P( t) 
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Otherwise, if ( t= t!)0, then the two rules are treated as 
,P(t')+-B 
(P( t) +-C,rv,P( t) )0 
P( t) +-C,,--.,::Jxt=t! 
This extension can be adopted for rules with negative heads in this thesis without 
change. The results below show how to avoid non-floundering results, though the 
transformation given above will tends to avoid their occurrence. The link between 
the two forms of "exceptions" is that the negative rules can be viewed as forcing 
"exception conditions" on answers. Thus, with the exception conditions detailed 
below, we can not only remove floundering conditions, on can use the untransformed 
program directly. For example in the above example, treat the two rules as 
,P( t')+-B 
P ( t) f- C , rv :3 X ( t= t' I\-, P ( t') ) 
Indeed, one could preprocess the exception conditions, or restrict the scope of rules 
with negative literal heads to rules below them in the program. The latter would 
provide a particularly simple reading as a Prolog-like program: when executed, the 
negative literal rules force subsequent unification failure for their success set - ie. 
they prevent rules executing or qualify their use. 
In considering exceptions there are three outstanding issues: 
• the general form of exceptions 
• variables that occur only in exceptions 
• exceptions to exceptions. 
These are related and we shall explore the resolution of the issues presented 1n 
[EDM87] using an example: 
P( x) +-rvQ( x) 
Q(x)+-R(x,y) 
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R( x, y) f-r-vS( x, y) 
S ( x, y) +-T ( x, y, z) 
T( b,b,z)+-
T( a, c( z) ,z) +-
T( b,y,z)+-r-vU(y,z) 
U(y,y)+-
U(y,a)+-
We will present the answers in order of their resolution when answering query 
+-P(x) (ie. the reverse order to the order that QEP would first encounter them): 
• +-U(y,z) has two answers: U(y,y), U(y,a). 
• f-r-vU(y,z) has one answer: r-vU(y,z) except (y=z, z=a). Each exception is 
derived from and can be read as a substitution. 
• rule T(b,y,z)+-r-vU(y,z) gives rise to one answer: T(b,y,z) except (y=z, z=a). 
• +-T(x,y,z) has three answers: T( b,b,z), T( a,c(z),z), T( b,y,z) except (y=z, z=a). 
• f-r-vT( x, y,z) seems to have one answer: 
r-vT(x,y,z) except (x=b&y=b, 
x=a&y=c(z), 
x=b except (y=z, z=a)). 
The nesting of exception conditions has problems - in particular, there can be 
'substitutions' for which there are no ground answers, eg: 
... except (x=a, x=y except (y-a)) 
The absence of ground cases can only occur in unnested exception conditions 
when the exception condition does nothing but (reversibly) rename variables -
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a condition that is quite easy to check 1. The approach adopted here [EDM87] 
is to take exceptions to exceptions as potential solutions - only potential as 
they may be qualified by the other exception conditions. In this case we 
get three answers: rvT(x,y,z) except (x=b&y=b, x=a&y=c(z), x=b), rvT(b,y,y) 
except ( y= b), rvT( b, y, a) except ( y= b). The first answer comes from the previ-
ous answer with exceptions to exceptions removed. The second answer comes 
from the first exception ( y= z) to the third exception ( x= b), and is qualified 
by the first exception (x=b&y=b), but not the second as x=b prevents an 
exception condition containing x=a having any effect. Similarly, the third 
answer comes from the second exception (z=a) to the third exception (x b), 
and is qualified by the first exception ( x= b&y= b). The third exception cannot 
qualify answers derived from its own exceptions. 
• +---S(x,y) has similar answers to +---T(x,y,z): S(b,b) S(a,c(z)), S(b,y) except (y=z, 
z=a), but we are now free to choose z in the third answer to make the excep-
tions disappear. We will use a skolem function of the other variables ( as in 
[SHA92]). z=skz(x,y) ensures y#skz(x,y) and skz(x,y)fa, so the third answer 
becomes just S( b,y). In the second answer, z is free to take on any substitution 
as in standard Prolog answers. 
• f---rvS(x,y) has one answer: rvS(x,y) except (x=b&y=b, x=a&y=c(z), x=b). 
This time we cannot remove exceptions by substituting for the z, as the z 
stands for all possible substitutions. Thus if xis a, y cannot be c( z) for any z. 
• so +---R(x,y) has the answer f---rvS(x,y): R(x,y) except (x=b&y=b, x=a&y=c(z), 
x=b). 
• +---Q(x) has similar answers to +---R(x,y), but we may choose y to remove the 
first two exception conditions. As before, we choose y= sky ( x) (in fact y= a 
does just as well), simplifying the answer to Q( x) except x b. 
1 [EDM88] contains details - essentially exception conditions correspond to substitutions of the 
current an wer 
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• inserting x x for clarity, f-rvQ(x) has the nested answer rvQ(x) except (x=x 
except (x=b)). Removing exceptions to exceptions gives rvQ(x) except (x=x) 
which clearly does not give rise to solutions. The exception to the exception 
gives the only solution: rvQ( b). 
• Thus f-P(x) has the simple answer P(b). 
The proposal presented, though avoiding floundering and staying very close to 
the QEP and Prolog procedural interpretation, does not achieve completeness as it 
provides no general means to lift ground failure proofs. The lifted negative literals 
have a known instance that fails, but the lifted literal may not have a finite exception 
expression, or may incorporate unavoidable non-terminating search. Ground failure 
proofs might be lifted if there were a means of controlling the failure search so as 
to generate a sequence of answers, each ground failure proof being covered by an 
answer. 
If we could control the search so as to only examine those rules that are already 
known to fail in the ground failure proof, each ground failure proof could be lifted to 
an answer. To be computationally effective, one should not require an oracle to guess 
substitutions. This is clearly possible if one incorporates into the search procedure 
an additional option: to split the search space by choosing a unifying rule head and 
considering those cases that could use the rule and those cases that couldn't use the 
rule. A rule is excluded by using the unification expression as an exception condition, 
and a rule is included by substituting the current query. This splits the search for 
a solution into two searches that covers all the cases. Now we can lift failure trees 
by splitting the search space so as to exclude all rules not considered by the initial 
tree. Completeness (for some deterministic choice-sequence) comes from being able 
to successfully demonstrate failure for some substitutions by excluding rules that 
were not considered by the ground failure. This is a considerable modification to 
Prolog, though completeness may be worth the cost sometimes, and one may wish to 
take advantage of the additional choices. This mechanism accommodates inference 
behaviour such as that in Wallace's Negation by Constraints [WAL87] in which 
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failure proofs always choose to split the search space, and first consider the case 
that excludes the rule. 
8.2 Negation by Constraints 
We move now to consider Wallace 's Negation by Constraints [WAL87]. In Wallace's 
terms, QEP with exceptions is a 'naive method' which avoids many of his crit icisms 
by using exception conditions rather than constraints. Negation by Constraints is 
restricted to the function-free case and modifies the procedural interpretation of 
programs, and normalises exception conditions to what we shall call constraints 
- conjunctions of equalities and inequalities. To take an example from Wallace 's 
paper, modified for the conventions used in this paper, given 
Q(al,bl)~ 
Q(a2,b2)~ 
Q(a3,b3)~ 
the query rvQ(x,y) produces 
• 8 ( very redundant) answers by the naive method: 
#a1A#a2A#a3 
#a1A#a2Ay#b3 
#a1Ay#b2A#a3 
#alA?ffb2Ay#b3 
J4blA#a2A#a3 
?ffblA#a2Ay#b3 
?ff b 1 /\ y# b2A X1= a3 
y# b 1 /\ y# b2A y# b3 
• 7 answers ( without redundancy) using negation by constraints : 
#a1A#a2A#a3 
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' 
x=a3Ayjb3 
x=a2Ay=b3 
x=a1 Ay=b3 
x=a2Ayjb2Ayjb3 
x=a1 Ay=b2 
x=al A Yi- b 1" Yi-b2A Yi-b3 
• a minimum of 4 answers (without redundancy) using constraints, for example: 
xi-a 1" xi-a2" xi-a3 
x=a3Ayjb3 
x=a2Ayjb2 
x=alAyi,bl 
• 1 answer ( without redundancy) using this extension to QEP: 
f'VQ(x,y) except (x=alAy=bl, 
x=a2Ay=b2, 
x=a3Ay=b3) 
The modification to the procedural interpretation permits unification to generate 
inequalities to exclude unification as well as equalities to unify. These can speed up 
the search in some circumstances: to use another example from Wallace 's paper, 
given 
R(x 1,bl)~Al(x1) 
R(x2,b2)~A2(x2) 
R(x3,b3)~A3(x3) 
using unification to generate inequalities rapidly gives an initial answer to f'VR(x,y) 
- f'VR(x,y) except (y=bl,y=b2,y=b3). This mechanism is most effective when one 
is interested in just one case that succeeds (ie. in existence, not all solutions). 
Unfortunately, it is not always clear when this is the case. 
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Constructive negation [CHA88] extends this approach to include function sym-
bols and to remove the modification to the procedural logic. The result is very 
similar to using exceptions (indeed the generated constraints are exceptions), but 
the normalisation is more extensive: as the negation of a conjunct of equalities 
( a single exception) is further normalised into a disjunct of inequalities. Thus 
the answer pattern for exceptions is v ( /\equalities/\r-..J( /\equalities) ... ) where each 
equality has a query variable on the left whereas the pattern for constraints is 
v ( /\equalities/\,-,..;( equality) ... ). Generating additional outer disjunct entries results in 
alternate proof path continuations for each continuation required by exceptions, and 
there is little saving in the exception condition evaluation as an exception condition, 
like a constraint, is essentially the non-unification of a pair of terms. As illustrated 
above, exception conditions have the added bonus that they usually have a close 
relationship with the answer to a successful recursive call. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusion 
Intuitionistic proof theory can be thought of as a sound but incomplete classical 
proof theory in the same way that Prolog can be thought of as a sound but incom-
plete classical inference engine. However, intuitionistic logic has an independent 
philosophical basis, and we have shown that any intuitionistic incompleteness ex-
hibited by first order QEP derives from non-ground negation or search. 
The simplest example of the need for a non classical view is the single axiom 
'rvP :JP'. Classically this is equivalent to P, but its reading in logic programming 
systems with negation as finite failure is that P holds if P is not provable - ie. this 
is a Goedal sentence showing that the proof system is incomplete or inconsistent. 
In intuitionistic logics, only rvrv P is provable from this axiom, so P is not provable 
without further information. Axioms similar to the above are unusual but not 
unknown in logic programming. For example, in a meta interpreter for a logic 
programming language, it is natural to use a rule like 'Demo(rvx)~rvDemo(x) ' 
when Demo is the 'proof' predicate. As another example, one could encode (part 
of) a system employing inheritance with exceptions something like the following 
(InheritProp for inherited property, GivenProp for given property): 
rvGivenProp(x,rvp )A(:3z) (Isa(x,z )AGivenProp(z ,p )A 
rv( (:3y) Isa( x,y )Ax#yAlsa(y,z )Ay#zAlnheritProp(y ,rvp))) :J InheritProp ( x ,P) 
which, in a more QEP-like (and Prolog-like) manner, is 
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InheritProp(x,p) ~ rvGivenProp(x,rvp), Isa(x,z), GivenProp(z,p), rvBlocked(x,p,z) 
Blocked(x,p,z) ~ Isa(x,y), Neq(x,y), Isa(y,z), Neq(y,z), InheritProp(y,rvp). 
Another example illustrating the need for a non-classical proof theory is given by 
the following 
A~rvB 
A~B 
B~B 
i.e. 
In this example, 'A' is a theorem of classical logic given first two axioms alone. The 
third rule has been added to prevent 'B' finitely failing (by failing to terminate - some 
such statement is always possible in a semi-decidable system). Intuitionistically, only 
rvrvA holds from the first two axioms, but BvrvB (ie B is decidable) will enable a 
proof of A. 
One can either restrict the programs considered to those that can support a 
classical view ( and support equally well various non-classical views), or one can 
adopt a non-classical view. The former approach is often taken ( a favourite being 
stratifiable programs), but this thesis has taken the latter path. The fragment of 
intuitionistic proof theory required (for the restricted forms of axioms and queries) 
is present in many other standard logics (it is essentially modus ponens). Any logic 
whose theorems are always theorems of intuitionistic logic, and which accepts the 
consequences of the fragment of proof theory, will inherit propositional completeness 
when extended by negation as finite failure. Completeness with respect to classical 
logic can only be achieved by extending the inference engine or by imposing addi-
tional constraints on the form of programs and/ or queries. Completeness for logics 
that don't accept all intuitionistic consequences is particularly interesting as, for 
some natural extensions such as syntactically nested negation ( eg. permitting the 
negation of general queries rather than literals) the extended inference engine can 
become intuitionistically incomplete. 
A proof theory for intuitionistic logic called Lis presented in [DUM77]. It is not 
the original formulation but it has a number of desirable properties: QEP proofs 
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resemble restricted proofs in L ; L has the subformula property - any intermediate 
formula in a proof of a theorem is a (sub)formula of (an instance of) either an axiom 
or the theorem; and a classical proof system can be obtained by relaxing a structural 
restriction rather than by modifying rules of inference. We have shown how to 
transform QEP proofs into L proofs and vice versa. In this transformation, failure 
literals are treated as given (negative literal) axioms and negation as finite failure 
is simply the way we search the negative literal axioms for an axiom of interest. 
This approach follows the DB* approach of [FLA86] rather than the related 'closed 
world assumption' of [REI78] or the completed database of Clark, though these all 
coincide in a substantial number of useful cases [SHE84]. Maximising the number 
of assumptions short of inconsistency leads us to the kind of systems explored in 
[KM91]. 
We do not adopt Reiter's closed world assumption, or Clark's completed database, 
because they have undesirable properties for general clause programs ( eg. they can 
be inconsistent, or can produce undesirable results), though the variant completion 
proposed in [DM91] comes close, and so does the modified generalised closed world 
assumption in [GP86]. As an example of some undesirable properties, the comple-
tion of Af-rvA&rvB and Bf-Bis consistent and has as theorems rvA and B, whereas 
given the closed world assumption the system is inconsistent. If loops like Bf-B 
were terminated with failure, I would expect rv B to hold and I consider A plausible 
but incorrect. These undesirable effects tend to become more troublesome when 
extending Prolog. For example, taking the last example and replacing Bf-B with 
BvCf- can easily result in semantics which insist that B holds (thereby eliminating 
'troublesome' rvrvA consequences). 
The results presented provide for sets of negative literal axioms that satisfy a 
set of conditions, and we have shown that literals generated by the finite failure rule 
satisfy these conditions with some (but not all 1) literal selection rules. Prolog's left-
right selection rule is one selection rule that generates negative literals that satisfy 
1 
, for example, p22 
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the conditions. It is conjectured that the conditions are also satisfied by some loop 
terminating extensions that expand the set of finite failure literals. 
Prolog is an extremely successful non-monotonic reasoning system - the non-
monotonicity arises from the presence of not in the language (interpreted as not 
provable and written rv in this thesis). Where confusion is possible, monotonic 
boolean negations will be written ,. In the non-monotonic literature, rvA would 
usually be written M ,A (possibly not A) and interpreted as consistent to add ,A 
[MD80]. QEP's intuitionistic (non-classical) base has been used to provide new mo-
tivation for some default logics by using Tarski's transformation from intuitionistic 
logic to the modal logic S4 [HC68]. Non-monotonic logics were used to provide 
natural semantics for various extensions to QEP. 
A number of extensions to QEP have been discussed that add expressiveness to 
QEP and which are compatible with Prolog's efficient procedural semantics. The 
changes are conservative in the sense that Prolog programs that behave soundly 
and which don't use the extensions will execute unchanged. The main extensions 
considered were: 
• hypothetical implications 
• conditional open world rules (ie. blocking negation as failure) 
• disjunctive consequents 
Although QEP proofs can always be transformed into L proofs, L proofs may 
give rise to floundered QEP proofs. Floundering occurs when QEP cannot complete 
a proof as all remaining literals ( or simply the selected literal) are non-ground 
negative literals. QEP does not fail - it gives up. This can occur when transforming 
L proofs, for example if the L proof uses a ground finite failure literal when the 
corresponding QEP proof has no means of grounding the corresponding negative 
query literal. Unification can be extended so that its implicit equality handling is 
supplemented with implicit inequality handling by maintaining terms that must not 
unify [EDM87]. The extension requires a notion of inequality similar to, but more 
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general than, that provided by FREEZE and DIF in Prolog III [COL90]. It must 
handle a wider range of inequality conditions than DIF, permitting some variables 
to be universally quantified ( eg. Vy x-/= f (y)). This is similar to the approach of 
[KUN87a, WAL87, CHA88]. 
The first order extension uses a form of skolemisation embedded within the proof 
procedure similar to [SHA92]. Ground examples do not need to be shown to exist 
within the Herbrand Base of the program, nor within any intended universe of 
terms, but only within some possible base [KUN87a, WAL87]. We have also shown 
how to gain a form of completeness by modifying the inference engine - essentially 
we will show how we can lift any ground proof by permitting the inference engine 
to nondeterministically decide to split the search space by accepting or rejecting 
a candidate rule (ie. to unify with the rule head, or to restrict the solution space 
being explored by an exception so as to eliminate unification). 
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